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ABSTRACT

The piesent feasibility study and conceptual design are pact of &demonstration pro-
ject wherein the-Federal government has funded this portion of the effort with the
understanding that the University will attempt to fund and construct the project
through its normal procedures, provided the present study demonstrates to the satis-

, faction of the University that it is in. the best interests of the University to proceed
the information presented herein is.believed to so demonstrate.

Ago

The technical feasibility and the economic benefits of an Integrated Utility System
(IUS) at _the University of Florida are addressed, as are the environmental knd in-
stitutional factors. The recommended IUS alternates include select energy systems
wherein one fourth to three fourths of the required electrical power is gtnerated
on-site with full utilization of the waste heat from the process for heating and
cooling purposes. Full integration of the systems is achieved through incineration
of solid waste for its heat content, and partial reuse of the effluent from the exist-
ing sewage treatment plant for equipment make-up water and for irrigation.

A premise him been made, based on the trend of increasing interruptions in gas serf
vice, that tile University would have"to take some action to provide an alternativs
fuel for heating and cooling in the reasonably near future, This study demonstrate
that there is significant economic advantage in supplying the energy necessary for
heating and cooling as a by-product of power generation.

Finally, it is not in any given utility system, but rather in the integration of the
subsystems where the University is able to gain conservational and economic ad-

.k.i42ntage.` Since the required system modifications will take four years to design
and install, the time for planning is now.



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
;OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20201

NOVEMBER; 1976

066i& oi FacLUties Engineeking and
Pkopekty Management - Peanning and Devetopment

PREFACE

This:tepoat'paesents the analysis iindings, arid. kecommendation6 06
an evaeuation o6 the Integkated Utitity Sy.stem4 conceit at the Uni-

veuity 66 Ftokida.

The aepoat £& the aescat o6 a coopeaative e46oat by the Univeasity
utieity.managek4, the HEW Pkoject 066i.ce and the HEW Conzuetant Co c-

t.6&,,, Reynotd4, Smith and H:itt4, Aachitects, Engi4eehs and Peann Inc.,

Jaci2.66nvieee, Fecutida. The invavemerit 06 the HrW 066ices6,FLieities
Engineeking arld,Ptapekty Management ,6.44 a conseqbeence 06 6 mizsion oi
pkoviding aachitectuAae.a4d,engineeking conzuetant seavices to the medi-

cae and-highek education community, and, the Uni4asity's .agreement to

.cateabonate with the HEW team in pek6okming the 6easibitity study on the

'Gainesvitee campus.-

The sponsoa o the HEW e66oat was the ExpLimentat. Technotogy incentives
Ptogitam (4TI P) 06 6i oi the Depaatment oi Commetce, Nationae Buaeau 06

Standa;Lds.: The ETI P invavement pan:ticukakey innovative. This pAo-

gaam seekS, thaough veity-modezt iiscae assistance to-examine and expeai-
merit with goveanmenta pot:Lies and pliactice4 in 'olLdek to: . .

o. IdeAti64 and )terliove govea hment,a ed bataiet6'to techno6g.i.cat
-change in the paivate sector; and .

.
. e, \

. L
o . Can./met thheaent maahet impea6ections-that impede' the ihnovaturn

.

p koce.64.- ,
. . ...),

_ _,..-'',

The objective 06 the paoiect ii to demon:staate th4t thl Inteinatt.d

Utiaty Systems (IUS) concept can conseave engagy and potable

e66ecc cost o6 energy .6av-Zng4 and imp/Love pottution contkae.

.47

o.
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a

atchitectuAat-engineening'hyposthesi6 that Lead .to the 6oAmutatton
o6 this objective 4.,6 based on these conzidetati.ons:

-o HiztoAicatty,. uti,P.i ty zeAvices AequiAed by a community
06 bwi.td,ings deveZopedds sepanate entities overt tbrw.
beginning with Roman.adqueducts and evotving to. etectAi:,c
ppuien, gas, aid when utitity senvices in the Late nine=
teenth-centuAy. /-

r-) ,
Changes coued 6e made in peAceptioq, -custom and taw which
wowed ,reduce comstAaints on the view that comf2ining those
zeAvizez can pAoduCe bene6:i.tis in an ena. .66 incAeasifng coat's
06 capi,eat, 16uee., and potable (i.teA., and decneasing
abitity 06 these nesounces. Pubt.ic Law 94-385 ol6 August 74,
1976, £6 a waeoffie step in that ditectiN, Among otheA things
it Aequites the Fedetae'Enertgy Adminiztkation-(FEA) to deveLop
ptopozatz 60A Aatemaking poticiez which discouAaje inei6icient
use 06 6uet.."

There arse cteaA technotogicat. opportunities to sate costs,
save energy, and coniseAve potabte water as we Las im0Aove
zotid and -Liquid waste handting, i_16 the non-technicat con-
4tAaints can be Log LcaUy accommodated.

The technotogicat apwachez within the IUS conceptate not'new;
pieces and pants o6 the concept hatie. been in use 60A many deicade.s. Whydid the concept: not p;I.o.speA? Pnimanay, because the oho Cage a petAoteaM
and natuAat gas '6uetztwaz not expAezzed in veAy high 6uet. casts untie
necemtey.

The FedeAat.e660At at the UniveA6ity,06 FtoAxida; and at CentAat Michigan_
Univensity .in Mount Peeasant, Michigan, seeks to dAamatize and demonstratethat: With a very modes.t.e66ont,in,caetabonation with entightened in-
4titutiondt executive's and manage 4, stAaight 60Amand pkobtem saving
methdds and ,sound aAchitectuAat-engineeAing pAactice can point the way to
zigni6icant cost and ehviAonmentat beneiits.

What contAibution and impact can a success &d. IUS,in °Aida and Michigan
pkoduce? It 4..s. to be expected that many health and ducation institutLon21
wilt be inteiaested g necommendations made to the Unive(zsity (16 FtoAida
and. Central Michigan U vensity.

_"rhe.Diepantment o6 Housing and Urban Devet.opment 4mAking'on a zirni,e0.A.
pAoject 60A nesidentime comMunities; the Enekg'y RE-sea/Leh and Deeetopment
AdMiniztAa0bn £6 pAoceeding with an "Integ,rratedOpmmuni.tysEne4,41,Sy4stem
NICES), Grid Connected." The.A.e tattert eqoiptis have di6lieteht stnategies,
but the ent.ae e6goAt has to "'do with the .,i.ntegAati.0n o6 systems 60A energy
conzeavati.on.
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I NTR ODUCT ION

A. THE INTEGRATED UTILItY SYSTEM

The-objective of an Integrated Utility System (IUS) is to'provide required utility
services with maximum efficiency and.minimal overall costs...and in a manner
which is consistent with environmental requirements and institutional constraints.
To this end, the IUS concept can become amiable option for medical and educa-
tional institutions to offset ever spiralling energy costs. By and large, current
utility systems (electrical-power generation, heating and cooling, water supply,
sewage treatment and solid waste disposal) are typically treated as separate operat-
ing entities. The KB concept combines as many of these utility services as are
economically justified in order to achieve maximum utilization of heretofore wasted
energy from individual subsystems. Optimization is-site-specific, and, this docu-
ment addresses the multiplicity of subsystems available to maximize the benefits _

from the IUS concept at the University of Florida.

The essence of an operationally and financially successful IUS is on-site electrical
per generation utilizing low quality or waste heat to provide space heating and
cooling,requirernents. Traditionally, large commercial electric generation stations
operate at approximately 35 percent thermal efficiency; whereas, an IUS plant can
attain and even exceed thermal efficiencies of 70 percent. - Due to this fact, the

'economic benefits often provide for investment payout times of as little as 3 to 5
years...with continuing annual energy savings of 10 to 25 percent.

The. increasing cost and decredsing availability of fuels is serving as a catalyst to
`boost further interest in the IUS concept. Contributing factors are:

continuing escalation of electric utility rates,

shortage Bind imminent curtailment of fuel supplies (natural gas)

in many /sectors,
3

fluctuation in fuel oil prices due to the vagaries of international
oil policies, and

(4) , increasing environmental/energy conservation awareness.

The IUS concept takes an )innovative approach to integrating established and sound
engineering practices an proven equipment to provide more efficiently the required
utility services.

1=1



The appeal of the IUS concept is further enhanced when one considers how it
meshes with future planning activities. For example, major equipment items, such
as boilers, have to be replaced periodically. When the cash flaw picture againstwhich IUS is being compared reflects these replacement items, the economic bene-
fits from an IUS are often dramatic. The justification of an IUS (even partial) lies
in the fact that integration of systems affords the user substantial fuel savings, andoften a rapid return on investment'.

B. RATIONALE FOR ON-SITE POWER GENERATION

-.Although the IUS concept encompasses all utility services, it should be noted that
the majvrity of the return is going to be achieved from the on-site electric power
generation integrated with space heating and cooling requirements, and that thislevel of system irearation alone will often justify an IUS.

Industry long ago recognized that on-site power generation utilizing recovered lowlevel heat could play a major role in reducing operating costs. Consequently, many
industries incorporated essentially the same concept udder the name of Total Energy.
Numerous shopping centers, amusement_ parks, andiother commercial establishmentssoon followed suit. This took place prior to the Arab oil embargo when fuel costswere low. The savings are now even more dramatic and others are examining the
potential benefits of Total Energy.- In particular, the military is examining the
concept fOr application at many of their facilities.

In.order to explain the principle of improved efficiency through combining space .heating and cooling with on-site power generation, it may be helpful to re-View the
concept of availability ancLreversibility in thermodynamic systems. All thermodyna-mic systems-e.g. high temperature combustion gases, at a given state defined by
such properties as'temperature, pressure, velocity and"elevation, have the potentialfor performing a maximum quan- ty of work in reaching equilib1ium with the environ-ment. The maximum quantity of work is achieved by going from the initial statepoint to a final state point through reversible processes of heat transfer and wotk.

For example, in a university or medical complex, thermal energy in the temperature
range of 1000 F to 400° F is required to provide space heat`i,ng and cooling. The

-combu8tion of fuels- in a boiler generates hot combustion gases at approximately
3,500 F to satisfy these thermal requirements. If reversible engines could
placed between the heat source (combustion gas) temperature and each of the low
temperature heat sinks, the system operation could then approach that of ci'rever-sible system and energy requirements could be obtained in the most efficient manner.Although reversible engines exist only in theory, there are available heat engines
such as Fteam turbines that conventionally operate with throttle temperatures of800o.F to 1,000o F and combustion turbines which operate at .inlet temperaturesin the 2,000° F. range. By incorporating one or more of these heat engines into the

k 1-2
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system, the irreversibility can be reduced and the utilization of thermal energy
improved over that of a conventional heating plant which generates steam require-
ments for the thermal loads with no power generation and maximum irreversibility.

The system which will, in general, look most attractive in terms of highest fuel effi-
ciency is one in which power generation-is incorporated and in which the power
generation system is selected on the basis of being the optimum size to provide the
thermal requirements. Any smaller power generation results in having to use a con-
ventional boiler to produce the additional hot water or low quality steam required
for heating or cooling, and any larger unit results in a portion of the on-site elec-
tric generation system-competirig with.the high thermal efficiency characteristic of
the large power generating units operated by electric utility systems. Put different-
ly, the plant will generally be designed so that the heating and cooling requirements
are met by the waste heat from power generation processes. This in turn will usually
mean that a significant portion, but not all of the power, will be generated on-site.
This relationship is sometimes called a Select Energy System.

C. APPROACH AND CONTENT

The elements to be considered and analyzed to evaluate the potential benefits of an
IUS are:

(1) energy requirements,

(2) present and projected electrical rates and consumption,

(3) reliability and adequacy of public power supply;

(4) projected availability of fuels in that region,

(5) capability of burn ing different fuels,

(6) existing utility plant faciies,

(7) space availability,

(8) economic benefits,

(9) funding capability,

(10) institutional and organizational factors,

(11) , environmental. desirability, and

(12) impact on the sin-rounding community.
1-3
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These elements have been.considered foc the University-of Florida 1US application
and are presented in this report as followsr.

-
N.

r-

(1) A description:of the= Universe of Florida utility systems is given
in the ExistindUtility System .section. The pertinent utility dalp-
prwided by the University exaMin9d to dtvelop a-baseline
conventional -desiga,

(2) The Energy ,,Availability and .C6st'seetion assesses the .present and ..,,---;
future fuel 'and electrical supply'sitiiition; -

..(3) . The Integrated Utility System Conceptual Design-section presents
the rationale for selection, siting and integrating, the utility sub-__
systems. And, an analysis of the technical feasibility and benefits.

(4)

to be realized by the proposed designs is made,
7

The financial benefits of implementing aci IUS at the University
are established in the Economic'Analysis section. A life cycle
cost analysis'of alternate IUS concepts is applied to determine
the relative economic return to. be expected fci an IUS system
as compared to conventional utility system counterparts, and

(5) The Environmental and Institutional Factors section assesses;,
the potential environmental impacts as well as-,institutional fac-
tors, other than environmental, which can influence the appli-
cation of IUS technology at the -University of Florida.-

I



II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

. A. INTRODUCTION i
.,

; ... ,,_

The concept of the Integrated Wility#System (IUS),is to confider he interaction and
mutual support of five utility subsjfstems needed by a 20::impus compt x Of. buildingf.
The subsystems are: (1) Electric Power Service; (2) Heating-VentilatinO-Air Con-

. ditioning q5d Hot Water Service; (3) Solid Wdste Handling; (4) Liquid Waste .

Handling; and (5) Potable Water:Service. By and large, current institutional . -

utility subsystems are treated as separate entities. Integration" of the subsysteeni
- it a design approach that seeks to establish those aspects of each subsystem that can

assist thc overall sysjem performance. ,Said another way, the IUS, concept seeks op-

, ti mum system performance.
..

.,- .
.

The,essence of an energy savirivand financially feasible IUS is on-site generation
of,all or part of the needed electric power s 'rvice and utilization on-site of the
cast-off heat normally lost -at a large remo e pow. -er station and also the energy nor-
molly lost in transmission to the institution._ In addition, IUS considers utilization
of the heat values derived from solid waste incinerated on-site.

, .

Within the context of a specific site, liquid waste handling can include extraction
and _digestion of the solid portion of the waste and treatment to Standards that would

...opermit the final effluent to be discharged' into the stream system: In addition, the
final efftu'ent can be used for such purposes as plant process water and irrigation in
order to reduce the demand for. potable water. There care potentia uses for the solids
resulting from the liquid waste handling operatiOn, such as fertiliz r. The sterile
ash kemaining from the solid waste incineration operation can be pl ced in q land-.

fill. .

It is conceptually feasible for an 1US to provide-se- :If sufficiency for utilityservices
-'within the state -of-- the -art of proven .technotogy. Furthermore, thAlsystem can be

designed #to.occommodate the addition of heat and power from other services, such

as solar eriergy'when technological, advances so,warrant.
e '-

In this application of the IUS concept- the environmental considerations include:

r

_

Reduction of solid we to by incineratibn to 5 per6ent of its original
volume4' and removal of. the sterile ash to a landfill, obviously .

reducing the volume tube accommodated in the landfill. The ash

will not contribute to ground woter pollution.. Costs of installing -

and operating this subsystem were included .before 'estimating.the,
netsayings.or credits.

.-
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Reduction of the potable water demo ha throtidb;utilization of some
of the treated liqujd waste'effluent fo$: Plant4rocess water and irri-
gation. Costs for thjs aspect of the intedrcition are -small and were
not inclUded. _

l% \ "'
o .0't.

... 1 ''.. . % . - .e .

Pollution control devices to meet localiand,national standards, and
the costs of these devices and their oReration and maintenance were
included before- making estimates of net savings.

,

It is to be emphasized that ILLS concept appliciitions are "site=specific "-or customd@signed to a specific institutionaLsituation.
- .,".`%

e.

Finally, the 1U installation recornthended.:Provides iiitliViduclscampus buildings
utility services responsive to piesentklemands:. This means -tytickiltlitiOnal energy
conserving actions that may be implemented within the prokide addi-tional cost of energy savings associated-with the proposed IUS .

B. RECOMMENDATION
4.y.ir
'41

As a result of the findings and analysis contained in the ieport,_"Inte&-ated Utility
Systems (IUS),..+:lsibility Study and; onceptual Design- at the University OfFlorida,"the following recqinrnendation is made to install an I-US on the Oath campus.

.Proceed nowto budget, design, and install 0.1.2.5 megawatt th@re. -eleCtrie,gen-
prating' plant plus a 25 tons per day, or 6775 tons_ per day, solid -waste; -Acitirotiort',plant. In support Of 'that. effort act promptly to modify the air cons;litiOning-e)mS.an-.
sion program so that 5, 900 tors of air conditioning is provided by absorption Chftlers-
rather than electric motor driven chillers as now planned.

The thermal electric plant would consist of two multi-fuel boilers (cool, oil, orcgas)
and two steam driven 6.25 megawattacatiable extraction turbine generators. Part -of
the existing steam distribution system would be converted to a "Low Temperature Hot
Water" heat distribution system.' T ting heating plant should to retained for
back-up reserve.

i --1 4 VThe new power plant and solid w,--Jte incinerators would be located-nearby and-asso-
ciated with the existing heating plant.

_ . - n aThe,new equipment and existing plant modifications will provide 85 percent of -

electric poweri-equiremen.ts for the University, and 1,00 percent of the space healing;
arconditionings and-hot water service requirements. The balance of the-electric
power needed by the University would be suppli,d.frOm-its present sources on theutility electric power grid. 2.Improved pollution -control will result for the Univer2ity
and the surrounding community. ..

.... ..

11-2
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The, annual energy cost ravings beginning in 1981 when the-plant would start up is
estimated at 41 - 44 percent of-the expected annual cost of energy in 1981 if ,the
University were to continue in its present mode of operation. (See also-Figure 11-1.)

The investment costs and related bedefits ar-e state below:

o The ccipital investment cost for the.recommended JUS modification is
$18.2 -. 19.4 million.

Annual value of energy savings over the 25 ye-an plant life is 41 -44
percent per year, this would be $4.2.1.`4.4 million in 1981 when the
plant is started up. 1 -\

1

, 1

o Economic Indicators: 1

- Payback period as an indicafior of the risk is 4.8 years.

the savings to investment rdtio is less than 4 (this number is
derived from dividing (1) the estirnatecl total future riet
savings from-19.81 for 2006 discounted to 1981 using tie
State of Florida bond interest rate of 6.5 percent as a dis-
count rate by, 0) the total investment cost in 1981 dollars.)

_- Interest rate of return on the investment is 23 percent.

The recommended option costs and benefit details are presented on Table 11-1.
Table 11-2 -and,11-3 present, for budget purposes,- the investment ditbursement yosts
inflated to the pertinent fiscal year for the 12.5 megawatt plant, plus,a 25 tons pert

day or a 75 tons per day solid waste plant.

C°.. INCREMENTAL ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION ,

As an alternative to the foregoing recommendation, an incremental'installation
progra6is presented on Table 11-4. This breaks the recommended 1US into two
phases: Phase I, which is approximateiyone half of the recommended IUS, would

. -be fully operational and would yield roughly half of the beriefits if Phase 11 Were

never built. In this case, paythe payback period would be 5 yedrs and the interest

.
.

rate of return 22 percent. r ` ._o ..

,
- 5-7

The purpose of the increrrientation as displayed on Table 11-5 is to show what the
-fiscal yepi- expenditures would be if the project were phased. Mg:tough Phase 11

is 'only splipped one year, it would be possible to slip it ow recisonab,le period of

time. The penalty, of course, would be in the escalation of construftion costs and
more significantry in the 1,os of about $2,000,000 per: year in operational savings.

- 11-3
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OPTIONS FOR SOLID WASTE INCINERATION
4 o .

The following solid waste incineration options are feasible-when made part of the
proposed IUS. Waste incinerators are now-available that meet air pollution stan-
dardsand deliver. steam useful for reducing other fuel demands. The incinerators
can be enclosed to-Preserve an' attractive external appearance; the...pperation is on
an 8- hour, 5 day a week schedule, and'does not require highly skilled operators.'

a -

.

The smaller option is based on the University generated solid waste at a rate of 25
tons per day. The larger optiOn includes the University and the City of Gainesville
commercial dry waste at a rate of. 75 tons per day. Truck traffic would range from
5 truck loads per day to about 15 truck loads per day. The residue of the solid waste
is a sterile ash of about 5 percent of the volurnj of the`waste input, and the ash
would,be trucked to a landfill. -Main economic features are (from Table 11-1):

o

o

o'

o

o

Volume (Tons/Day)

'Total Expended,Dotlars at 1981- Start -up

Annual Operating .-Credits ,.,

or Savings , -.

Payback Time _of Total System ''- . .

Saving-s/Inves'tment Ratio of Total System

Interest.Wate OfReturn on Inv7estment.

University
City &

University

25

$18,177,000

$ 4,223;000

-4

234
-z

75

$19,547,000

$ 4;373,000'

4.8

° .3.4-
,

22..9

The larger volume option wouldreq0ire discussions with the City of Gainesville in
order to asSurela supply of solid waste and a mutually beneficial agrpement.

E. CONSIDERATIONS FOR MAKING T1-1E- IUS DECISION

In the main body of4thereport detailed' analyses of:.the 6urient energy posture of the
Universite and the future possibilities are provided': A sum'mary of the basis for
making "the recommendation is presented..

The University utility managers and the IUS feasibility, study team-- the HEW Po='
jest Office, the ETIP Advisor,and the Consultant contractor.- have together en-
deavoredto present a professional technological appraisal of the Universify situation.
The University executives and the'State 'of Florida officials will want to review

I
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, the recommendation and challenge th-e_basis for the recommendation in order to.make their decision.

'The following assumptions have been incorporated into the study report:.

Item Assumption

Natural gas available in 1981
at an attractive relative cost.

o Fuel availability 1981, burned in
the present plant if IUS is not
adopted

,
General inflation

Not probable

Fuel Oil

.4%per year

Additional construction cost
esealcitiCiri 1.0% per year

-
o Additional fuel oil -price

escalation

o Additional coal price escalation

o _ Additional electric power price
escalation

o -IUS, plant life

2.2% per year

-70.7/0 per year

2.3% per year _

25 years

Unless othe se stated, all costs and savings are in dollars brought forward to 1981
using the abo assumptions or brought back to 1981 using the State of Florida bond'
interest rate-Of 6.5 percent as a discount. rate:

The decision making risk for proceeding now in an IUS investment program is clearly
*-associated with error in judgement of what will happen in the future. The team used
two prime'economic indicatOrs to evacuate the alternatives' considered: interest rate
of return op- the investment; and payback time.

4 a'The queition isikosed: _-14:Otw sensitive
,

e are the conclusions and the recommendation to
variations in thin-riput data? The changes in payback period and interest rate of
return on the investment were tested irka series of sensitivity analyses. The follow-
ing observations,can be made with respect to the recommendatiop: ..

(1) The, results are relatively insensitive to an error of 20 percent plus
11-6
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r r . _
or minus in the capital cost estimate.

(2) A change in the discount rate-from 6.5 percent to 5.5 percent or
- 7.5 percent had little effect because of the rapid payback period

., and the low discount rate used.

Since the additiobal.operation and maintenance costs are a small
fraction of total annual costs, errors of plus or minus 20 percent
have little effect on the economic benefits.

Variations in the economic life of the.plont of plus or minus 5 years
have negligible effect. .

An increase of plus one half or a decrease of one half of the assumed
rate of inflation of 4 percent per year will add or deduct only 2 per-
centages points to theindicated interest rate of return on the invest- r
ment.

,

(6) A 20 percent variation in the price of either coal or oil would increase
or decrease the interest rate of return by-slightly more than ,a
As oil prices increase the coal fired plant would look more attractive.
Witriin the range of coal price fluctuations tested the economic indica-
tors are excellent.

(7) A general reduction in the escalation of energy costs including pur
chased electricity to the projected general rate of inflation of 4 per-
cent would make the indicators, less attractive. However, the, interest

-rate of return would still exceed 18 percent and the payback period
would not exceed 6.8 years.v..

(8) The "base case" against which the_ comparisons are made assumes the
existing plant would be burning oil in 1981. If, in fact, gas is avail-

..able and is burned either one third or two thirds of the time, the in-
dices are unfavorably effected. However, the interest rate of return
still exceeds 20 percent and the payback period does not exceed 6years.

The penalty for inaction is dramatized in Figure 1171. Energy costs for the Univer-
sity are estimated to be $9 million per year.by 1981. If the IUS goes on stream
then those costs are estimated to.drop 44 percent per year. (If the general inflation
arid fuel escalation is higher thari-assumed,' then'cost savings will be higher than
predicted and the penalty for inaction will be-higher.) Thereafter the existing sys-
,tem cost performance follows the top curve and the IUS system performance would
follow the bottom curve:

I I-7
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F. ,SCHEDULE FOR CONSTR`UtTION

The schedule for construction and major equipment purchases for the'Lrecommended
option - 12.5 niegW. att electric plant and ti 25 or 75 tons .per day solid.Waste in-
cineration p16St is;preserkted in Figure 11-2. Note that the overall schedule is
estimated at 42 months.

In order to relate the budgeting and fiscal material in Tables 01-1 throui 11-4 to
the construction schedule in Figure 11-2, the reader is reminded that the recommenda-
tion is to proceed now to btidget, design and instalL an !US for start up in 1981.
'Pr,esuming that the University and the State accept the recommendation, the bqlance
of calendar year 1976 and the first quarter of 19 should be devotedftoUnivei-''sity
and State review, seeking approval of the capita overlay program and initiating the
design and construction contracting process.

.

11 -8.
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Capitol Cat Required to Plant

.Startup (1p76 dollar)

Capital Cat Inflated to Project

Date of Disbursement

FY 1918

FY 1979,

FY 1

71981

FY 1986.

FY1991

FY 1996

TABLE II-1

RECOMMENDED OPTION

12.5 MW Thermal Electric Generaticn System with Eitherof Two levels of Solid Waste Incineration,

25 Tan of Solid Waste Per Day (University Only), a 75 Tons Per Dot (University and Commercial Cannily)

8ase 12.5.MW

ai Isis far + Absorption Chillers

6orison + I.THW 0

14,745

2,

4,

7,005

2,550.

1,416

Cumulative Total of Expended

Fortis at Plant Stan* 17,441

Capitol Cat Required to Plant

-Startup (1981 dolkesr
19,789

Annual CI:voting Cat

(1981 dollar) 10,017 5,967
Annual Operating Cost Sarin;

Over Base Case (1981 dollar) 4,050

Present Worth at Net Sowings

(1981 dollars)
71,047

Swings to investmerit Ratio
3.9

Interest Rote of Rein (13)
23,3

Payback rime Including Interest

(yeas)
4.7

Notts

Combined with University and Combined with

University MSW University Solid Commercial MSYI University and

Incineration 2$ TPD Waste Incineration Incineration 75 TPD Commeicial Soli

Incremental 25 TPD Incremental Waste 75 TPD

591 15,336 '

2,988

4,::
7,005

729 .3,279

11 11

14 14

1,042 1,042

729 18,77

729
7

20,549

-121 5,784

' 1830, 4,233

1

73,423

3.8

23.4

I 4.7

1,691 16,436

2,
.

4,898
.

7,005

1,066 4,616

2323 el

29n 29

3,1204) 3,120

2,066 19,547

4

2,066 , 21,963

-333 5,634

333 0 4,383

73,i95.

.
3,4

.
22.9

4.8

I. The base case is the existing syltein with fuel oil os the principle fuel.

2. It is assumed that 5,900 tons of the cc -ping air conditioning system expansion Rogan will be prosted with absorption chillers rather than electric rnottrAiven chiller at originally planned.
3. A small capitol cost is infield in this project to instoll

a steam distribution line' between the steam plait end the radical center to supply lowterceronst hot water (LT$W).
4. Replace existing boiler,

5. In plant rolling stock replacement.

6. Moja ploni replacement.

7. Includes solid waste disposal cats.

8. Compared to existing disposal cosh.

9, Present value of net savings minus present value of invested capitol and interest (1981 point of reference).

10. Present value of incremental savings divided by incremental investment required (1981 point of reference).

II. Discount rate fa which payout time equals ;sokt operating life (25 yeas).

12. Time required to recover the initial investment. Expended dollar divided by net annual savings in 1981 =dant dollar.



Cost Breakdown

by Category

Engineering and Fees

Turbine Generator

Steam Generation including

Pollution Control

General Construction

Solid Waste Energy

Recovery

25

TOTAL

TABLE 11-2

12.5 MW THERMAL ELECTRIC GENERATION

WITH INCINERATION OF UNIVERSITY SOLID WASTE

(25 Tons/Day)

Cost Disbursements by Fiscal Year

Based on Pkinit Start-Up in 1981

Estimated

Commitment \ Disbursements (0QO) by Nicol Year

Date FY 1978 , FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1581 TOTAL

Sept. 1977 818 273 109 164 1,364

'March 1978 ,208 S32 1,976 451 3 467

Apr11'1978, 1,6264 1,388' 464 4,637

joy, 1978 803, 2,167 3,532 ,Ck ,1,525

Ocf. 1980

6

8,027

0 675 675

4,898 7,005 3,279 18,170

V



TABLE II -3

ot12. MW THERMAL ELECTRIC GENERATION SYSTEM

WITH UNIVERSITY AND COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY

SOLID WASTE INCINERATION (75'Tons/Day)

Cost' Disbursement by Fiscal YearBaf:ecl

on Plant Start-Pp in 1981

Estimated ,

Cost Breakdown Commitment Disbursements' (000) by Fiscal Year ,

by Categary ,, Date . FY 1978 , FY 1979 FY 1980 "FY 1981 TOTAL
. .

'Engineering and' Fees Sept, 1977 ..818 273 109 263 1,463

Turbine Generator March 1978 298 832 1,976 451 3,467
,

.

.,.

Steam Generation including
,

Pollution Control April 1973 41,159 1,626 .1,388 464

General Construction, No .'1978... 803 2,167 3,532 1,525

Solid Waste Energy

Recovery .\

TOTAL

';"1,913. 1,913

2,988 4;898 7,005 4,616 19,907



CceitaliCailtequitil to Plast

Startup (1976 dollas)

Coital Cat inflated to hairnet

Date of Disbursement

Com lative Tote! of

Furth°, Plast'Stcrivp

Capitol Cat Required to Plot

Singel, (1981 dollars)

kraal Operating Cat

(1981 dollar)

FY 1978

FY 1979

Y 1980

FY 1981

FY 1986

FY 199)

FY 1996

TABLE 114, V
INCREMENT OF RECOMMENOEi OPTION

6.25 MW Them! Electric Genera* System with Either of Two Levels of Solid Waste Incineration,

25 Tons of Solid Waite Per Day (University Only), a 75 Tons Per Dv/ (University and Comuciol Cavonily)

Bose Case

.os Basis fa

Comparison

6.25 MW ,

+ Absorption Chillers,

+ LTHW ®3®

ty MSW,University

Incineration 25 TPD

Incremental

Combined with

Unive rsity Solid

Waste Incirferatico

2S,TPD

,

, Univyrsi and

vial MSW

'' Incineration 75 TPD

Inc tmentol

.

Combined with

University and

Coma! Solid

Waite 7S TPD

8,640 591

1,433

2,242

4,748

1,429

1,158

1,416 1,416 ®

kfuol Operating Cott Swings

Oren Bose Case (1981 Ulm) r

Present Wath of Net Swings

(1981 dollars)

Saingi to 'moment Ratio

Interest Retell Rem (%) 0

PaybOilc Tin. Including

Interest (yeas)

Set table 1 fa Explanatkn Of Nicht.

29

9,847

' 9,231

1,433

° 2,242

4,748

729. 2,153

11

14 4 1,430

1,042 1,042 3,120

1,691 10,331

2;065

23

29

'10,576., 2,0E6 p

'1,433

, 2,242

4,748

3,490

23

,1,445

3,120

11,913

s ;11,85f 2,066 13,230

ii
8,008. -301 4 7,704 7,545

2,009

34,799

3.4

22.0

5.0,

2,313

39,594

3.4

22.8

5.0

q '

2,472

40,40

3.0

22.4

s.q



TABLE 1.1-5

TWO PHASE I NCRENIENTATION.WITH COSTS DISBURSEMENTS

BY FISCAL YEAR BASED ON PHASE 1 PLANT START-UP IN 1981

PHASE 1- 6.25 M.W. THERM AL fLECTRIC,GENERAT I% SYSTEM

WITH UNIVERSITY SOLID WASTE INCINERATION 925 TONSIDAY)

Estimated" e .. Cost Veakdow; Commi5e* Disbursements (000) by Fiscal Year 6.
by Category Date . FYs 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 ''.. FY 19$1 FY 1982 , Total
. . .

Engineering and Fees Sept. 1977

'Turbine Generator March 1978

Steani Generation including April 1978
Pollution Control

. .

General Construction . Oct. 1978

SolidWaste Energy Oct. 19139j,
Recovery

5

Sub Total, Phase I

474 1Ak

.112 447

594 813. '

253 829

0 . 0

1,433 2,242 '

., l
EiS 71.,. 0 783

1,062 242.` o 1,863
i

731 ' 238 0 2,376

12,870 927 4,879

675

4,748

0 675 1.

ip.153 0 10,576

PHASE II.- 6.25 Kim:IHERNiict ELECTRIC GENERATION SYSTEM .

wITH COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE,' NC INERATION (50 TONS/D4Y)

Engineering and Fees

.

Turbine Generator

teain Generation including

POHution Control, . '
General Construction

Solid Waste Energy

Recovery

Sub Total, Phase H

PHASE I & II TOTAL

Oct. 1981

Sept. 1978 0 383 118 . 111

March 1979 0 101 406 , 963

S April 1979 0 574 '- 880 . 671
/ Vo

0

Oct. 1979 0 210 559 1,434

,

0 0, 0 ,0

0 1,268 1,963 3,179

1,433 3,510 6,711 5, 2

Jr

95 707.
0 ,

220 1,690

e
239 2,364,

V
I

'''f '

''1,085. 3,288

1,306 1,306

2,945 9,35

2,945 19,931 4



SITE DESCRIPTION

HISTORICAL

eV.

The University of Florida is a combined state university and land-grant college lo-
cated .in the northern center of the State. While its beginning goes back to the days
previous to Florida being admitted to the Union in:18,45, its first college, the College
of Arts and Sciences, did not open until 1853. A few years later the passage of the

-Mon-ill Act provided lands for state institutions of higher learning which would pro.
mote agriCulture, mechanical arts and military.scienc'e, resulting in the beginnings
of the College -of Agriculture, the College ofiEnginekeri9g, and the'Agricultural.
Experiment Station.

f.

By 1905j-here were a half-dozen state suppopted institutions of.higher learning in -

Florida, located in various parts of the State gird struggling for existence. At, that
time the Florida legislature took a step unprecedented in the history of education
in any'state by passing thebBuckman Act, which abolished the six State Colleges
and provided for the establishment of two new institutions Of WhiCh.th,... University
of Florida was one. It was established for men, located in Gainesville and placed
under the direction of the Board of Control, a body created by the Buckman Act.
In 1947.the University was made coeducational. The',nine member Board of Regents
replaced the Board.of Control in 1965.

B. PRESENT.

Ner

The University of Florida is currently the largest of the nine universities in the
ljorida State UnivAity System. The seventeen major colleges located on one cam-
pus include the University College,College of Agriculture, the College of Archi-
tecture and Fine Arts, the College of is and Sciences, the College of Business
Administration the College of Dehtistry, the College of Education, the College of
Engineering;,the- School of Forest kesOurces,.andConservatiori, the_Col lege orl--lealth'
Related Professions; -the 'College of Journalism and Communications, the'Coltege of
Law, the College'orMedicine, the College of Nursing, the Coliebe of Pharrnacy,
the College of Physical Education, 'health,, andRecreation, and-the College of
Veterinary Medicine..

C. CAMPUS POPULATION PROJECTIONS"

Planning at the University of Florida is not based upon the idea of perpetual growth
in numbers. In fact, it is evident that enrollment will level off based upon the
following observations:

(a) At present there are nine state universities and twent)Aeight
public community colieges--an enormous increase of such

III-1



(b).

facilities during recent years.

Recent surveys indicate a decrease in the percentage of high
school graduates who plan to enter college.

-(c) SinCe 1957, there has been .a steady decline in both the relative
and\absolute birth rates. The country is below the zerapopulation
groWth level with the relative birth rate being only two-thirds the
1957 figure. \

(d) From 1976 to 1990, the projections are that there will be fewer
students entering the higher.education pool. This is relatively
certaih because those future-students are already born..

Thus, it would. appear that the period of accelerated .growth in numbers for the uni-
versity enrollment is over. One advantage is that now it should be possible to have
buirdings,and utilities catch up with the needs. Now the University can concen-
trate on providing continuing growth, in quality of both'the academic programs and
the physical plant.

A Continued student population growth is anticipated although not at the accelerated-
rate experienced during the 1960's. Present full time equivalent student enrollment
is 24,000 with a faculty of ?,500 and a staff of 7,500. Population projections which
have been furnished by the University of Florida indicate a full time equivalent stu-
dent enrollment of approximqtely 27,800 in the 1979-1980 school year and a total
campus population, considering students, faculty and staff, of 44,000.

D. SETTING

The University of Florida' is Jocated in Gainesville, a city of approximately 75,000,
excluding ,he University of Florida students. Situated in !forth central Florida, mid-
way between'the Atlantic Pscean,and"the Gulf of Mexico,"the city is known as an
agricultural and small industrial center.

E. CAMPUS LAY OUT

A map of the campus irshown in Figure 111-1. The contiguous campus encompasses
1,900 acres with a building floor space of 7,800,000 square feet. The original
campus was-located in th northeast corner of the preient campus with expansion
occuiring tows rd thesou h and west.

111-2
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F. EXISTING UT LI

/la

.2Y

The University has steam gen. ititsjo.provide hating and cooling. A
backpressure steam turbine enerator-generates.a-Mln-or -portion of the electric

power requirements. The'UniverSity Ras-sewage treatment.facilities and operates a
solid waste collection and disposal systems.- The location of these facilities has been
identified on the campus map shown in figure 111-3. Additional utility require-.
ments such.cfselectritity and potable water are purchased. from outside sources.
A detailed description of the existing u'tility,sistems is given in the next section.

1'

Expansion plans on utilities and facilities continue t9,be -drawn uiiwhile others are
executed. A ten year study and expansion program was developed in 1964.
The campus facilities have since increased almost two-fold. A second ten year

_projection and expansion program (2, 'Cl was initiated in 1973.

G. FUTURE GROWTH OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES

The University of Florida Division of Planning and Apalysis has prepared an Antici-
pated 10-Year Renovation & Replacement Program (2/ which describes present
planning for the construction .of new buildings and the renovation of existing facili-
ties. Since a major portion of this program is for renovation and replacement, future
gross building spate is not anticipated to increase significantly. However, the re-
novation program is anticipated to add to the central utility load, as local heating
and cooling units are_ etired and the building loads are connected to the central
plant.

H. BAS IS FOR PROJECTING NEEDS

Forecasts of future requirements fo'r utilities, -presented in this report, -hav-e been
.bas upon (1) population projection s, (2) planning forecasts. forfuture building'
.const HO nand reoVati.stAgund_ (3) historical growth tirends in demands for utili-
ties. ach prov.ides,data whi ech ncessari-IY influence thegther two. Therefore,t
these dato 'Must be carefully,analyzedin order to achicle a high degree of
accuracy.

Many programs do not follow the historical per student i:t71ity needs. The College
of Medicine began° its operation in 1956 and riOw accepts 70 students annually in
its four year progranuleading to an M.D. degree. The Medical Center, including
Shands Teaching Hospital and related facilities, produced a much higher than.
normal per student demand on the util,Wes system The large increase inzesearch
projects carried on at the University. pj,-6dt..1ced arc's foi utilities unrelated to
student enrollMent.: While forecasting :utility_ edsibaSed solely upon enrollment
prOjectiOn has proveri unsatisfactory, subsequ t eperience has demonStrated that
utility, projections can be made with satisfacto accuracy by properly accounting
for the nature of the intended use.

111-4
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IV. EXISTING UTILITY SYSTEM

A. ELECTRICITY
to.

1. Source of Electricity

A 1,000 kW backpressure turbine /generatcr at Heating Plant No.. 2 generates approxi-
mately 5 percent of the total electricity consumed by the University. The remdining
electricity is purchased from Florida Power Corporation which supplies the power
through two 69/23 kV).!1/4 transformers at its substation on campus. The substation is
located near Heating Plant No. 2 in the southwest section of the campus. Po.ver dis-

'tribution from the substation to campus distribution vaults is at 23 kV.. This Yoltage
is transformed to 4 kV at the vaulti and then fed into the campus grid system.

In 1975 the University consumed 124,338,000 kilowatt hours, of which 118,338,000
kilowatt hours were purchased from Florida Power Corporation wit the remainder
being generated at Heating Plant No. 2.. The existing contract b tween the University
and Florida Power Corporation provides for on-site power gener ion in parallel with
purchased power. The contract clause is shown-as Exhibit I.

The University has minimum on-site emergency operating capability. When the med-
ical center was constructed in.1956, an emergency power supply was installed. Since
that-lime the facility has tripled in size with no increase in generating capacity. The
syltem was designed to provide power for operating-rooms, hall lighti and twp elevators.
There is no emergency power for air conditioning, even in the operating' rooms: The.

,

University has no other substantial emergency denerating-cs_p_i acity. ,
Electrical Loads

: The-historical and projected -electrical.loads for the .University are presented in
Figure IV-1. As is shown,. there has been a significant historical annual increase in
demand'and'consumption. The observed ddCrectie in growth of both the peak and the
average !dads is atrributed to energy conservation measures. The peak purchased
electrical deinand for 1975 was 24,300 kW. Further reductions. in load by conserva-
tion measures are not anticipated without implementation of a retrofit program or
load management system. The projected demands on consumption have beer madelon: the
basis-Of previous utility expansion studies, planned bu-Ming programs and consultation
with plant personnel. 4

The hourly load,cyivfis in Figure IV-2 indicate that.the kilowatt demand during each
season peaks be en e'hours,of 1:00 p.m. and_3:00.p.m. Figure IV-3 gives the
daily electrical c profile at'the University for 1975. The profile is rela-
tively uniform durineach season. As indicated in Figure IV-2, there is a significantly

IV-1-
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.
lower average electrical load during the winter. As is discussed under_the chilled
water section, this lower load is probably due to the lower air conditioning re- .
quirements during the winter. The lo.9d duration chart shown in Figure IV-4 indi-
cates that the electric demand is aboJe 10;000 kW for 7,200 hours of the year,
and above 16,000 kW for less than 1,600 hours of the yar.

I

3. Cost of Electricity

The eixisting contract between Florida Power Corporation and the University oE.
Florida (Exhibit 1) outlines the electrical demand charge, average electrical cost
and the fuel adjustment charges. Electrical per costs, including fuel adjustments
and demand charges to the.University; now average. $0;0263 per kilowatt hour.
Operation qnd maintenance costs for the electrical distribution system were $162,000
during the 1975/76 seaion.

.

B. STEAM

1. Steam Generation

Stearn generation was originally at Heating Pl-ant No. 1, located behind Weil Hall.
The plant was first installed as-a coal-fired operation but was later converted to an
oil/gas-fired system when these fpels became readily available. Because of equip-
ment age and economic consideration, the steam generation facilities at Heating

-Plant No. 1 have been retired. Steam is now produced at Heating Plant No. 2 and
distributed through a system of--underground mains andbranche s to the campus' Wild-
ings. Some buildings that are remote from the central campus have local heating
units.

a. HeatingPlant No. 1
. , -

This plant now operates as a pressure redUcing and steam diStribution center ifith.
Heating. Plrt NO. 2 supplying the steam., Various inrcr-building steam supply
systems are fed from Heating Plant-No. 1. The plant also serves'-as a collecti.on
center for condensate from the older section of the carbpus. . .

,

b. Heating "Plant No. 2

'Heating Plant No. 2 was placed in operation in 1957 and initially served jan isolated
steam distribution system". Low pressure interconnections wero later'made allowing
liThited interchange between Heating Plant No. 2 and Heatirig Plant No: 1.

A 12 inch, 2.40 psig steam header was installed to interconnect the two plants in
1967. The plont-, whose steam generating equipment is listed in Table IV-1, now
generates all ihe steam used on campus.

IV-5
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TABLE IV-I'

EXISTING STEAM AND POWER GENERATING FACILITIES

STEAM GENERATION

. /7.
BOILER.. YEAR

MANUFACTURER
OPERATING STEAM BOILER

FUEL
NO. . \ INSTALLED PRESSURE, PSI(., TEMPERATURE. .F CAPACITY LBS/HR

1

1 AI, COMBUSTION 250 . 60,000 oil/gas

ENGINEERING

(..
.. ,

.

),

.., - .

1957 COMBUSTION ailfgas

ENGINEERING .

. .
. .

3 1967 UNION IRON WORKS
.

500 ,120,000 'oil/gcm
.

4' -
.

/
4

.

J973 . NEBRASKA 235 500 , oi,1 /gas

BOILER COMPANY
.

.

.. . .

POWER GENERATION

,

0 '

TURBO-

GENERATOR

'YEAR

- INSTALLED
, .

'1951

MANUFACTURER.

a,-
iLLIOT COMPANY

CAPACI*'
KW

THROTTLE

/PRESSURE; PSIG

4 42



,Present gross installed. generating capaa40 is 290,000 pounds. per hour. Thislatipa!-
city will increase to:410,000 pounds per hour.wl!en the 120,000 pounds per hoUr
boiler, presently under construction, goes into operation in 1977.

2., :Steam Distributiod-''

Steam from Heating Plant No. 2 is supplied to Heating Plant No 1 at 250,psig
pressure. At Heating. Plant No. 1,...the pressure, is reduced to..60 psig,and then dis., --

tothe campui.. The,1,000 kW steam turbine at Heating Plant No.; 2...07
e hausts into the distribution systen1 at 60 psig. The distribution system iriclimies..

apProximately 20 miles:,of.underdround steam and:.coriderisate lines. At the buildings,
the pressure is.reUced to 15 psig and passed through,_heatexchangerS to produce low
temperature ho rater for intro-building space heating. The central: heatifig. Plant
.estimated to service 7,,6 million'square feet of space. Some :interconnection and
looping of the 60 fisig distribution 'system has been installed:

The.condensateom.mostr Of. the -ncrthern'paryanci some of the northeastern part of
the campus draintlo collecting tanks inside ljeating-PlaritNo, 1. ThiS Condensate..
is pumped to a stcragetanksand then flows by gravity' to keating Plant. No. 2.:

3. Steam' Consumption :Gina Demand

Steam demand has been increasing steadily-as evidenced' ifierile in: consumption
froit 305' million pounds in 1958 to 984 million pounds 975. .:peak steam demand
in 1974(75 was 152,000 pounds per hour. Figure. IV-3 shows thd daily steam con-

,

suMption during.1.975 with the peak day Onsumption.fcr each season. identjfied.-
The relatively flat prof; le suggests that the steam 'demand, °arid' coniumption:are fin _

form..throughout the yecr c. The hoUrly steam kad curves in Figuie' IV-5 alio indicdte,
that steam demand for a given ddi for each season is relatively.constant)t

',The steam' lOad-durcition curve giien in Figure IV-4 shays'that for less than 10 per-
cent of the time, the _steam load is greater than 125,000- pounds per hour. The curve
also shows that for more than 90 percent of the time the.steam ,load ;s greater than.
90,000 pounds per' hour. ,

.

Figure IV-6 shows the histcrical and projected steam requirements of the University
of Florida combined 'Heating Plants No.. l and: No. 2. A general upward*trerid- in
consumption has been expsrienced wilth some reductions due to energy conservation
measures which were instituted. .Stearn- consumption is expected to increase with the
planned renovation and replacement (of University:facilities'.

Historical peak steam demands are available for only the last four years. Records;
for the years 1970 and 'earlier are not oval table.. However, peaks for the years
1958 through '1964 were available in a previous utility i,eport. Peaks for the years

ad
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1965.throUgh 1970 hove been estimated from generation totals .using load factors,-
the average .dnnual ratio of generation:rate to the.i)eak .genpration.rate, starting in'
1965 with 51 percent and increasing'2.pereentper. year. An interesting chrracteris-
Aicof the. histoilcal steam lOad-characteristics is the increase in load factors from
25 percent In 1958 'to. the present 65 percent:

4. Cost of Steam

The cost of fuel fcr steam generatidn in 1975/76 was $970,000 while maintenance
costs for the steam distribution system in .1975/76 were $100,000. In addition,
there is an on-going maintenance and replacement program for steam and condensate
piping. The 1973 University. of Florida utility study recommends replacement of
10,000 feet of piping.in two increments. A design service life of 30 years for
field erected boilers iuggests that replacement of boilers Nos. 1 and 2 willsbe re-
quired in 1987. A design service life of 25 years-for package boilers suggests
that boilers Nos. 3 and 4 will require replacement in 1992 and 1998 respectiveljr:
Costs' for these replacements are included in the Economic Analysis section.

C. CHILLED WATER ?

Cooling System

The policy. since. 1956 has been t incorporate air conditioning into new ClassroornS'
..and office' bUildings. Conversio of oldei facilities began in 1958 and is continuing.

As
.

shown in -2, central c filled water production is provided by one 2,400
ton steam driven centrifugal chiller, .two 1,750 ton steam driven centrifugal chillers
and two 400 ton electric driver:. centrifugal's. Theie chillers are located at the
Walker Hall Chiller Plant and Heating Plant No. 2. Two 1,200 ,ton electric driven
'chillers are ,presently being installed at Heating Plant No.2 to replace.three 700
ton steam jet refrigeration units which have been retired.

As a result= of a recent central air Conditioning feasibility study, the Oniversity has
begun 0 ten year prOgramio increase the present.cOrnbined central chille-d-water Q.

generation capaCity of .16,000 tons.: This capacity supply new building loads . -

that are planned for that period. :The future plans include the addition of a third
-Central chiller plant. located at the site of Heating Plant, No: 1in 1977. While the
refrigeration machines presently being installed Cr .scheduled for installation' are,
electric driven centrifugals, future installation could be absorption chillers if they
Were .prpven, to be advantageous`.

2.. Chilled' Water Distribution

The existingcentrai distribution syst ms originate..frorn two locations, Heating Plant
No. 2 and the Walker Hall Chiller last. They are all underground, two pipe



TABLE IV-2

EXISTING CHILLER EQUIPMENT

CHILLER-

NO.
YEAR

INSTALLED MANUFACTURER

CAPACITY

(TONS) TYPE (ELECTRIC TEAM LOCATION

1 11957 Worthington 2400 Steam Turbine Centrifugal

Chiller
Illeatin9

Plant 12
i

1970

^

Carrier Corporation 1750 , Steam ,Turbine Centrifugal

Chiller
Heating

Plant 12

1410 Carrier Corporation 1750 Steam Turbine Centrifu§al Heating

Plant 12

4. 1956 Trane Centravac 400 Electric Driven Centrifugal Iker Hall

1956
t, --

Trane Centravac . Electric Driven Centrifugal , lker Hall

.

Sr



.. sy ......Ar Id they <were criginalk designed to afford sufficient presture. in the distil-
bUtian -pumping syttem, foprOviae.chilled.water flaw inside connected buildings .._

without b 'Wing pumps.. However, at least-twOluildings connected to .these exist-.
ing systeMS. e building pumps installed as a result of problems experienced Within
the distribu on. loop.' Addition- ch water lines are to be installectas the cen-
tralitationof the chiller.plant tak place and the refrrgeration machines are in-:
stalled.

3. Cooling Loads

Present air conditioned space is.estimated to cover 6.1 million squareleet. Most of
this load is not connected to the central chilled water systems but is. serviced by
unitary building systems. Metering has only-recently been installed to record the
chilled water. production at Heating. Plant No 2. 'Cooling clOads supplied by
Heating,Plant No. 2, shown in Table 1V-3, have been estimated on the basis of
assumed equipment utilization factors and available electrical, meter readings at the
Walker Hall Chiller Plant.

4. Cost of .Chilled Water
b

Available plant records do not distinguish between steam used to generate chilled
'water and that used for heating purposes. Both heating and cooling occur through-

out fhe year. The cost of fuel for steam generation is given in the discussion on
steam which' appears earlier in this report.

The operation and maintenance expenses for.the steam distribution system in 1975/76
were $88,000: An increase in the cost of opeiating and maintaining the systeM can
be expected as new buildings are connected to, the 6ystern.

D. TFIERMAVELELTRIC LOADS

The monthly electrical and steam loads are given in' Table IV-3. The electrical
loads include both t urchased poWer and do average production of -700 kW by the
existing 1,000 kW pr re turbine.

Metering devices have only recently been installed to distinguish the use of steam
for distribution for heating and chilled water' production by the steam turbine driven
centrifugal chillers. An estimate of-the heating. and cooling provided by Heating
Plant No. 2 is included -in. Table .1V-3. To estimate the split in steam use, imonthly
:elecirical.readings, for the Walker Hall ,Chiller Plant were used to estimate. the month-
l.y cooling load profile. The computed.steam.ttibine driven chiller energy require7
ments and the energy requirements for. the 1,000 kWbackpressure steam turbine were
.deducted from the steam energy to estmate the steam energy distributed to the cam-
pus. 6./.1
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. A schematic diagram of the existing thermal distribution system is shown in Figure IV-7.

E. SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

.

Presently the solid waste generated' cit,the University is transported to a sanitary
landfill.which is Under the jurisdiction of Alachua, County. FigUre IV-8 illustrates
the existing solid waste management system. The dependence. on this approach -to

waste management by the University has been largely influenced by-operational
costs and land availability. HoWever, with Operational costs-on the increase and

land'aVailability no longer a sure commodity; alternate methods for solid waste

-management are being examined. .

. Collection and Disposal

The:University owns and operates -its.Ovvncollection system. 'Pickup is on a daily
basis by three one-man frortt end loader trucks with, two'having 31 cubic yards ca-
pdcity and one having 25 cubic yard capacity. Present figures indicate that approx-
imately 7,000 tons.were collided- for the. year1974/.75.;The was.te..is compacted
during the pickup process. No-waste Segregation is practiced.-Itesburce recovery
at present is limited to aluminum cans, which are picked upiy an aluminum firm
for recycling. Sanitary landfill accounts for all solid waste rdispOsed by the'Unil
versify with exception's being dried sludge, animaF waste, leavei and.bushesi and
aluminto-cans which are_ disposed of separately.. There is limited incineration at the
MedicalCenter and the Animal .Husbandry ,DePartment. The Medical Center incin-
ercitcr" is' fiked to dispose of toxic and pathogeniC Materials and the Animal Husbandry
Department incinerator is.used to dispose Of animal.carcasses.. The rest of the solid
waste at these loc' ations is.collected and compacted for landfi.11ing. Dried sludge,
animal wastes and leaves are used as soil conditioners.

2. Cost"

Solid waste diSpoSal costs have been increasing in part because of the increase in
land value and also becaUse of the increase in volume of the waste handled'. .During
fiscal year 1974/75, the dump fees to dispose of 7,000 tons of solid waste amounted
to $20,000. Operation. andmaintenance cost during tile tame period was $47,000.

O

POTABV TER

...

The City of 'Gainesville presently provides all potable water to the University.. .The-
UniversitY distributes the water to all on;CampUs.bui Idings"and -maintains its ,own
distribution. system. The AiitributiOn system.Consistsof several thousand feet of 6 to
12 inch mains with- average' pressure in the system ranging from .50 to 80 psi, depend-.
.ing on elevation. With water rates scheduled by the city to rise to 67 or more per
.1,000 gallonS, there is the possibility of the UniVersity- generOting: its OWn.'potable
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Water, and studies- ( 3 ) have been performed that. show such an option isleasiblefor the .

University

1. Demand

'Potable water consumptiOn in 1974/75 was.84Naton gallons':. Current average
.

.daily flaw is .2 million galloni- per day with ,ape demand. of 2.9 million gallons
per day.. The eak load has beenincreasing gradually. It is expected to reach
5,600 gallons 4minute in 1978 as compoked to 4,700 gallons per minute in 1973.
Between 1978 and 1983 a 4 percent increase is estimated with a projected peak de-
mond in 1983 of 5000 gallons per minute. , . ,.,_ . e

2. S Cost
1.

-The present rate charged by the Cit.); of Gainesville to-the University. is 31'..54 per
1,000 gallons. Projected operation and-maintenance of the distribution system in
1975/76 was $7,d00:1T,he cost has not varied significantly i7illthe past. An in7.
creamin the cost of-opeting and maintaining the system-can be expected in rela-
tion to the number of new buildings being connected to the system.

A new ordinance (2019-075-19) adopted, on February 17, 1975 by the City of
Gainesville providectior,a new rate structure:-. This.crdinanCe also establishes
additional monthly charges fcr fire hydrants, front footage charges and,identifiabli
internal connection charges. The effeenpf the oidinanc'e will be to increase by
approximately 300 percenkthe Water charges the ,University pays to the Cfty of
qainesville r This prompt the _University into, making cistudY to determine the

-.feasibility of the Un?versi of. Icricia constructing and operating its own water .

treatment,facilitrinste of purchasing water from the City of ..Gainesville.. The
study (3 ) Conoludecrt at it would be economically sound for The University of
Florida ta.c6nstrun operate'a water. treatment facility.

.\4

74.

ya

G. SECONDAR 'WATER

.
,

Irrigation at the Unlversity of Florida occurs throughout the_yeaWSecondary water
;puri peel from wells, ponds and treated effluent from the sewage plant is u'seelPfOr irri

gation. Pond and well water are used for cooling tower makeup.

1 Demand

. .

Although inigatiati is 'intermittent, there is an ever presentnee'd for, it at the Uni-
. versity. Thereare'no record kept the amount of irrigation water used. The use

of well-water for irrigation doe.s have a drawback in that it.has a high-sulfur*content.'.
The hydrogen sulfide odOr rotten eggs) emitted' in areas irrigated with-well
water is quite noticeable.

e



Il
The op atiorrand rnciinten e cost for irrigation in 1975/76 was148,000. An
addijarial cost of $27;300 f. atering flowerS,, trees'and other plants-Was incurred.

H. SEWAGE
. ., .

Sewage Treatment Facilities .

The= University has its own sewage treatment plant which is located in the central -
utility area. Its facilities coniist of si contact stabilization plant which was ex-
panded in 17/68, and a trickling, filter pliant which was placed in full _operation in
_1948. The, plant has undergone considerable upgrading in size and quality since be-
coming operational. It has also I;eenused for experiments and research by the Uni-
versity of Florida Environmental Engineering Department' _

$
,

. A
r ,

...
A 0 c

The present average daily flow to The facility is.2.3Rnilli.pn gallans per day with
. .

maximum intermittent flows of 196 percent of average. The present design C6pacity
of 3.1 million gallons per day is not expected to be reached" unti I the mid 1980's..

. -

2. Sludge Collection

Sludge from thedigeiting tanks is discharged into 13,275 square feet of sludge.sand.
drying beds. When dry, the sludge _.is loaded on trucks=and transferred:to a storage
siteto be used as a soil conditioner for "landscaping OuPposes, on University ,grounds.
Dri* slUdge'reMovalfrom tile drying beds is on a weekly basis:`` An.,annubl.volume
Of 420'cubic yards of this material,isrembiera from the 'drying-beds. ,

.3.. Waste Water Usage

Most of the waste wa ri(treated effluent) leaving the treatment facility eventually
. .

discharges into Lake A ice. About 5 to 4'percent (37million gallons per year) of .

treated effluent is used for irrigation purposes as-ii ihown in.Figkire

4. Discharge Regulations

_

T he treatment facilitycurrently meets all federal and state discharge regulations:
Construction improvements are presently beingmade to ensure high 'performance:
levels throUgh the-next deCade.

A regional aste water treatment facility, Lake Kanapaha Sewage Treatment Plant,
is now under construction. And, the Florida Department ofPollution- Control has
notified the University',' hat prOvisibns should be made to connect to the riegion-al

4
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waste water system when this facility becomes available: Alternates_to constructing
the. costly interconnection are tinder study.

The Environmental- Protiction-Agency iss s- National Pollution Discharge:Elimination
-System (NPDES).permifs to facilities iR conformance with applicable and approved

. Section 201 and 208 (of the Fedeial Water Polki.tion Control Ac4,(FWPCA)) area-
wide plans. The. Alachua Courity 208 plan is presently being developed and the role
of the University sewage treatment facility in this planhas not been dptermined.
Treated waste water discharge to. Lake Alice could posiible be limited or denied to
allow Lake Alice to fret water quality startdards as a receiving water _body.

5. 1111)National Costs
.

. -

The cost of processing raw sewage to.the point where if is discharged into-Lake Alice
is about $0.24 per thousand gallors. In. 1974/75, the corOf treating all the dis-
charbed sewage was $132,660, dxCluding disposal costs.

Dried sludge is collected using the 'same. equipment and personnel used far collection
and disposal of solid waste and none of the cost of sludge disposal is included in the
total solid waste cost: Operat/bn and maintenance expenses for plant and liftsta-
tions amounted to $53,000. No significan't incteases are expected in the operdti on.
and Maintenance of t lant.



V. ENERGY AVAILABILITY AND PRICE
fyx

This country is in a period which is unique in its history with reg&1d to availabil-
ity and price of energy. ,The Arab oil em_bargo came at attime wheh domestic
reserves were_diminishing. The quadrupling of oil prices that resulted has placed
greater demands on gas and coal.

Only through federal regulation has the price of interstate_gas remained relatively
low. However, the increased demand for gas brought about by thrice escalations
and the shortages of oil, has resulted in significant curtailments in gas delivery
over a major portion of this countr*. It seems* likely that future federal legislation
will result in deregulation of the price.of .nalusal _gat, alldWing the Btu-equivalent
price of gas to reach levels equal to oirgreater thari that of oil.

.....; -
- ... L

. Natural gap also plays an important-role as Ja chemical' feedstock. In fact, there
is a strong possibility that the use of natural gas for conventional boner combus-
tion will be greatly restricted because of-its importance in other applications _for
which fhere is no practical substitute.

U.nlike gas oroil; there are- no _pricing regulations ,on coal: Its price has fructu-,
-ated with the supply and deTnand of the market place,:with the result that coal
priceehd4-4 increased dramatically in recent,yearsi Even so; the Btcrequivalence
price of coal -is expected:toremain less than that of fuel oil.

.*:The reliability of purchased eleatric powsr must also be taken into consideration' in -
Planning for fdtore utility needs. -Industrje and governmerit studies such as, that
reported by Technical. Advisory Colrimitt6efor the National Reliability' C.ouncitt
in 1975 are showing that many areas of the cotintry. can expect significant black-.

.mil. and brownouts-during the 1989's, due primarily to curtailnient insthe construe
tion of new generating..facilities that took place subiequent" to the Arab Oil. embargo.

In summary, there is tremendous speculation as far as the price and availability-of any
one fuel. The following discussion is an attempt to place in.perspective a number of
*factors that are expected to affect the- futuFe fuel Picture. One natural conclusiop
is that if a facility is equipped to burn any of the three fuels, ail, natural gas, or
coal, then there will exist the highest probability of fuel 'availability and at the lowest
relati)e cost. This later consideration played a major pole in the assessment of design
alternatives.

A. ELECTRICITY

Purchased electricity,is supplied by Florida Power Corporation to the University of
Florida from two feeder lines-. At present;_ Florida Power Corporatjon is experiencing
a negative 8.9 percentreserve capacity. The Florida power distribution network

--.covers this deficit. Although this could potentially pose a probleni.with regard



to reliability of electric service, Florida Power Corporation is scheduled to bring
on line the 825 inegawatt Crystal River Nuclear Plant in the spring of 1977, and
this shouid resolve their reserve problems for the foreseeable future.

B. NATURAL GAS

A review of the history of natural gai supply shows that the popularity and thus
the demand for natural gas has steadily increased because of its low cost, clean
burning properties, and until recently, availability. .As shown by the production
rate on Figure V-1, gas consumption grew at a 6.5 percent average annual rate
in the 1950's and 1960's. Natural gas production peaked in 1973 at 22.5 jcf
(trillion cubic feet) and declined (approximately 6 percent) to 21.2 Tcf in 1.974
for the first time in history. Reserve additions have failed to equal or :exceed pro-

,

duction for the seventh straight year The only significorh major reserve addition
-/ in recent years has been the Alaskan reserves of 26 Tcf,, which was added in 1970.

With_the pattern of naturcrl gas demand exceeding supply expected-to continue on
the national scale, many gas companies have found it necessary to deny gas ser-
vice to some existing customers,. Interrupted natural gas service has become a
reality at the University of Florida, while the suppliers projected 40 full days of{
curtailment during the 1975/76 heating season, the actual curtailment. was 89 full
days. The sitbation, is not expected to improve- q-Curtailments projeed,for next
year have more than doubled over the projectidns for the past year. Af a national
levet, the Federal Power Commission (FPC) has promulgated a uniform, nine-tier
curtailment priority schedu!! (FPC Order 467B) based on Hie end use of the gas and
size of the customer. This schedule is included as Exhibit II: Worthy of note is
that under the schedule, the University of. Florida falls in the second lowest priority
category.

To further complicate this worsening situation, the FPC, in what is coniidered a
'landmark decision, has increased the price of new gas 173 percent from its Current

52%cents per mct ceiling to $1.42 per mcf. The price hike which affects new '

natural gasWicated to interstate commerce-on or aft* January, 1975, was also
accompaniecO by :a decision to increase the price of gas dedicated for interstate
commerce betvieen January 1, 1973, and Decembei 31, 1974, to $1.01 per mcf.
In addition, the FPC order (Qpinion Number 770) provided for a one cent per
quarter escalation in price, with the first quairterly increase;sched?led to begin
on October 1, 1'976. The premium natuise-or-naturar gas, for specialized combus-
tion requirements and as a Chemical feedysack seem destined to make natural gas
extinct for conventional boilers, either by cUrective or by price deregulation.
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C. FUEL OIL

Until the oil importswere disrupted by the oil embargo, the United States oil con-,
sumption increased 4 to 5 percent per year. Domestic-oil production as such`peaked
in 1970. However, reserves have fallen since 1966; the discovery of the Prudhoe
Bay field in the Alaskan North Slope being the only majoor exception to this trend.
With consumption outstripping domestic production,, the United States was dependent
on foreign sources for 19 percent of its oil supply by 1959. By 1975, this dependence
had grown to approximately 40 percent.

In a recent report prepared by the Library of Congress, overall energy shortages will
(-be 9.0 to 9.2 million barreli per day in oil equivalent in 1977; 10 to 10.6 milliofi

barrels per day in 1980; and 9.0 to 10 million barrels per day in 1985, assuming on
energy growth rate - 3.1 percent yearly over the next ten years. The Library
of Congress report also noted that "any additional oil imports to the U: S. will have
to come from the Eastern Hemisphere, with most of that from the Middle East and
North African countries" which further increases this country's vu'nerability to
future oil shortages.

Fuel.oil, costs incurred by the various consuming entities are highly dependent on
the type of oil used and its source. For instance,No. 6 oil, a residue which is
left after all the light and more profitable cuts have been extracted is said at the
lowest price., The Energy and Oil Act of 1975 set a ceiling of $7.66 on domestic
crude oil prices, the Act also has provisions fora 10 percent increase annually,
depending upon availability and price.

Girrently, the University of Florida is paying $10.60 per barrel of residual oil.
It is acknowledged-that ..this-is- a reduction from the 1975 price of $1.1.30 barrel
which jtist-tends to highlight the unpredictability of oil prices in general. In fact,
it should be noted-that the .OPEC cartel did unilaterally increase crude oil prices
some -10 percent in 1975.

The University accrued costs of $411,000 on oil for the heating plant wring fiscal-
Rar 1974/75, and thii figure rose sharply in fiscal year 1975/76 to 00,000.
This increase is directly attributable to the)rise in the number of days of intei-rup-
cible natural gas service. By way of highlighting the impact of gas curtailments on
the University, an additional daily cost for fuel of $3,100 per day was "incurred
this past year during natural gas curtailments.

The cOnchision to be drawn from theseisonrewhat oMinous predictions is that while
oil would appear to be available as a fuel for the University, the price will continue
to be one of the highest of the. available fuels, and the supply might well be
vulnerable to further disruptions as occurred with the Arab oil embargo of the
not too distant past.



COAL

Availability

(About 83 percent of the known economically recoverable energy reserves in the
,nation are in the form of coal, and at current coal prices, the mineable reserves
are enormous. Even though coal is not presently being produced at rates that can
fill the overall energy gap, there is a sufficient supply of both low and high sulfur
coal to meet thr needs of installations that burn coal.

Coal for the University can be supplied from the West Virginia, Alabama', Kentucky
or Tennessee coal fields. Both low as well as high sulfur coals are available from
these mines.

2. Transportation

The primary transportation systems for coal are
ation of rail transport of coal shows that there
coal producing states considered, and there is
the University which can be used. Should the
be available, the coal could be shipped to
ported to the campus by truck.

by rail, truck, and barge. An evalu-.
are good rail connections to the four
an existing rail line running next to
railway next to- the University not
Gainesville area by rail and trans--

Truck, transportation is usually restricted to shoit distances such cts be_ tween storage
site and power plant or where the coal demand is relatively small. This mode 'of
transportation would not be considered from any of the potential coal fields to
Gainesville, Florida.

Barge transportation was found to be more expensiv.e-.than rail franspOrtation :even
. from-the northern Alabama coalfields. The coal first would have to.:be;loaded'on
;,ail cars, taken to tlinearest barge loading'f,acility, loaded in barges, transported
to Mobile; Alabama, loaded to ocean going vessels, transported. to Tampa, Florida,
unloaded from the vessels into coal rail carS, -transported by rail or-from Tampa to
-Gainesville and dumped at the. University storage site. At present;. there: is no
barge unloading facility in Tampa for loading directly to rail, cars. .A facility
would have to be built in Tampa or modifications made to the existing..unloading
facility that belongs to the Tampa Electric Company subsidiary company responsi-
ble for coal handling, if bargesNrpreto be -atilt zed.

3. Handl ing

Sir)ye-the University has not utilized coal for many years, it.is-appropriate to dis-
cuss some Of the features of coal handling which are different 'from other.fuels.

V-5
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a. Loading and Unloading

A main ;leMent in coal handling operation is the.rRil car. Loading and unloading
.can take place while the cars are continuously moving. However, at the University
of Florida unloading would probably be performed by mechanically opening the car
doors while the cars are stationary. Weighing will be done at the mines so there
will not be need to install additional track' scales at Gainesville. Weighing trains
on a spot basis to establish average weights for billing purposes will probably be
desirable.

T7b.. Storage

Storage is divided in, twii) types. The first is live or active storage under cover,
ip which the coal is fed directly to the stoker or pulverizer hopper. The second
type is reserve or inactive storage, in which the coal is stored outdoors. Active
storage facilities would consist of an overhead bunker and/or silo, complete handling
equipment that would be self-cleaning and designed for'recycing coal that stands
for' more than a month. Indoor storage would-have afire capaity of at least 30 to
72 hours to cover weekends. An outdoor site for. locating a.storage pile should be
raised above the surrounding area, well drained; clean and 'solid. Coals must be
compacted to-reduce oxidation and deterioration in heating value. Onsite storage
is recommended at the UniNiersity because it is,cheaper and because room is avail-
able for such a storage.

At the University, approximately 50,000 tons will be-required annually',"or an
-avei.age fuel consumption is 200 T /day. An inactive storage having 90 days
-reserve capacity is recommended.

c. Conveyance

The conveyance of coal from truck, railroad -ccir or stockpile to the stoker or .

pulverizer hopper_involvesa considerable quantity*and variety of;equipment.
Coal usually. flows by gravity from the truck or railroad car or is pushed by a
bulldozer from the Stockpile. to a hopper and falls on an apron feeder, bar feeder'
or 'reciprocating feeder thafmoves it to crusher.., It 7.'; then discharged to the
boot of the coal elevator. The crlYsher, may also r,e bypassed'and the- coal fed
directly to the elevator. boot. Th elevc1-or, by nears of buckets on an endless
chain, lifts the coal to its elevation and sFiii is it into a silo. The coal",,
after reaching the top of the elevator, could also be divertetd to a movable chute
:that by gravity would pl'ace the coal in the outdoor 'stockpile. From the live-
storage section, it is chuted to a weigh lorry, stake:- hopper bucket carrier, screw

. conveyor or belt conveyor for distributing along the length of the bunker gates
in the bottorwof the bunker:alloWs coal to be fed by gravity to a weigh larrY;
where it would be weighed and depoSited in the burner hopper or tfirough closed

. chutes with weighing devices-to the stoker or pulverizer hoppers. .

v-6



4 Price

Coal prices reflected the state the 1973-75 peried. Starting at
the end of 1973, coal prices began to me. pot prices reached record levels in
November 1974, during the. UMW work stoppage. Long-term contract prices were
also negotiated (and renegotiated). at higher levels due to the tightness of the
market and cost increases associated with inflation. Starting at the beginning of
1975, spot prices began to drop until they almost reached average long-term
contract levels during the summer, where they remained for the rest of the year.
This drop reflects the easing of the market during 1975.

That coal prices increased at the same time as oil prices during. 1974 led some
analysts to conclude that coal would be priced at the Btu-equivalent of oil,, wit
an adjustment for pollution control costs. However, this conclusion was inconsis-
tent with the observations that coal reserves are vast and the industry is. composed
of enough firms, that market forces will push long-term prices to a level reflecting
costs plus a fair return on capital; and that even in `the short-run (when coal supply
is constrained. by the time it takes to open new mines), not enough energy consumers
have the capacity to burn coal to bid spot prices up to the Btu-equivalent price
of oil.

These observations 'are consistent with actual price begavior. Long-term contract
prices were bid up to levels reflecting mining cost with a fair return. Average
contract prices include contracts that were negotiated several years ago and are
probably lower than the average of contracts signed in,the last year. However,
there-are no indications that new contracts are being signed at a Btu-equivalence
with oil. Spot paces were bid bp to levels in excess of lon -term contract prices,
but never to the Btu-equivalent of oil.' -Most significantly, these spot prices fell
as the coal market loosened in 1975, an event totally inconsistent with the argu-
ment that coal will be priced equivalent to oil.

The price of low sulfur_coal delivered' to the. University of Florida from West
Virginia was estimated at-$30 to $40 per ton based on discussioni with rail
transpottatiOn personnel and coal brokers.
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CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTOAL DESIGNS .

To establish the overall potential for implementing an IUS at the UniversitY of
Florida, comparisons are made between the_operations of the existing utility systems,
whech are termed baseline, and the IUS approach to supplying the utility services.
The configuration and load demands of the typical conventional system are established
froma-review of existing operations,., The comparable IUS is sized to provide the
same services as are provided by the existing systemic.-

The University of Florida utility system is typical of many conventional utility in-
stallations. Like other community utility systems, the University of Florida may be
,forced to use coal as the-primary fuel in the future. The possible economic impact
of converting to coal is examined in ,the light of proposed legislation.

A. BASELINE (EXISTING) SYSTEM

1. .Projected Equipme

The boselirie system against which design alternates are compared is the existing
system with projected replacements and eXpansions. Continuation of the present
modes of operation is assumed and the all new hardware is assumed to be similar in
type and perfor.mance to the-existing system.

4

The initial phases of a 10 year utility upgrading program are presently being affected.
The anticipated major capital expenditures can be summarized as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

. (5)

4t6)

= replacementi of 120,000 pounds- per hour steam generation
capacityby 1986 and an additional 120'090 pounds per hojr steam
generatir capacity by 1991; .

Steam distribution line replacement.

Chilled water generation capacity expansion.

Central chilled water distribution system.

Sewage connection to regional treatment system.

Replacement and renovation of buildings.

41.
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It should be noted that in the cost comparisons between the baseline and !US alter-
natives only the cost for replacement of the'boilers,is shown. The items in (2) through,
(6)-would occur in any case as part of the on-going maintenance prograrriat the Uni-

- versity.

2.. Equipment Loading Sctedules
_

_

.: . . .

The equipment loading schedule can substaAfly effect the electrical and steam
_requirements and, hence, the performance. of ,a utility system.. in'the analysis of the.
existing sy em and each of the alternateS, an equipment loading schedule was chosen
whiCh Wa considered to provide the best performance for the mix of equipment avail-
able' for he given alternatives. The analysis of the performance of a system involves
an hour by hour evaluation of the interactions of the various system components. No
attempt was made to optimize the hourly loading schedules. --

. .
.

In the analysis of the existing ystem, existing and anticipated. electric -.motor driVen
chillers were base loaded, i the eXisting.steam turbine driven centrifugal chillers
providing peaking. This...appears to proVide the best economical operation of the
existing conventional system and is consistent with the anticipated University prac7
tice. ,

In the IUS alternates, the proposed absorption chillers and existing steam turbine
driven chi 'lfers were base loaded, with the existing electric motor driven centrifu-
gal chillers'providing peaking.

3. Performance

The performance of the existing utility system and projected requirements have been
given in, the previous section. For comparison of alternate design options, the system
requirements for the first year'of operation (1981) of the proposed IUS have been made
for all systems.' These projected requirements have been surilrharized in Table VII-1
of the next section.

COAL FIRED CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM

Rationale

A conventional..alternative to the existing operations is thereplciCement of the pre-
sent gas/oil fired boilers with coal/oil/gas fired boilers. Coal supply sources are

s--available to the University ofFlorida-at.an energy cost which is highly faiorable
when compared to oil. Furthermore, there is legislation under consideration which,.
if enacted, would require that new and, to the exte. practicable,- existing major
boilers which utilize fossil fuels be capable of uti l ng coal as their primary energy
fuel.

VI-2
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2. . Concept,

z
Since. the existing gas/oil fired boile cannot be practically converted to burn ,coal,
ins assumed that coal fired boilers will be installed as replacements. The boilers
will have a steam generating capacity of 240,000 pounds per hour at the present
operating conditions of 265 psia and 500° F final temperature. Existing boilers
would-bemaintained for standby operation and future peaking requirements.

For ease of comparison to the proposed IUS.alternatives, it is assumed that the new
coal fired boilers would-be operational in 1981.' The boilers being replaced will be
retiredearly.

13. Performance

The riew bollerswould include economizers and air preheate s as heat recovery equip
ment and, hence, are ipated to have an average thermal. efficiency of 84 per
cent. Thii-Compares t the 80-Fiercent 'efficiency whicl-;lias been assumed for.the
existing boilers with t heat iecoverydevice§:: The major. difference between the .

baline system and the cool fired conventl-onal system be the increased opera-
tion and maintenance costs and the decreased fuel coilps The eon is analysis for
this case is provided in Section VIII.

V1-3
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VII. INTEGRATED-UT LI TY SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL. DESIGNS
.

A. POTENTIAL ANTAGES OF AN IUS APPLICATION

Reduced Costs of Operation '
Th94inivers'ity of Florida, by-virtue of its size, consumes a-significant quantity of
en -and other resources' through-.its utility-system each year. Hence, an increase
in the efficiency of utility operations can result in a considerable dollar savings.
The reduced energy and operation costs resulting from the utilization of utility sub-
systems make tile implementation of an IUS attractive for the University of Florida.

2. Reduced Energy Requirements

The -implementatiOn of an IUS would reduce electrical power purchases and averall.
energy requirements. Existing steam loads at-the University are adequate to permit
significant by-product electric power generation throughout the year. The flexibility..
of a select energy system would permit continued parallel opehakion with Florida
Power, Corporation.

/

'Or

Multi-Fuel Fired Boilers

Arj-IUS-plant an be designed to fire coal; ,pil_anci gas, unlike the existing heating ."
plant which is limited to firing oil and gas. 'The availability of oil andlgai is un-
certain the unit cost of each has been increasing dramatically in the past few
years. Availability and economics.suggest that coal- is the preferred fuel choice.
A rail exists next to the University and the coal supply sources are available.

-

4. Energy Recovery from Solid Waste

Incineration of the University solid waste in incinerators equipped with heat recovery
units would reduce primary fuel consumption and the volume-of refuse transferred to
landfill for burial. ..

5. Reduced Waste Water Discharges

Increased use of treated waste water to supplement cooling tower makeup watt- and
the irrigation requirements to the campus: would' provide surface and well water con-,

servation and reduce-the discharge of the sewage plant effluent to Lake Alice.

6. Design Basis for Retrofit and Modification

The fundamental principles On which the IUS concept is based .eve direction to
ystem specifications which can. result in a more efficient overall utility operation.

.



The IUS conceptual designs envisioned for the University of Florida will allow in
cremental additions tothe utility system to realize these increased benefits. While
the University of Florid_a already has existing utility systems that proyide the re-
guired services, there is a continual replacement and modification of utility hard-
ware as the equipment crcues-Cmd the system load derhancis change, fuel price and
availability ch`cmge, and more, stringent environmental regulations are promulgated.

'B. CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS.
1

1. Ob-ectives

Conceptual designs have been developed with the obtectives Of (1).meeting existing.;and projected loads, (2) utilizing as much of the existingiystems as possible, (3)
allowing phased installation: with anticipated replacement programs, (4) having
sufficient flexibility to realize economic and environmental benefits to the fullest
extent.

2. Basis for Comparison

In this study
against
Projedted f

the performance"- of .atterrtate.IUS conceptual designs are compared ;
e existing utility system for meeting the utility service rOqu'irements-

1981. The heating and Cooling loads are thesarne, for all-cases; _,hoW4
ever, the electrical loads differ .because. of the alternate methods used-to satisfy the -

heating and coolirig toads. The life style and operation of the University-were ncst ....
:.,,changed, only the methods of providing utilitjf service. ,... . 'C C - ....

I

1.-
t

. 0

3

The perfdimance of the conceptual design options has been considere4:u er three
subsystem groups: (1) Thermal ElectriC-Generating-System, (2) Solid Was e Manage-
ment- and (3) Water Management.; The conceptual designs and,systerktehnical-_..
perfOrmance are presented for the various options in the present section. The Eco-
nomic Analysis and Environmental and Institutional Factors have been considered in
later sections. .,

The evaluations of performance were based on IUS danfigurations in which no effort
was made to optimize the utility system through building conservation measures In
largeyattern and lifestyle, -although some variations were studies. The study-was
not intended fo repvent, the most energy efficient application of on 1US1 but rather
represents an attempt' o aChieve-an.z.-economical and cost effective appli tion of
the IUS concept to a

`xistinl
site. The technologies used are represen tive of

commercially -oval la ecomporients as of mid 476.

-
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egration of utilitysystems can embody all' aspects of the general- oriz, treatment,
distributiOta, collection, usage, and control function of providing utility services.
This .study has focused on the integration of the utility generationcmcl.treatment

, functions- for-more efficiently providing preseritand projected utility services. Mod'
Of- the tAility distribution and control system, which would. increase the

effectiveness of an fUS, have been- observed and recommendationi for indep-eniilent
study have been 'made..

..
h. .---- Geography

. ... .
::.

-

Although tie extent of 'geographic concern includedothe total campus area, the study
is effectively limited to-those-buildings connected to the ;central distribution systems.
Buildings iri remote areas hwieUnitary.heating and cooling systems and have not been
connected due to the extent of underground distributioti piping required.' The-leasi-
bilitje of eZtendingithe central estribution systems to include theie remote thermal' ',,,
loads-for increased waste heatiitilizationshould be considered in an independent study;

5- Conservation and Retrofit Integration

Th%Otrofit'of buildings to affect conservation measures and the scheduling of occuparik
activity patterns can be inVestigated as possibilities, for altering utility demands to _

provide a more optimal integration of subsystems. While there has been no attempt
lo include these integration possibiAitiss in'this study, conservation projects that
provide reductions in energy consumption fit into the 'WS concept and should be
pursued. eduction in utility service requirements reduce the equipment siz
and .hence al outlay of ari

C. _ THERMAL/ELECTRIC. GENERATION- SYSTEM

1..- Overview jAk 3.
..' 7 riP r -

- .

The-Thermal/Electric Generation System provides the heatini`ci\nd cooling requirements ..-

-Tcind genemtes.electriaciyy as a' by-product bf meeting ..these therirr needs. Alternate* -3

deSigns have been pr&sented and eva'uated for the Thermal/p4ctric Generation(
System at the University. of Florida. Rather than optimize,orie system.,,modifications
of the utility system haVe been exploted.

a. Selection of Systems and Generating Conditions.

The conceptoal.design examines the,possible modes of combined theiTnal and power
generation. .'A prime mover is selected on the basis of its flexibility and the.
potential, for, integr-ation.,*ith the eXisting".system. tOpe,iating conditions,for the
design and performance evaluation of the equipment-components egE presented:- *

-
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b, Design Alternates .

The apprOcich,./.2asx been to examine a basic design vxhi-Ch could be easily interfaced;with and would require a minimum of modification of the existing utility system.:Expansion of the basic design and modifications of the existing system were thenexamined as alternates which could be programmed for immediate .installation or binstalled in phases." =

conceptual Design for Existing -Load Characteristics'

One alternate considers-the possibility of a system which wiI fully loaded at alltimes but generates only a portion of the present thermal neeari. A second alternateis-sized to generate all the near term thermal -nee.* of the campus;the excess steamgenerating capaity during non-peak th al loads is used togenerate additionalelectricity. "

d. Conceptual Design for Modi-fied Load chaeacteristrts
. .The advantages of a dual purpose power plant to the University of 'Florida can-be

incrased by improving the match of the'electrical i-O process heat consumption and,gel epalion ratios: Since the present University'OniFlorideelq.ctr1661 to procesS-heat consumption ratio is greater than twice .the pciver to process heat .ratio of-steamturbine Cycles with the .eN-4ting thermal_ distribution conditions and loads, alternate
.system deSigns which would modify the eleCtrical to proCess heat consumption ratioand/or reduce the; pressure at which the steam is extracted from the: steam turbine- ,have been propOsed..- -

s

The power to heat cOnsumptiOn'ratio can be favorably Modified for a total/selectenergy system by the proper"selections of 'chilled water generation equipment in theanticipated expansion of the cetfltrol air condition-ing system 6408nsian. An alternate- design is presentee!. to comparei-perfom-ncifice of,absorption chillereagainst theexisting plans for electric m4tor driven centrifugal chillers.

-And, as an al ternate'to reducing...tire steam distribution supply pressure. to affect at cal to heat-g4pration ratio,/the conversion of the existing steamtion system to a low temperature-hot water diStribUtio t system is

b.ettlw el
-thermal
cOnsidere
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2. Made-of Energy -System Operation
. .-

There are-two concepts possible for supplying electrical power to-dn IUS facility
total energy and select energy. The two cortcepti, as described below, are similar_ _

in that each system Meets the necessary thermal r-.quieementkof the consumer while
providing a portion or all of the electricil demands.

a. Total. Energy ._
i."
; _ .

The Total Energy system allowe ier to . oFlerate independent!y of the local
utility. The Total Energy systeM generally has Standby generating equipment avail.-
able to provide all necessary power in the event of scheduled or unscheduled shut-

_

, downs of the rri-ain generators.

b. Select Energy

The. Select Energy system provides as much electricity as can be generated under
given steam demands. Power in excess of the*turbine, generator capacity is pur-
chased from the local, utility. The_Select. Energy system does not require full on-

. site backup capability, since the- local- utility would provide necessary power -in
the event-of the system being off-line. Optimization of the turbine generator
performan6e can be accomplished bsy sizing the system such that-for the majority
of the time the system operates at full design capacity.

-

A Select Energy system is recommended for the University of Florida because (1)
,:the Select. Energy system can be-designed to provide the most economical balance
o? thermal and electrical generation, (2) a high service. reliabirity:can be provided
through parallel operation with the present commercial power supplier; the existing
contract with Florida Power Corporation allows parallel operation, (3) the present
demand -charge schedule is such that a significant portion of the pOWevrequirements
can be generated on-site without subjectin6 the University to excessive-demand
charges due to system failure, (4) the Select Energy system provides ci_flexible
des4gni which can be incrementally modified to Meet future operation-requirements
and economicoic conditions (indeed, the Select Energysysterfian be Iciter enlarged
to a Total Energy system), and (5) the-incremental installation will allow ,a capital
ou.fioy flow which can be phased with availablepluntling and'University needs.

3. election of ?rifhe Mover

number of prime movers are available in the size range required for appliCation
at the University of Florida. These include combustion turbines internal combus-
tion,recriprocating engines and steirm -turbines.



a Combustion Turbines

Th e combustion turbine as re attve y. quic -start ekl And, when coupledto. a heat recovery boiler, a-combustion turbi-ne can easily produce large quantitiesofsteam. .The main drawback,of combustion turbines is that they produce largequantities of waste heat relative to the amount of electrical generation. With theexisting electrical/thermal requirements at the University of Florida, a large portion of this waste heat would be in excess of that required to satif the- thermalloads and would have to be exhausted to the-atmosphere. The fuel e'quired by
combustign turbines is of premium quqjity and relatively expensive For tWesereasons, ombustion turbines were not considered as prime movers r the Universityof Flori

b.. Diesel Engines

Diesel engines are more efficient in terms of heat rate (fuel consumed per .uni =t ofelectrical generation) than the combustion turbine. These machines are easy tostart and can assume load quickly. Diesel generators are readily available in thesize range required for appli.Cation to the University of Florida.
Employment of heat recovery equipment to a diesel generator set can raise theoverall thermal efficiency to 75 percent. 'The ma rity of the heat is available
at relatively low steam pressures of 15 psig or less nd/or. 'wlow ater temperatures--df.240°F. or leis. Heat mai.be recovered at higher to peratisres and Pressuresbut the decreased quantities-available under these ditions does not: make this:,mode of operation attractive.

Diese;ffuel =oils can be of a variety-of grades but the availability and prices aresubject to cc number of nontechnical conditions. %.

The present= heating system is designed for steam distribution at 75 psia, whicheffectively rules out the use of a diesel as the prime mover with the presentheating system. A diesel engine could be considered as a prime mover if thethermal ditribution system were converted to low temperature hot water.

c. Steam Turbines

-''Steam turbineS crce the most versatile of the three prime movers. under considerationfor a number.of reasons. The boilers have the capability of firing a multiplicityASXof fuel hich increases the _flexibility of the University in seeking the cheapest,most dily available fitel.
.

Steal-el turbines are avdilable in two general forms--the backpressure type arrd thecondensing type. The backpressure turbine acts as a pressure reducing valve-and
.



generates electricity. as a by- product of(pressure -reduction : The b'aCkpressure

'turbine g-snerdtor is directly related to,the- thermal demands. A cendensing.
.

turbine'can generate electridity without a-thermal load because the excess
: steam needed.for power. generation is Passed on the condenser and not to,

the steam distribution system. Extraction ports are generally provided for the .
regenerative.boiler -feediwater,heating.system. These extractions may also be '.-

--,Used to provide steam f6r distribution to meet the-thermal loack. lie specified
turbine.-will be an automatic variable extraction type equipped with-internal

Is .,,controI ;that a:10 w-t h e extraction o_ ,much steam, within the limits of the
unit, as s.required to meet the thermal demands:,

. .-

4 Automatic Variable Extraction Steam Turbine Power Plant

- The proposed power plant system. includes a coal fired boiler with coal and ash. .
handling faCilities, automatic variable extraction non-condensing steam turbine.
generator unit with high, medium,and low pressure extrcicton-points for the :

steam steam condenser, circulating wat system and forced.
draft cooling tower. -Feeciwater heating and deaeration are ciccomplished by feed-
water heateri 'located at the steam extraction points. --.

Normal operation will accomplish production of electric power simultaneo6siy
with the extraction of. steam required for, building heating, hot water supply,-
building coaling and, process requirements. On-site electrical power will be
generated at:13,400 volts and transformed 3 000 volts. distribution..campus

Additional power, as requii-ed, will .be ..p rchased_frorn.Flbrida Power Corporation
under ari existing contract which allow_ s the parallel generation. of power. he
existing-boilers in Heating Plant No. 2 will be maintained and4erated to provide
backup and supplemental steam generation:

.4-Aschernatic diagram-of the proposed I.US thermal Clistribution,system is shown in
Figure V11-1 . The system will require pipingirorn the. new facility to-the existing
plarit where connections tothe present distribution will be made. u . -

C: Energy Balance for Turbine. Cycles

The rationale for selection of the conceptual design' equipm t and operating con-
ditions are *given below. The computations.of the dual purpose plant heat
lalances were performed on a digital computer and the results of these computa-..
Lions for sprecific conditions are giveri in Exhibit III.

a

A number of assumptions concerning the expected operation of the steam turbine
and associated equipment havebeen made so that the turbine heat balance could
be calciilated. These assumptions cbn bek refined during tile engieering design-

when the detailed characteristiCi:of the power plant equipment are better .734
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Stearn Turbine Cycles

Fuel.' chargeable' to power ,generationsin a dual purpose poWer plant can Se as low'
as 4,500 Btu/kWh when all the .heat in steam exhausted and/or extracted from a
steam turbine is used for heatirig and cooli This power genersation is often,
referred, to as by-product power.._

.
.The:University of Florida requires more power than can be .generated_ as a by-prciduct

Of-provjoing heating cooling. - Even so, tkus by-product power cart be supple- <

mente.cl'with Condensing power and/or-purchased power a4 stall, use-appreciably. 4

less =fuel' than_the 11,275 Btu/kWh of Florida Power CorpOratiOn (PC)for generating
..

a .transrriitting power,ta ihe'University-of Florida-.
- -

:

Higher _Ha fisteani ,cOnditians:and.lOwer process' steafin preSsures- have. the favorable
,effctof increasing-steo turbine.by-product power -generatiOn per pound of process
steam used. .

1.) Turbine Inlet Conditions
-;There-jare-two'alternatiVe methods of selecting the.inlet steam conditiohs; one. to

:give the:.-MaximUrn- electrical-output; land;:the other to _Obtain .a4.given e)ihaust tern--
peratirre. in the steam.

The inlet steam conditions can be choseri to give slightly superheated steam at the
pass-out, but this will only occur with one particular flow through the high pressure
portion of the turbine- If. fhe flow alters, eithe? due to a change in pass-out dernand
or to a change in condenser flow, the temperature of .the steam in the pass-out will
vary. It is, therefore, better to desUperheat the-pass-out steam,
set-the Inlet steam conditions from other considerations.

To obtain th
temperatures are
limitations on,press re and temperature.

.

Fligh..-temperatures require the use of alloy siteks for the boiler, high pressure pipe=
work anctthe high temperature portion of the turl*e. TSe usual limit for carbon
steels is about 75q°F for most parts except those which are highly stressed, such as
the turbine rotor where the temperature'at which the inateriols -must be.ohOnged.is, .
much lower. For temperatures up to:abOut-850 carbon steel .containmg.0.5 per-

.

,..cent-ifkolybcienum would be:used for the pipework, turbine cylinder and other highly
:stressed parts with a 3 percent chrome /moly eel for the rotor, At higher tempera-

if necessary, and

aximum output Siom.a given stearn'quantty, -high inlet pressure and
quired. It there becomes necessary to consider the practical

.tures Op to about 950°F, a 1 percent chronie/M IY steel would be suitable for the
pipewbrk, steel for the turbin.e casing, d 1 ercentchromilmoly/vanadium

.



"steel_ for ihe steam belts of chrOme/moly/vanadium steel toprevent hidti tempera-
'tore stearrircomin5 into contact with the turbine cylinder which can then be made
of a cheaper material.

The maximum pressure and temperature of the system will also determine the--type
of feedwater tfeatment required. _At pressures above 600/650 psig, it becomes
necessary to change from a simple ion exChange system to complete deminerciliza-
Non of the feed water. This increases the runriing,costs of the feed' water treat=
ment plant by about times, aal well as the capital cost. The advantagei ro
be gained by increasing the presstirfe:above this limit depend on several factors,
the most impOrtant Eiding the amount' of makeup required and the initial condition
of the raw makeup water. If 'complete demineralization is used, there wil l be a
small savings,..`as continuous blowdown of the boiler will not be required.,

Also, <ihe boiler manufa4urers have a eries of preferred steam conditions. These
are, at, the turbine stair,- valve: 400 psi 750°F, 600 psig, 800°F, 900 psig, 9000F;
and i 500 Asig, 950°F. All of thes ave at least 300°F uperheat. It snot nec-
essary to follow these steam conditions exactly.

For this conceptual design, the turbine stop valve steam conditions were chdsen to
be 850 psia and 900°F to obtain.the maximum loutput and the best holler operating
conditions consistent/with the commercial availability of.hardware in the size range
of the University of Florida !US.,

2.) Extraction Pressure
ae-

The electrical, power produced per unit of heat extracted from a steam turbine cycle
is highly dependent on the4pressure at which the steam is. extracted. Figure V11-2
shows the power production pressure dependence for the steam power cycle shown in
Figure VII-7., As lower extraction pressures are chosen,, the electrical power pro-
duction increases substantially. This is particularly true in the lower pressure
ranges.-

As noted, the-extraction steam pressure and, henc, the supply pressure for/distribu-
tion should be as lolv as-possible. The immediate implication is that the present 265
psia line to Heating Plant No. T:must be converted to a lower pressure. The present
design includes the installation of an additidnal steam line in the existing steam
tunnel connecting Heating Plant No. 1 and No. 2.

For the present feasibility stud}4, the steam distr n.ibutiorrsupply pressure has-bee as
sumed to be 75 psici as it now exists. Improved benefits Would,atcrue with a lower-
ing of the steam distribution pressure. And, the recommendation. is made that tests
be performed to de'termine the minimum acceptable operating supply pressure before
an engineering design is developed.

.4" V11-10-
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3.) Feedwater Heating

For steam turbine plants generating power only, additional stages of feedwater
heating have the favorable effect of decreasing the fuel chargeable-to-poWer. This
gain is reaslized because additional by-product power can be generated with steam

rtscted from the steam turbine for the extrdfeedwater heatipg. And, since all
the energy for feechkater heating remains -in the cycle, -there are no energy losses
Boiler stack femperature (losses).can be keptlow by- effective use of air heaters with
little or no clepenctenee on low.eten-)perc3ture feethifater to the economizers.

For dual Purpose.Power-Plants. with steam turbLnes to generate power and supply pro-
-cess steam,-the fuel savings due, to feedwater heating are gteater- than in a utility
_plant generating.power beecatts-ethe pounds of boiler feedWater tobe heated is often Iwo or threetimes" the boiler feedwater fteew, for a plant generatinbpower only_ In the steam- Plant with ambient. Fir fired boilers, the boilers are equip:-ed with air-heaters so low,temperctture eater to-arrecaltorniter is not required to
achieve the low stack temperatures needed-for efficient boiler operation,'

The number of feedwater heafer stages:chosen' for a'grvencleSign dep ends.on an'e&O-.nomic balance., . Large central station cycles may have 6 to.8._stages of feedWciter.,
heaters; small dual purErsepoWer. .facilities seldom- have more than.2 or 3-stages of
feedwater he&ers.

Three stages of feedwater heating were chosen for .the present system.- Three.extrac-,
tion pressures are already required to satisfy. the process loads and these same extrac-

,tion points cariApe used tO.provide stearn to the feedwater heaters::

4.). Turbine By-pass

A pressure reducing valve and desuperheater.provided in'parallel with the steam .

turbines to provide -proceis steam'when the steam turbines are.not:in operation..

c. Automatic Variable Extraction Stearri Turbirie
`NG.

_.. %....:.:......:. .. ._
. .v,'An automatic variable extraction steam turbine is one in which steam withdrawn-

a°atone -ngle'extraction) or two ,(double extraction) points between the inlet and
exhaust.openYngs at control, ' PressUrs.. Bleed, steam _may. also be,withdrawn from: N?

Ir.intermediate points.witho cP.-ntrol of pressure.- .

-

...,... . -. .. 1 -
, ..As showrrin.Figui',e V11-3.6 single extractiovi turbine can be considered as twd tt.,r,

...ipinesi,aoupled. to a-Com-non shaft. .The first tut-bine is -the high pressiire-sectiOn,
.while the second turbine is the low pressure -section. The high-pressure section ex-

pands steam from .inlet conditions doW.ri,to the extraction.,pressure. The tow pressure .

section expands steel-n*0m the extraction pressure down to the exhaustcondition. The
. .z

VII-12.
.
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extraction valves act as inlet valves for the low pressure section and regulate flo/'
of-steam through that section, b-ut not-out of-the extraction opening. When the
extraction or is .in use, it m naintains a constant extraction pressure ad thus
supplies con t t inlet pressure for the low pressure s'ection.

-Extraction turbines differ in two major respects from straight condensing or non-
,,condensing tu-rbines: (1) Certain "areas in the steam path are design with enlarged

_sections so that larg quantities of steam ,can be extracted for process requirements.
(2) Additional control devices and linkages have been added to maintain extraction
pressure, loaid, 'and "flow conftel automaticallY.

Flexibility to meet varying operating conditions is inherent in an extraction tur-
bine, but beCause of the multiplicity of applications, a thocough knowledge of
the present and future requirementi of steam and load is necessary in order to
determine the best design for the application.-

d Steam Generating-Equipment

There__Fins been ittle:staridardizatiOn of-Complete unit de-Signs for..ual purpose"
power prani applications primarily becquse` pf the rlistinctive noture of each-
user's-condition's.. The variables are not sq much steam capacity, pressure and
terripeeatUre..ai_trie-types of fUe Is th;:it'are fired and the user's plans-for utilizing
the stearri generatirig unit within his. system., Variatio df this type require changes
in ;detail and overall arran9ement of -components. Th together with ever-7chang::-
ing .costs -of money, fuel, materials and labor, has full unit standardization
impracticable..

primary fuel-for t University of Florida IUSwill-be. coal:. Variations in_

relailve fuel costs bec of fluctuations,in price and freight rates, .seasonal
variations in ciVailability ofTnatu-ral'gas and temporary shortages.of coal arKil

. make i t advcintage not rely Orb, a sic§gle fuel. Hence-, the installed steagt.,
.'generation syitern, be-desi-grie.c1:to caikikile'oebtrning gas or .c41 as 411terfriate-.

'. .

The seleCtion-of'boller deiign depends, on the_ type of coal and the steam load char- .- -
. -.'-atctdriiticsf."Pulerize.d coal fired and stoker fired boilers :Ccin7.be- designed to bOrri.--- 1--_-_-

pfactically any bitumino',,s -Coal or lignite- mined in the:United States.- A p-ulvesized,
coal system must have coal pi-eparation ipment inclt.tding that.requi:ed---for the:

'.removal of moisture stoker: ired b ler CC:1h Lie desigried or a sized coal'arichtlidS-...- , . . ,-. . . .require_ o minimum..cg..coal preparati:n equipment: 4Pulveri eikcoal`firing systems.

have higher effici.encies than.itokerfirinds-Ntems.b.-ecause or,loWer excess air for-
combbstion and 1O; cCi..,...-kosses... .,., r ,,, --A .., _.

. .

(-7! .. .. .,

Either pulverized coal or stoker firdd boilers- can tie::a.ised to generate the stearn.

10,
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required_lby the University of Florida IUS. A stoker fired steam generating system
was chosen as the_basis of the present feasibility study The trade-off of greater:

"capital costs .for pulverizitiFcoal preparation equipment against/the lower-efficiency
of a stoker must; however, be evaltiatd,d as part of theengineering-design.

.

The existing boilers ii Heating Plant. No. 2.will be maintained and' operated to
provide littackup and supplemental steam generation. In the backup role,, the exist-
ing boileirs. will be capable of providing theonecess-ari steam to supply the steam
distribution and turbine chillers but not.for electrical power generation. Gas and
oil will, continue to be the fuels for the existing boilers since these boilers cannot
be pracfically co-nverted__to fire coal. °-

'r Pollution Control. Equipment.

1.) Sulfur

Sulfur emission li its will' be met initially by the use of low sulfur fuels. The,gas, -
'42tfurvemoi.fal nits have significantinitial and operating costs. A'nd, there is

. . ,

liftle experie ce with such in 'the boiler size range being considered at the-
University o Florida- The boiler design configuration will, owever, he specs-.b.4

fied to provide the capability to add flue gas sulfur removal,, E urpment at a later
date should such'units become technically-and economically attraciive.- .

2.) Particulate

In order to meet the rather strinc
the Stare of Florida, the Univer
stack gas particle emissions; ele

nt-pollution control requirements imposea.b.y
ty .has a choice of two options for controll ing'.
rostatic precipitators and-baghouse filters.

.., _ , ,A.number ot tactors eliminate the. electrostalyeprecipitato'r from application at ---
- the Univessity.of Florida. The electrostatic precipitator has reduced efficiencies

..,,,' e ., . .
--wnen- tow_su"Fuer-coal is -the fueLeitesistivi-fy of the'coal fly ash is too high fEir.

effective precipitatoy operatiory. High temperature, electrostatic precipitators
located prior, to the nomizer and air preheater sections have been found useful .
in applidations using I,ow sulfur cc-a! but thistis a re atively new appbach and has
hidh operafion and maintenance costs associated 'wit it.. ' ., .

. A.
. .1

AM aghouse filter has:been'seleCted to provide particle emission control for the
University orFloriaa LUS conceptual design...-Baghouse filiers have historically
had lower initial costs.but higher operation and maintenance costs th6t6 elected -
static filters. The bags are the weakest link.in The system.- However, recent
installations have incorporated desigh changes such as flow, for bag clean-,-
ing and revised flow patterns which.bave greatly extend e bag -life. and tirlit

enc

.effici ti.aghatne filtriition -ha ci,extensiv indus rjal application andis . ' ,. - , .

V11745
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- now finding favor in the power industry for Ose on small systems.

5. Alternate A (5 MW) Sete& Energy

Rationale

The'greatest economic advantage from the installation of a dual purpose,pdimer
plant will occur"- with full system utilization While larger systems nxay..sha-w
:lower returns on investment, The installation of a partial load systemmay well
be a good inyestment and at the same time provide increased-oval lability rand.
-flexibility of operdtion and expansion This' eSign alternate is sized to litovide.

system which operates affull capdcity throughout the year.- Alternate, B cori-.-
siders the expansion of the Alternate A system to provide,vrea er reliability acid : -

f texilai I i ty of --operation .
_ .

Power-Cycles
{ ..,.

As shown in Fig-ure VI1-4, the power cycle for a minimum configuration includes
a backpressure automatic variable single extraction turbine. The extraction at
265 psia supplies the existing-steam turbine driven centrifugal chillers and pro-
vides bleed steam to the -high pressure feedwater heater. The 75 psia exhaust
is fed to the existing steam distribution system. Heat balances for energy- ex-
tractions from this cycle ace given in Table X-1 and. Exhibit III. -

c: w System Sizing

From projections made for .1981 utility requirements, the minimum electrical
demand of §,spo'kvv 'occurs in.December. The steam demand that occurs with
this-minimum electricOl load conditions is 90,500 pounds per hour.

The-projected minim-um-75 psict steam* dem-and of 80,500 pounds per hour 'occurs
in Marcia. The power generation at this minimum steam load by the-proposed
power Plant cycle would be 5,500 kW.

-74-le high presie.ire'throttle steartifflow rateto thesteani-tuOine with'a 5,000 kW
loaditwOuld,be'90,000-1b/hr and 75 psia steain production would be 72,000 lb/hr
Hence,-_a dual purpOse.p8wer plant consisting of one 100,000 pounds per hou-
soal fired boiler using oil an as as alternate- uels and one 5,000 kW automatic
variCible extraction backpressure s eam turbine/generator was selected.

d. Performance

The'dniveriity heating and cooling.,lodds are or such magnitude that the5propbsej
-system would- operate at full capacity. As presented in vn t--i, 27 percen_
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TABLE VII -1 THERMAL I ELECTRIC ALTERNATE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS- 1581 (11,"

.0

, OPTION A OPTION'S

BASE CASE (2,3) 'rtIEW COAL-FIRED SELECT ENERGY ELECT ENERGY

BOILERS (2;1) (2, 4) (2 5)

OPTION C

SELECT ENERGY

+.ABSORPTION

(5, 6, 7)

OPTION

SELECT ENERGY

+ABSORPTION

+IN LTHW,

,

INCREMENT OF

OPTION D.

ELECTRICIfY

New Turbine Rated Copicity, 1000 KW (9)

°

tleCtricity Ccrisunssed,106 kWh

Electricitx Generated co Site, 10
6

kWh

Electricity Purchased, 106 kWh'.

Fraction of Pow Generated at Site

FUEL

New Coal Boiler Rated Cop:ci

166 166

6

160 160

6.

Fuel Fired (10)

Heating:Value, 10 , Btu

0;1;106 Gal,

Coal, Tans

Central Stationfuel, 10
9

B

Overall Eriery caromed

Energy Savings, 1,09N
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1185
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5

120
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.27

84
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100

.85 .35
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80
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Solid Waste Energy
,

ELECTRICITY

TABLE VI I-I (CONTINUED).

12.51MW with 25 TPD 12.5 MW with 75 TPD 6.25 MW with 25 TPDI
Solid Waste Incineration Solid Waste Inciperation . Solid Waste. Incineration

1'

6.25 MW with.75 T.PD

Solid.Wastilncineratiog

..
Turbine Rated Cipocity, 1000 KW (9).

El;tricity Consined, JO" ICWk .

ElectricitY Generatedrated on Site,. 106 kWh

Electricity Purchased) 106 kWh

'Fraction of Power Generated on Site

12.5 6.25

138. 138 154

122 122 .56

16 , 16 100 98

New Coal BoilerIated Capacity, 1000 lbs/hr

Fuel Fired (10) 9
Heating Value, 10 Btu

Oil, 106 Gal.

a

.Coal, ,Tons
I

,

240

2457

0

94.5

240

2369

0

91.1

Central Station Fuel, 109' Btu

"

OOverall Energy Consumed,:

a

EnergySivimis, la' Btu

Fi'action Base Case Energy Consumption

180 .180

2637

355

.88 .
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443

..85

a
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1685 1604

1.9

54 52

ti
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1128 '1105
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NOTES:.'

-11-
1. . - The existing system energy requirements have bekn.projectecl to 1981
and an additional 5?00-toris of .ai conditioning have been= assumed to have been
connected" to the .-e -central system-

2.
installed..

,

An additional 5900 .tons of electric motor driven
4-

centrifugal chillers

)
--3. laft0Iectric motor driven ,'Chillers are base loaded and the -existing-, *

steam tur.b en ehillers-provide,peaking. . -.

...
. C-, -

...

-

4... , The steam turbine-driv*,.chillers are loaded to the extent steam is
available from the 'turbine genera-tor after satisfying the heating load .

5.. , Electricity is generated by condensing steam to the extent steam
is available' after meeting the heating and. chilled water loadi.,Sufficient steam
4 "condensed at all times to provide blade cooling.

.

6. Absorption chillers have been installed instead of electric motor
driven chillers.

The absorptiOn chillers and stearti turbine driyen chillers.are. loaded
. according to the: extent steam is avallable aftersatisfying the he'' iting load:

Existing electric, motor' driVen chills proVide peaking.

8. Thirty percent of the heating load is ektractediepsia to provide low
pressure steam distribution or generate low temperature hot. water.

9. : The'turbine ratings shown are for Siva(
turbines which-can .generate upwards. to 150 pellr
in the size rcin9es. considered in.ithis:.study.if the

and automatic variable extraction
ent. of the basic, frame power ratings
connected generator.is so rated.

4f, - -', . . .

10. Thermal efficiency of the existing gas/oil-fired boilers is assumed to be
__ 80 percent. The ney,c9R.I-fired boilers will have air pieheaters. and economizers

,

It:

and have an efficiency,k4 84. percent.

a



of the electrical power and 85 percent of the 75 pSiq 'steam requirements of the-
University woUjd be satisfied by thiS syStem:

6. Alternate B (10 MW) Select Energy

Ratiohait
'

::-Altemate B is the logical extension of Alternate A tinclude grebter generating
capaCity, more relidble service and increased flexibility. The condensing steam
turbine, by virtue of'the condenser, has the ability to produc4 electric power
inAraective of the heattn6 demand and would be used to reduce demand charges
from the Florida. Power Corporation during those periods of low steam demand and
high electrical demand. Two turbines are incorporated into the desigp to provide
added reliability and the system will have capability for 5 MW ou4)ut when one
unit is line. During these periods Alternate B would perform similar to Alter-
nate A.

b. Power Cycle

The power cycle for Alternate B includes an additional 5 MW superimposed on the
cycle for Alternate A. The additional 5 MW capacity will be provided by a var-
iable extraction condensing steam turbine.= The operation of the backpressure
turbine will be the same as descrilsed in the previous sectk-n_ Figure V11-7 shows
a schematic of the condensing turbine-power cycle. The5ctraction pressures will
be the same as for the nOncondensing system, 265 psia, 75 psia and 30 psia. Ex-
haustto the condenser Will be at 1.5 psia. Steam extracted at 265 psia will be
supplied to the turbine driven centrifugal chillers and a -portion will be to the _ .

high pressure feejwater heater. The 75 psia extraction steam will supply the
present 75 psia steam distribution system and provide_blded steam to the inter
mediate feedwater *heater. t.The 30 psid* extractionport supplies bleed steam to
the low. pressure contact dthersating feedwater-heater. .

The heat balances for specific heat extractions from th*condensing Niariable ex-
,traction cycle are given in Table E 111--2-of. Exhibit 111..

c. Sstein Sizing.

From the projected load duratioh, the-electrical demand will be greater than
10,000'kW for 8,000 hours per year and a 10,000 kW generation capacity will
have 98 percent utilization. To provide increased system availability and flexi-
bility of operation, two turbine generatOrs of 5,000 kW rated capacity each were
selected. Steam generation will be by two 100,000 potirids per hour boilers.

'd. Performanee

As shown in Table VII- the prsystem will provide all 'the heating and cooling
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steam requirethents, and will genera"56per6enrof the ele5trfcal requirements
of the University.

,
4 ..

2- The' best energy efficiency of the system is realized when sufficient steam is pro-
duced and extracted to supply the thermal loads and minimal steam to provide
blade cooling is exhausted to the condenser. ful-lest utilization of the system
is'realized when the maximum allowable steam is sent to the condenser after
all 'thermal loads.are rti-ified. If minimal steam is.exhausted to the condenser,

,. the heat rate for ffle system-is less than 5,000 Btu per kWh. For fullest uti tiza-
ti9nPof the system, the heat rate of the system is 7, 00 Btu per kWh. Botl- of
these heat rates are considerably less than the 11, Btu per kWh of Florida
Power Corporation for generat: cztl transmitting the same quantity of electri-
city to the University of Florida -

System availability will be increased with the dual line of-boilers and turbine gen;-
erators.. And,cOntrol of the electrical generation is simplified with tlie_flexible
operation of the condensing automatic variable extraction turbine. As heating
and cooling loads are added to the system, the portion of the power produced by
condensing steam will be reduced, thus, providing for system expansion and effi-
ciency_through increased utilization of extraction steam.

The backpressure turbine will have the same performakce curves as that shown in
-Figure VII-5 for Alternate A. The full capability of the basic 5,000 kW frame
could be used when the condensing, turbine is out of service.

The performance curves for the condensing automatic variable extraction turbine
are shown in Figure V11-6. The basic 5,000 kW variable extraction turbine frame
can support the additional generator capacity shown by the dashed lines of FigureVII-6. This additional capacity and flexibility of operation can be purchased for
less than 2 percent of the basic turbine/generator price.=

7. erricite C (12.5 MW Select Energy +Absorption Chillers) .

Chilled water production for -central' air conditioriing forms a substaktial portion,.of .the.energy requirements of the- University . Since_the refrigeratior;tequipment
can use electricity, steam; or hot water-as the energy source,- the_effect of these,

of-alternate methods of-refrigeration on the performance of- a select .energy system
.shOuld be cOnSide'red. Of particular note is the-poSsibility of significantly" alter- .

ing the power to heat consumptiar rbtio of the utility system by switching from_.
eleetric 'motor driven chillersearn turbine-driven chillers or absorption chillers.-
This change has the effect-of retlucing_electrical demand and energy consumption '
while increasing the heat consumption by extracting more steam for the absorption
chillers.

VI I -24.
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Alternate Chilled Water Enei:gy Rettuirements.
,

' c

A compayson 9f.the energy.. requirements of ihevariouipossible.methods of pi-civic:17
ing water for:c&Oling the Univoriitii-of Florida is given by; 'Table yil.;12..

1 .) ConventiOnal 'System

lien there is no by prOkluct powe jer 14:;rati
.6 'times mareoverall energy than an elect

on,' absoh:liOil flers, require
rAc 'Motor driven centrifugal chi Iler

1=

O

2..) Total/Select Energy System .

The electric motor driven4centrifugal chillers do .r,
fuel than absorption chillers in se1ect.energy: sjtstern..

0. percent, lesspverall P
.the: reductron rn.

-Purchased electriCal energy costs and 'demand-charges of &select...444m
in Table-VII-2 make the use of absorptiot4hillersw.ith a lotaltselectiy...e. energy
system economically attractive. Furtfter, since the'propoked *el for thil system

,rs mown

is co4,..there still is a. reduction in oil consumption proportio
in electricity, purchased and- the fraCtion of fuel oil burned by the ercial
power system.

o the. reductions

The relative advantage of absorption
The rate of increase of the price of
triciti(1), and henCe the adi..fantag
Maintained..

b.. Rationale

fillers
al. is ex

of a bs

dependeat on the price of fuel -..-
cted to be less than that of.elec-

tion chillers isexpectedto be

The University has begUn a 10 year central air conditioning e)Epansion program
;during which time 8,000 tons of chil.led.water generation capacityvis to be added
to the central chilled water system. The additional refrigeration equipment,. as
recommended in a previous feasibilt study (3), is io be eleCtric motor driven .

centrifugal chiller* ch additio ton of air conditioning by an electric motor. I
. ..

driven centrifugzilchill will causman additional 0.715 ki-lowatt-electrical load./
1 .

Operation of this equipment could substantially raise the electrical load during
:the.surnmer icioritlis; which is already. the peak eleatrical demand period .for Ihe

..:
. ..University..

. . .

The use of absaiption Chillers .would ti.ot increase the tiectrical demand.- Further;-
c:

more,* the CIdditional power generated
the low pressure steam for the absorption chill
electrical power demand.

lea energy system*while supplying
s would lower the peak purchased

.



System "

/

Energy

Fuel Electricity Ceritral Overall

doTiumed Consumed Station Energy

10 Btu 64/H (7) Fuel CoEsumed

Cogsumed 10. Btu

, le Btu (8

Canipptional System

Absorption (1, 2)

'Turbine Centrifugol,(1, 3)

Electric Centrifugal (4)

Select Energy System

Absorption (2, 5).,

Turbine Centrifugal (3, 6)

NOiES:

2..

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

Net Costs, .'$/10
6

Btu Cooling {9)

51.00/10
6

Bt4;;,, 0.$1.50/10
6.

Btu S2..00/10.613t.

Friel Fuel Fuel

I

1.87

1.34

2.39 118

1.50 36

0.72.

-0 40 '

...

1.87

1,34' . .34
0.72. 1,66'

2.81

1.66

3,74

,.2.68
'1.,66'

L03 -0.67 0.53

1.10 0.57 V .32

Existing boiler efficiency is assumed to be .80 percent.

A lithium bromide rption chiller with a coefficient of perforMance (COP) of 0.47.

Existing steam turbi driven chillers having a' COP of 0.93,

Electric motor driv centrifugal chillers with a COP of 4.6.

Steam extracted at lira frpm a select energy system.

Steam extra ed at 2 psia from a select energy system. .

Power is pur f a commercial supply for the conventional system, While on-site bypro:luct electrical p3wer:is
generated °for thisele energy system as ghien in 'Table VH-1, It

The commercial supply central. station heat rate for generation to the University is 11,Vfk5 BtuWh.
Consumed eleckicity price are $0.026/k and'consurned fuel. olio& areOs given.,

1.72

2.07

1.1

A



Power Cycle

. ...
A condensing variable extraction turbine power cycle configured as shoWn..in

- Figure VI1-7 for Alternate B would operate in partre-.1 with a non-Condensing ex-
traction turbine per cycle configured as shown in. Figure V11-8: ,

d. System. Sizing

For this feasibility study'lt is assumed, that absorption chiliers,are specified for
the 5,900 tons of air conditioning scheduled for installation by 1981 under the

Acentral air conditioning system expansion program. .The same utilization and de-
mond characteristics areassumed for the additional 5,900 tons of cooling load
scheduled for connectiin to the central air condition sistem asNoccurs for the,
existing chilled water distribution system.

,
Pee' Change 9f operating conditions to provide controlled extractions at 30 Asia

4

.

.areduces the-maxi mbethrottle steam flow Tates for the 5,000 kW turbine. 'Further-
-. more., the abs'ciptiron 'a tTI Item 0I-ovidre a substantial increase in steam load. Hence,

next large bine generator size (6,250 kW) was selected. The combined
steam generati opacity of the boilers selected was 240,000 pounds per hour.

mr

The joerformance curves for the 6,250 kW non- condensing and condensing-variable
xtikiction turbines are giyen as-Figure VL1-9 and V11-10 respectively.

.

e. Equipment Loading

The absorption chillers and existing steam tuiliine driven chillers are loaded
pccording to the extent of steam available-afer satisfying the heating loads.

. Existing electric motor driven chillers provide peaking.

Additional electricity is generated by the condensing turbine generator to the ex-
,

tent steam is avaitablei.after-the heating and -chilled-water prpduction loads are
seitiisfied- and there. is additional electrical demand. ficie'nt steam is. sondexised

-

at all -times fa provide blade cooling in the low pr sure section of the cofideniirrig
turbine ,generator'..
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FIGURE VIP.? 6, 250 KW NON- CONDENS-ING AUTOMATIC
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f . -Performance

Under the operating condition's given above, this alternate will meet all the ther-\
ma requtirements of the. nt.verst ty and g arate 7/ percent of the electrical re--

.

quirrements as is shown in Table VI1-1.

The electrical consumption will be reduced by 17 percent relative to 4;e-base
, case "and the oyeral,1 energy requirements are reduced by ;:percent. By using
absorptiOnchi tiers, the ovei-all energy requirements are *reased over thatfor
Alternate B..-vtloweven, the overall fuel oil requiremenfs will be, reduced propor-
tional to the purchased electricity and the fuel oil consumed by the commercial
power 'system to generate that electricity.

.The design has been sized such that the boiler and turbine throttle, rates are
the limiting factors. There is a substantial portion of the year when Apheating
and cooling loads cannot be met by the system and it is necessary to resort to
operating the electric motor driven centrifugal chillers to provide the additional:
chilled water pi'oduction. By increasing the system size to accommodate the .
adaitionat lOw'pressure steam requirements of the absorption chillers; lower annual
utilization of the system genetating capacity Will be recAiied. The condensing
variable extraction turbine provides considerable flexibility to Ole system opeations
in that the additional Steam generation capacity when not requ. to supplysieam
for hearing and cooling will allow the production of additional eieztrical-powe.

Also, by converting the present steam distribution system to a low presSure steam
diltribution.system or a low temperatuie hot water system so that it is possible to
extract steam at lower pressures, additional power can, be generated for the same
heat loads during the-heating Season. Thus a higher antunsa.lorrfilization of the .

select energy system-would be realized. This possibility is examined by the next
section.

Alternate D (12.5 MW Select Energy + Absd4tion Chillers + LTFLW)

iink of the central heating and air conditioning is the_thermal distribution
system. The distribution system is also a major part of the utility system investment
as there a-re miles of installed pipe, wire and tunnels to distribute the utilities
And, since a thermal distribution system is likely to still be in use 30 years from
the date of its installation, it is essential that the suitability of the system for use
with future en4erily sources be carefully examined.

Alternate Heating Energy ReqUirements

Table V1I-3 is ci coMparison of the overall energy- requirementsfor various methods
of providing heat to the-University of Florida.

I
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TAB,IEVII-3ENERGY AND COSTS PER MILLION BTU OF HEATING

1

Ene Net Costs 106 Head

SYSTEM FUEL ELECTRICITY CENTRAL OVERALL $1.00/106 Btu $1.50106 Btu $2:00106 Bi

CONSUMED CONSUMED (5) STATION ENERGY Fuel Fuel Fuel

10 Btu kWh FU 1L (6) 10 Btu

0 10 Btu . , ,

Conventional

Electric (1)

Steam (2)

41.

1.25

3 31 '

Select Energy

Steam (I) , 1.52 , -60 -0.68

LTHW 14) 1.60 -79 -0,89 ,,

,,, ,

NOTES:'

4
$

3.31 7:62 7.62. , 7.62

1.25 1.25 .1 :e: 2.50

1

-0.CL4 '0.72 1.48

-1145 ,0.35 1.15

1. Electric resistance heating is assumed 100 percent efficient:

,.2. Existing gas/oil fired boilers cre assumed to be 80 percent efficient, -

3. Steam is extracted from a select energy system at 75 psia. . .

4, Steam is extracted from a select energy system at 30 psia to generate, low temperature hot water. , ,

5. Electricity is consumed in the conventional system and is generated as a brprodutt of the production of low

pressur'e steam in the select energy system. .

6. Central station power generation and transmission heat rate is 11,275 Btu/kWh.
.

7 Consumed electricity prices are $0.26/kWh and consumed fuel prices are as given.
,

. ,

1.1..
,

1.0

- a.

4.



1.) Conventional vs Total/Select Energy

The advantage of producing electrical power CIS a by-product of generating heat
is obvious. While The select energy sy-stem requires 27 percent more fuel be
burned on-site than the conventional system' to supply 75 psia steam heating, the
ov.eraThenergy consumption of a-select energy system when including credits for

. fuel not consumed at the commercial central station to generate the equivalent
by-product power is 30 percent less than the conventional_system.

2.) Conventional vs Total/Select Low Pressure Extraction

When a low pressure (30 psia) steam distribution system or a low temperature
(240 F) hot water disaibution system is used, the advan-tages are even more pro-. nounced. A low 'pressure steam or a low temperature hot water distribution system
would require 42 percent less overall fuel for heating than the exisfing conventional
system using steam for thermal conveyance without by-product power generation.

3.) High vs Low Pressure Extraction (

A decided advantage accrues to the use of low pressure steam on a low temperature
hot water distribution systems as apposed to the present steam distribution systems.
Thirty percent more electrical power can be generated by the select energy plant
if a low pressure steam distribution system or a low temperature hot water distribu-
tion system is used instead of the present 75 psia steam distributiori system. Further-
more, the overall energy requirements of 9 low pressure steam distribution system
or a low temperature hot water distribution system would be 17 percent less than
the 75 psia steam distribution system when credit is given for the additional by-
product electrical generation.

4.) Electrical Resistance Hecting

Electrical resistance heating requires almost three time the energy of the conven-
tional steam heating system and a lmcist five times the overall energy of a select
energy system with a low pressure steam or a low temperature hot water distribution
system. Electrical resistance heating increases the purchased electrical demand,
and de'prives a select energy systeni of a heat sink for,the use of waste heat from
the -Production of Rower.

b. Existing Thermal SysteM,Compatability to Low PressureSteam or Low
Temperature Hot Water

A select/total energy system extracts as much electrical 'energy from the steam as
possible before the steam is exhausted from the turbine and the waste heat used for
space heating and cooling. By lowering the pressure at which the_steam is extracted
from the turbine, substantially more electricity can be produced per unit of heating.
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The pronounced imprgvement in power to heat generation ratio, particularly at
lower pressures, is shown in FigureN11-2.

.1.) Low Pressure Steam

Essentially all of the steam distributed to .the campus-is reduced--to-30 psia or less
at the building sites. This reduced pressure steam is then further throttled to-a'
lower pressure to control the temperature. As noted earlier in this section, the
present distribution system supply pressure could be reduced to increase the power
to heat generation ratio of a select energy system. Pipe sizes and pressure drops
determine the lowest acceptable steam supply pressure. lour

2.) Low Temperature Hot Water

Presently low temperature hot water is used as the heating media for approximately
80 percent of the space heating loads connected to the central steam distribution
system. Steam is used to heat hotwater in thermal converters (heat exchangers)
at the building site. And, it is the low temperature hot water which is circulated
throughout the building to provide space heating. The existing distribution system
can be converted to a low temperature hot water system.

c . tS eam vs Hot Water Distribution Systems

There are a number of advantages of hot water distribution systems relative to
steam distribution systems which merit consideration.

1.) k Dual Purpose Power Generation

Higher overall select energy system efficien es can be realized by heating and
di ributing hot water than can be realized bay.simply extracting and distributing
stea . The reason is that steam must be extracted from the turbine at the supply
pressure of the steam distribution system. In contrast, water can be heated in
stages (regenerative heating) with only the final increment of heat added at the
peak temperature. From the standpoint of by-product power generation, hot water
systems can havp a decided advantage.

2.; Reduced Heat Loss

The following contribute to heat losses in steam heating systems: open vents on
condensate receivers; flashout losses and leaks in steam traps; and barer blow-
down. These losses typically require an additional 15 percent in fuel costs than
irthere were no losses. A hot water system, on the other hand, is a closed circu-
lating loop, with only very minor losses from leakage at valve.stems and at pump
stuffing boxes. Inasmuch as the amount of makeup water required is only a small
fraction of that required for a steam system, this greatly reduces the need for
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blowdown, thereby doing away with a source of considerable heat loss.
4%t_

3.) Independence of Contour

Condensate collectionsystems usually havrby gravity, so all lines are pitched int
the direction of the receive,: FOrced circulation hot water linare entirely
independent of the distribution system layout. However, since water is much
denser than steam, more substantial pipe supporit,s`in tunnels and inside buildingswill be required with water systems than with steam systems.

4.) Equivalent Pipe Size

The thermal energy conveyed per unit of volume of water is approximafelty 40 times,that for steam'at the equivalent saturation temperature. Even, after accounting for*velocity differences and friction, smaller supply pipes canbs used for hot water
distribution systems than an equivalent steam distribution syfem. And, a hot
water return line Will need only be on or two sizes lar-ger than the condensate line
required in a steam system. _

5.) Thermal Storage

A hot water distribution systeM acts as a heat accumulator due to its capacity to
store heat. This may be likened to an energy reservoir, which can cjcdommodate
sudden heat demands without loss in temperature. Stec]. m systems often suffer ate erature drop when shock or peak "loads occur; which cause a drop in the boiler

ore. But because of the heat storage, hot water generators need not be sized
for m ximum peak loads. Steam ballets require such sizing to-prevent pressureloSses and accortipanying temperature losses.

Pr.

6.) Isolation of Systems
.

1
C

The steam to water heat exchangers-sillowiiolatiah of the power generation cycle/
from the thermal distribution. Any failyre of the distribution system will not appre-
ciablY affect th'e backpreSsures seen by the turbine; And, since the systems ar-eisolated, the water purity of the bOiler,and turbine-can be maintained at.a highlevel while the.thermal distribution syem- can be somewhat lower.

7.) Reduced Maintenance 'I

.
Condensate lines are usuat.ly subject to corrosion,,_becauee mineral frpe water, carii
bined w.i atmospheric Oxygen, bepomes very corra4The crbsencp of drips-and
vented receivers and the consequehtly negligible inflx air in a prope'cly operated
Water system tend toward lower maintenance costs. Furthermore, -theinterna I /I-corrosion that commonlyoccurs in steam systems carfbe cOntrolled in hot) water
systems by the addition of chemical inhibitors not available*to steamsystems., . -,-. .. . :.



8.) Safety

Evaluations of the operational safefy of hot water systems and steam systems have
indicated that, in the event of tine breakage, the water_sistems are less hazai-dous
than steam systems at equivalent saturation terApecatures.

9.) Solar Comptitability

A low temperature hot dater distribution system Would be compatible with a solar
.booster system while a seam distribution system is ncl.t.

d. Rationale Y 47

There is an on-going prsogram for the replacement of aging steam supply and con-
densate return lines throughout the steam distribution system-. And, as an alternate
to simply replacing an existing steam distribution system consideration is given to
developing 'a master plan to install a low temperature hot water distribution system
for supplying space heat to the campus. The installation of this system could be in
parallel with ore.sentlyplonned construction of the central air conditioning
chilled water distribution system and could be phased with projected replacement
of segments of the present steam distributi.on system.

e. Conversion Schedule
sr

To be most cost effective, the conversion of a stearri heating system should be
phased with the need to replace and retrofi-t existing units. A detailed.analysis
of the building mechanical systems for the entire university was considered beyond
the scope of the present effort. However, to show the feasibility of converting
to a low temperature hot Water disqibution system, a proposed first increment has
been arialyzed. This increment corkders the connection of the medical center
adjacent to the proposed select energy site to a low' temperature hot water system.

The propcosed addition steam line betwee heating Plant No. 1 and No. 2 Could
be designed for hot water and extend th 'distribution of Fri` water to the main,
campus. And, the segyents of the existing steam distribution system such as the
8 inch steam line (no,w talved off) running north from the medical center could
be converted to distribute hot water. A review of the utility-tem study (2) and
central air conditioning feasibility study (4) along proposed plans, for modifi-
cation and retrofit of building systems will- be necessary to pioperly program the
exterisioniof and conversion to a hot water distebuticig system.

System Specification.

The particular design pressure arr'd temperatu: -len for the thermal distribution
system can 1464 the amount of waste heat be used by the buildings. The
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maximum power to heat generation ratiooccurs for the minimum thermal,distribytion'supply temperature. The low supply temperature can be attained by reducing the
system tempi' ure drop and the return temperature. The smal r the temperaturedrop, the gr' r the flow rate and pumping requirements. T e ower the return
temperature, e larger the heat trater surktice required"forpoce heating. Thus,e choice of design conditions requites a detailed analyst of the building mechan-ical systems and the distribution sYstem.

Low temperature hot water systems are normally designed to operate with supply
temperatures in the range of 100 F to 240 F. The lowest practical.supply tempera-ture should be chosen. However, for the present feasibility analysis, a maximum
supply temperature of 240 F with steam being extracted at 30 psia from the steamturbine to generate the hot water was selected. A supply temperature of 160 F.
or less is possible and would be compatible with a solar heat collection system.Such a loW temperature hot water could not be used to drive a lithium bromide
absorption chiller, but it could be used with an ammonia absorption chiller.

g. increment Lopd Size

Approximately 40 percebt of the distributed steam from Heating Plant No". 2
Medical Center which is located adjacent to the Heating Plant. It is estimated-
that of this steam load, approximately 5 percent of the steam is used in sterilizers
and 20 percent is used for multizone beat-reheat systems. The remainder of thesteam is fed to hot water generators. heating and domestic hotIwater.
For the present analysis, only the e) ng hot water dipribution system at the
medical system, is to be considered for connection the proposed I US low rer.hot water system distribution system. Thus, the load selected for e-valuation is30 percent of the overall lieating load of Veating Plant No. 2.

Reductions in energy losses by conversjoriaffiteam distribu-tion systems to low
temperature hot water distribution systems have been reported in the range of 5to 20 percent of the system heating loads. An assumed 10 percent reduction in
load has been used in the present evaluation.

There are four hot water generator statipns to which the-hot Water distribution syi-tern woult interface. The send out temperature on the spice heating water is varied-froin 100.F?to 150 F: Domestic hot water is sent oiit at 120 F and the
temper1

citureis boosted to:0180 F in th,e,i-tchens.

Th;if power cycle including turbine /generator and boiler' ize are the same as those
'given for *e previsLiis absorption chi Her alternate.

h. Performance

As shown io.Table V11-1, there is an 11 percent increase in electrical power generated
V11-38
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with no increase in purchased fuel or steam generation. Also, the overall energy
use is 11 percent less than the base case and 5 percent less than Alternate C which
did not include low temperature hot water handling.

There is greater production of electrical power per unit of heating load and since
the power cycle is boiler. and trubine throttle flow limited, the decrease in.thermal
load allows for greater power production by adjusting chiller loadings and ex-
hausting more steam to the condensersrt

9. Increme_....nateD (6.25 MW Select Energy + Absorption Chillers
+ LTHW)

This increment is offered as a means of phasing the construction of the 12.5 MW
Select Energy plant to facilitate the budgeting procedure. However, the profit-
ability indices presented in the following chapTer are such that this increment
stands alone as a good investment should funding for the.full recommended system
not become available. This proposed increment allows the University to gain
approximately half of the benefits projected for Alternate D.

a. Power Cycle

The incremental approach would consist of a 6.25 MW non-condensing steam tur-
bine generator configured as shown in Figure VII-8. The performance curve for
such a unit would be as depicted in Figure VII-9.

Portions of the campus steam distribution system w uld be converted to low temp-
eratu hot water in accordance with the Conyers, Schedule of Alternate D.

b. Performance

This system will also operate in an efficient and economical manner, yielding
approximately half thCbenefits of power generation and reduced fuel, consumption
of the Alternate'D system. The system benefits are summarized in Table VII-2.

-D. SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Resource Recovery

Resource recovery is the technique by which solid waste management is integrated
with the other utility ?ervices. Two modes of resource recovery, materials recovery
and energy recovery, 'can be practiced and potential:for application of each of

ese at the University of Florida is considered below. A flow diagram of the (US
solid waste management system is shown in Figure VII-11.
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a. Materials Recovery

Successful material§recovery requires 'a separation scheme., and a market,for the
recovered materials. Ferrous metals, although easily separated, are often not
marketable due to depressed local scrap iron stemands and the somewhat dirty
nature of waste recovered ferrous metals. Other-constituents, such as aluminum
tops and organic coatings on steel cans,. often preclude direct use of this resource
without further processing schemes. Although aluminum can be separated from
more dense materials in heavy-media cyclones, it has not been demonstrated to
be economically feasible. Glass is easily separated but must be color sorted be-
fore glass manufacturers will purchase it. Furthermore, recoverable materials.
constitute a small fraction of the total waste generated by the University and con-
sist primarily of aluminum cans and bottles.

Hence, for technical and economic reasons, the installation_of a materials recovery
system is not considered practjcal on the scale envisioned at the University of
Florida.

rt
-- b. Energy Recovery

Regardless of the degree that materials are recovered, a substantial amount of
heating value is available in solid waste. Of the several methods by which the
energy of solid waste can be recovered, only incineration with heat recovery is
considered practical' at the University of Florida. Incineration with heat recovery

ti can be accomplished in a 'number of ways depending on the, unit size and mode of
firing. The most likely alternatives are considered below.

1.) Controlled Air Incinerators

This type of incinerator consists of two or more chambers in which waste materials
are combusted. Generally, the first or primary chamber is operated with less than
the stoichiometric air requirement. This effectively reducei gas velocities near
the grate, thus, reducing particulate emissions. Since'this chamber is operated
under starved air conditions, wastes are partially pyrolyzed into combustible gases.
In the secondary chamber, an auxiliary flame provides sufficient heat and oxygen
to complete combustion of the gases from the primary chamber.

A schematic diagram of this type of incinerator equipped with waste heat recovery
is shown in Figure V11-12. The system has two stacks allowing .operational flexi-
bility. The system acts as a simple incinerator when the flue gases exhaint thrbugh
the_ dump stack or as an incinerator with heat recovery system when flue gases ex-
haust through the secondary stack'. In the event of control failure; the system
immediately directs the hot gases through the dump stack.
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The small modular incinerators have proven that they can efficiently process resi-
dential and commercial waste. The efficiency-of thermal processing is comparable
to the largest municipal incinerators with typical volume reductions of 95 pettent
and weight reductron of 80 perceqit. With few moving parts, --maintenance pro msr`^

and. hence costs are mi,,4 nimized'. As they do not empty waster washers or. scrubbers
to achieve their low-crii, emission rgtes or water quenching syst ms to cool the ash
residues, the cost and environrrientral control from the use ofwat r with large in."-
cinerdtors have been eliminated.

2.) Conventional Incineration with Heat Recovery

. Conventional incineration, employing excess air in the primary chamber to reduce
the heat ,in4he gdses emitted during frombustion, produces a much more contaminated.
gas thCin results frOm controlled air nrchines. 'Ars/o, :the temperature relationships ,

are different between the .two designs: To meet air pollution control codes, con -
ventional v)aterwall incinerators must (or should) install mechanical, or water

energy
operated, devices to treat the emitted gas . ,These-devices-also drasticall cool
the gas stream. An'y heat extraction for nergy recovery must take place before
the gas enters the pollution control devices.

The new controlled air,incinerator designs are pot faced with th se constraints.
-- The corrosive elements and particulates are cosiderably reduce in the as stream

by1 the high temperatures in the secondary chamber (after-biiner ithout the use
of mechanical pollution control devices.-

12 -
Cofieing

The solid waste and coal could be cofired in'the same boiler. This ethod of in-
cineration with heat recovery was,not considered practical at the University of
Floridafor severa4-reasons.

. .

,Cofiring requires preprocessing of the solid-waste before injection into the boilers.
The preprocessing equipment consisting of shredders, classifiers; and conveyors'
generally cost more than a separate_incinerator with heat recovery equipment.
The variability of solid waste compositiag Can easily,cause fluctuations in steam
generation which can seriously effect the turbine/generator controls. There is
a lack of experience in cofiring of solid waste in.povv,er general-ion boilers in the
size range contemplated at the University of Floritla. The existing cofired opera-.-
tions with power generation are an 'order of magnitude larger thanthe boilers
being re-commended in this study.



is

2. Operation of Controlled Ail, inoinerafori
. ' t.P

A a+his type of iricindrator is avairable in factarjr-as'sembled units with-capacities
normally less thaP1405 tons per day and is instalred,,m multiples of idniical units

,.. ,t, .. - ...

to achieve the desired plant -capacity. SuCW4 modular approach :provides greater
,

fle;ibility of design than exists with largerivalume.-plants. ,,,.. .

/
Very few units Have automatic ash removal. Witfibu,tIliisfeature the operation

must be cycled with the ash residue being removed4Dy e after buleciing
r -

an operator
up inside the chamber for a given number of houes'.` ':

-t .i.lf.t --k;
. _ .

-,, ., -, .. ,

Recoverable Heat
....1

+v
.,

, -.,s -
The amount of heat recovered frOm solid waste de0odp ori'tri-e heat content of the
solid waste and the efficienCy of the heat recovely..u.niti:-. .

\N.

a... Heating Value -....,,

. N., 4...

. . The heat content of solid waste is highly dependehkonComposition. *Trash con-
sisting of ci,mixture of paper, .cardboard, cartons, .wooden bo*es, and combustible
floor sweepings from commercial and industrial activities w.i.y.typically" have an'l

. as received higher heating v9lue of 8,500 Btu/lb with a TO percent-mOisture con-
tent and 5 percent incornbListiblez, solids. .

- --

- Refuse froT,apartment and resideAtial occupancy commonly_ -consists of. an e-Ven
mixture orrubbish an'cl,garbage by. weight. with up to 50 perce6t rrtibistUr'&,_cind 20:
percent incombustibl-e.solids.- As received higher heating values of -

have been experienced in heat recovery applications.

-For this study a higher value of 5,500 Btu/lb has been assumed. This is beli.eved
`to be a consengative estimate in view' of the high paper content of the University
solid waste.

b. Heat Recovery Efficiency
fr

The amount of heat-recov)red is dependent. on the efficiency of thOikat recovery
system. The efficiency:, of -.heat recovery is dependent on.both equiprr it design
and moisture content of the solid waste. The waste heat recovery.boftersefficiency
has beenassumed to be 70 percent based on ;he operating experience ofcrsiiralor
sized controlled 'air -incinerator with heat recovery (7) .

,er
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Utilization of Recovered Heat
. -.

As with materials recovery, there must-be a way to uV the recovered heat if this
heat recovery is to be worthwhile. 7 .

a. Boiler Fuel Reduction
,

In a conventional system the heat recovered from solid waste incineration can'
readily- be used- to generate hot water or steam and thus reduce the fuel-consumed
in thee primary boilers. e -,

_ ,i i IE
With.arNintegrated,...utility system, the wastek.,heat from power generation-is used for

.:,,
space her voteriing and cooling and domestic hot ter heating, If the waste heat .

available from pov/er generatiori is equal to"t greater than that which can be used,
-. therAny use of heat recovered. from solid Waste incineration to supply the thermal.

loads of the University will reduce the amount of. low heat_rate power which can
be generated:

,

The steam generated in the heat recovery boiler can be used for-toiler feedwater
heating. 4lhis likewisereduces the amount of steam bled from the turbine/gen-
erator and hence reduces the power generated from the highly favorable heat rate
of regenerative feedyvcrter hgpting for a backpressure turbine/generator as in Alter-
nate A. , Therefore, boiler fuel credit can only be given to waste heat utilization
if the .total/select energy system based on a backpressure turbine /generator does
not supply the whole thermal 'loath The possibility of power generation from the ).
recov-ered-h_eat doa exist for a- total/select -energy system based on a condensing
turbine/generator: .

Cofiring of solid waste with coal in the Main boilers has been dismjssed because of
potential operational difficulties and cost of preprocessing.

.b. Power Generation

An alternate to using the recovered heat for the thermal' loads is to generate power.'
By injecting the recovered heat frOm The heat recovery:boiler to the highest pressure
feedwater heater, less steam is b led from the turbine arid-zmore steam can` pass to the -
condenser. The power generator for the net recovered-heat feed to the 265 psi
feedwater heater is 73.4 kWh/10 Btu. 0.

Since the boiler capacity and.the high pressure throttle steam rates are the limiting
factors for.the present designs, injection of steam at 265 psi does not reduce the
utilization of these units. If additional turbine or generator capacity were required
to accommodate the admission of steam ,at this point in the powe, cycle, an accourit-
ing for the increased c6pital costs would need to be made.

J
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t
a.

University Solid Waste Incineration

Rationale
1-

A solid waste incineration system with heafrecovery could be installed with-the.
Select. Energy system, Alternates B, C, or b. Credit would\be given for the PaPiet N.

generated by steam admitted to the high pressui-e feedwater heater. X 25-.tonf.per
day facili OnsisiTng 'of two controlled air incinerators and associated changing '
and hea recovery units will provide sufficient capacity when 'changing for 7 hou'm
per and operated 6 days per week. \

' f. , I
qs.

'.
-

Performance
. .

The-heat recovered from 7,000 tons per year of solid waste will generbted 4970,,000
kWh of electricity. At a heat rate of 11,275 Btu/kWh for the coMmerical power ..
supply, the recovered heat is equivalent to 45 billion Btu'i- of fuelper year.

!

. -.Several variations of the solid waste management system are Wektla.'noting'. i First,
selective collection of the University solid waste may be beneficial. Secondly, .

-solid waste from the surrounding community could004.included--; :. '.

The present solid waste mcinagement'system at the University dOes riot require waste
Segregation since all refuse is sent to a landfill for burial. Depending on the type
of refuse fired, some segregation of wet garbage- before incineration may benefit
the heat recovery performance. Based 'on weekly refuse coI.IectionJdata, cafe- ferias

.

generateabout 200 cubic yards of garbage per week as.compared to a total Uni=.
-- -.Versity generatiOn of 3,800 cubic ywds of refuse per week. The wet garbage could

be collected .separately....eind sent tato landfill. >here is negligible recoverable heat -

from wet= garbage and the reduced amount of solid waste would allow the University
solid waste to be burned in the proposed system on a 5 day week-basis instead

. iof the proposed 6 days per week. .
( ....

''',. .
.Since the university, solid waste heat equivalent-is legi than 2-percent of the overall

energy needs of the University, the possibility of importing solid waste from the
surrounding community has been investigate in the next section.

.. ., , . ..i.. A
6. :Include Community Solid Waste , .

a. '14."`Rationale

Upon learning of the IUS feaSibility study being conducted for the University of
Florida, the City of Gainesville requested that the possibility of including the
community geherated solid waste in the !US solid waste management also be inves-

t..tigated. 4

r
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The City of Gainesville generates and`disposekover 40,000 tons of solid Waste
'to landfill per.- year.: However, only that portion of the community solid waste
Which is of equivalent quality to that of the Univergilywas considered in this study.

A receipt survey on the solid waste' generation in the Gainesville area shol,., that
there woulckbe ay'ailable.12,000 tons per year. of solid waste/from commercial
sources, and Q 75 ton per =day facility would be. required 'to incinerate the
bined_inputs f!om the University anddselected collection from commercial sources.
This-refuse wbOuld be primarily pap er.materialsand is assumed to have e a higher
heat value of 5,500 Btu/lb.

b. Performance.

The heat recovered from the combined 19,000 tons of solid waste per.year would
}generate 10,800,000 kWh per year of elegti-icity.

E. WATER MANAGEMENT

The central theme to water management is the use of the minimal quality availabte
water which satisfactorily meets the needs of thei,ntended use. Similarly, the
treatme,orlevel need only be sufficieratisfy the requirements of the specific
use. The proposed IUS water management facility for the University of Florida
is shown in Figure V11-13. 1.

,11. Potable Water System,.

The primary mode of integration of potable,wa-ter systems. is by displacement of the
use of-Potable t ater'for irrigation and processziater. siilce,the Univergity has a
secondary water distribution systemito serve these purposes, the present IUS protect
does not: dirieily include the1 potaliole water system.,

The Univei-sity does own and ()Orate its own portable water distribution system and
presently has under consideration 0 recently completed feasibijity.studylort install-
ing a potable water treatment plant.

2: Sanitary SeWage System .

The University owns and operates its own sewage collection .system and treatment
Plant. The treatment fa6ility, meets all Federal.anti State discharge regulations..
Construction improvemen'ts are presently being made to ensure high performance
levels through the next decodo
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Discharge and Regional Plans

The Environmental Protection Agency issues National Pollution Dis narge Elimina-
tion System (NPDES) permits to facilities in conformance with appl able.and ap-
proved Section 201 and 208 (of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA))
area-wide plans. The Alachua County 208 plan is presently being developed and
the role of the University sewage treatment facility in this plan has not been deter-
mined.

The Department of Pollution Coktrol has notified the Un, ersity that provisions
should be made to connect to the regional waste water eatment system when .this
facility becomes operational. The regional trea acility is in construction
with project completion still several years in the future. The final decision on the
status of the University sewage treatment facility will depend on the outcome of
the 208 plan presently being formulated. The Uniyersity planning is influenced by
factors over which it has little control.

b. Available Alternates
4I+

In the absence of firm commitments from other-authorities, the University has under
construction two wastewater treatment programs which may be implemented in the

. corning decade. The -alternative to be followed-awaits political and financial de-
cisions of others.

Discontinue Treatment of Sewage on Campus

A prerequisite to following this course of action is the authorization, ,funding grid
construction of a truly regional wastewater collection and treatment systerri with
statutory authority to require the University to deliver all or part of _its sanitary
sewage to that regionCil -system. The date by which this transfer of treatment re-
sponsibility will occur, the authority for such action, and the financial questions
arising from purchase of the existing University sewage treatment plant and estab-
lishingcharge for treatment of campus sewage have not been resolved.

The implementation of- the alternate will require the installation of a 10,000 ft, 12
to 16 inch pressure line and lumping station to connect with the force main on
34th Street. Estimated construction costs of this alternate are over $1 , OW, 000.
Based on the latest ordinance, the anticipated sewage rates for the University to
dump its sewage to the regional treatment facility are $1.07 per thousand gallons.
This compares to the present operation of the University sewage plant costs of
$0.24 per thousand gallons.

1
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2.). Continue Operation'-of University Sewage Treatment _Plat

The continued operation 4:)E the Univ.ersity of Florida sewage treatment facility to
meet currevnt.and possible future effluent standards wesu-rd require the assignment
to the University of responsibility for. treating University,wastewater under the
approved regional plan-,

4r
a 3Implementatiora of this plan would require construction ofd additionCrl treatment

-units before and after the existing trickling filter and contact stabilization plants.
The upgrading of both'plants would achieve organic, suspended solids and nutrient
removal efficiencies meeting goals set by 1972 Fecieral legislation. The kroject
costs for improvements to sanitary sewage fcilities have been estimated 114) at
$1,300,000.

if the University continues the operation of the existing sewage treatment plant
.under a regional plan, the.reuse of treated wastewater could prove beneficial in
that the quality of the renovated water need only be acceptable to the proposed
use. Thug, the quantity of wastewater requiring advanced wastewater treatment
would be educed.

3. Water Reuse

The potential exists for an IUS to use renovated wastewater in such non-human
contact purposes as cooling tower makeup, flue scrubbers, irrigation, and fire
protection. While-treated wastewater cane reused,, the relative amount that
is required for these purposes varies with the utility configuration' and weather
Conditions. In a selective energy system using a non - condensing turbine, there .
would be no condenser and hence.no cooling tower water makeup requirement
for power...production. Cooling tower makeup for chilled water prodUction varies
significantly with seasonsps-does irrigation water requirements.

a. Cooling Tower Makeup
I

Sewage plant effluent has been used ' a pumber:of plants over the years for cooling
tower makeup and first-hand experiences are documented in the literature. No
magical skill is required to adapt wastewater streams for cooling toviier makeup.

What is normally, required is an in-depth ion, and the application of
good water treatment technology.

. .
,----- ,

1.) !. Operational Characteristics ,*., A

. ,

.....--..., -3- -

Corrosion-is usually less severe with sewage effluent than with freshwater. Al-
. though such effluent typically contains high orthophosphate concentrations, its
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tendency for calcium phosphate scaling is inhibited by the stabilizing effect of
organicmaterial that is also typicaHy present in high concentrations. So, proper
control of.cyCles:of conceritrati6riand pH, along with the addition of deposit con-
trol agents, usually peirriits higher calcium phosphate loadings than may be carried

,in fresh water systems.

The nature of sewage effluents presents a severe microbiological fouling problem
when such water is used as cooliqg tower makeup. This can be controlled, but at
increased biocide cost. A comb ed prOgram of chlorine and nonoxidizing biocide
addition is typically used to ?rain in good control.

Although there are reports of some very severe, hard-to-contain foaming problems,
most systems can be controlled with a small amount of antifoam.-

2.) Treatment and Control

A number of installations now use time treated and clarified mupicipal sewage
-plant effluent for cooling tower makeup and even for boiler feedwater makeup.)

Early applications of treated sewage for cooling tower makeup showed that the-.
problems that appeared could be- minimized by pretreatment with lime. More .

recently, however, specifically developed chemical treatment programs, together.
.vyith careful operating control has allowed the successful use of,ireated sewage

plant effluent as cooling tower makeup without lime or othik post treatments
4.03.) Steps to Successful Reuse af

The first step in evaluating a waste stream for cooling water makeup is a thorough
analysis of that stream. -V thei stream passes the analysis test, the next step is
usually a feasibility study thCit would, via various tests, determine the streams
potential for corrosion,ceeneral fouling, scale formntion, biological fouling and. .J

foaming, and what treatment would be needed to control such problems.

The next step is td'experiment reusing the water in...the plant coo0g tower, starting
at a low percentage of the makeup and building toward the final desifed percentage _

with constant monitoring of corrosion and fouling. (0 I. '
4.) . Usage , - .

Presently the cooling towers provide cooling for-the condensing steam turbine
driven chillers.. -Given, the existing cooling load, approximately 253 billion Btu's

-are exhausted to Hie citmosphere per year. Approximately Oal gallon-of water is
evaporated-per 1,000 Btu's of cooling tower load. Cooling tower water makeup
requirements.for evaporation are about .25 million gallons per year. If absorption
chillers were instal led, the evaporation would be increased by 25 percent. While
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a significant quantity of water is consumed b evaporcti-on; the reuse of available
sewage plant effluent is less'than 5 percent.

b. Iriigation

1.) Potential Usage

Currently an estimated 37 million gallons of treated effluent are used annually for
irrigation. The potential exists foi. using about one fourth of the sewage treatment
facility effluent for irrigation. An aesthetic benefit will be reduction of the un-
desirable hydrogen sulfide-odors now produced by the use of high sulfur well water.

2.) Secondary Water Distribution System

The ability to use renovate wastewater r irrigation and other purposes presumes
that a secondary water system is available. or distribution to the paints of applica-
tion. The existing system is ti series of wells and--distribution networks,. Although
there are,jumpers'installed between several of these distribution systems, basially
each system-is operated individually. Modifications will be necessary to affect
increased use of treated wastewater and a hydraulic analysis of the University
secondary water system is recommended.

Budgetary estimates of the cost .of.installing the necessary pumps and piping to
make additional irrigation possible are placed at $750,000.

F. THE 1US SITE

Site Location

Figure VII-14 shows a plan view of the recommended site for the IUS facility. The
close proximity to the Heating Plant No. 2 and the sewage treatment plant offers
ease of integration and hence lower associated costs. The site is in the area de-
signated by the University for general utility expansion programs.

2. Interfacing to the Existing System

The primary connections to-the steam distribution system will be through a connec-
tion to Heating Plant No. 2. The close proximity to the existing facilities will
allow the joint use of common equipment such as cooling tower . Furthermore,
the drainage canal from the existing sewage plant passes next t the selected site
which will minimize pumping costs for the reuse 6f cooling tow r makeup.
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a,. Fuel 'Delivery and Storage 7
A railway presently exists.along Archer Road and is the logical choice for trans-

,-
porting opal to the IUS power plant. As shown in Figure VII-14, a spur' will be
constructed to the coal storage site. There is 0926 foot difference in elevation
between the railroad. and. the 'prop ed. storage site., The'spur Will be constructed

cr'between -an:atsting parking lo and Wilmont Gardens onto trestle which passes

over the proposed coal storagt:acility.

A berm will be constructed and propelly landscaped oh _the exposed sites of the
storage area to, minimize the dusting 'L6nd aesthetic problems of coal storage.

Should the railroad not. be available or if construction of the proposed spur should

not be possible, alter*e methods of delivery and storage are availablee. For

example, coal could bidelivered by rail, stored at a site on.University property
to the south of the Main campus, and then trucked to the power plant.
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VIII. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The objective of the econglai-c analysis section is to provide a quantitative pictures
that shows the dollar savings resulting from anrIUS. As in the previous section on
Conceptual Designs, the analysis of the IDS .alternates is considered under the three
subsystem groups: (1) Thermo' Electric Generation System, (2) Solid Waste Manage-
ment, and t3) Water ManajernerA

A. LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS

The life cycle cost analysis Fresented involves a combination of techriiques which
form an economic model for rorig term monetary costs, associated with utility systems
at the University of Florida.

1. Life Cycle Costs

All sources of cost attributable to the various alternates by. time period are considered
including initial investment, operation and maintenances, and replacements. The
effects of time are 'incorporated by including allowance Tor the impact of inflation
on c 'incurred or revenues generated in future years and allowarice for the fact
t at dollars spent or received -in the,future are worth less than`dollars spent or re-
ceived today because ,of the interest expense or lost interest income from those dollars.

2. Incremental Analysis

In analyiing the economic potential of IUSthe bizieline (existing) system is con-
sidered first. The alternate designs are examined relative to the baseline. The

analysis focuses on the i Tment I costs, that is, the costs actually generated or
effected by the alters

3.. Profitability Measures

Profit is an obvious goal of investment in any enterprise. .Although in a service in-
, stitution, there are many others; profit is the only one quantifiable and therefore

useful for economic evaluation. Albeit a cost avoidance type investment, the same
profit motivations'exIst for evaluating the alternates' for. supplying utilities. Four
measures of profitability are used to determine the investment value of each of the

°WS alternatives considered in this report, present worth, payback time, savings to
investment .ratio, and interest rate of return.

a. Present Worth
3

The present worth of an alternate. as evaluated in this report is the present value of '
the:cost savings of an alternate relative to a base case minus-the present value of .

.-
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the net investment of.the alternate over the Liase. case.. The present values are thevalues .of all cash flows,' discounted to the start of operations (1981). As such, thepresent worth' provides.-a measure of the overall savings includihg allowances fbr -capital and 'interest that the University will experience by installing the*alterriative.
b. Fayback Time

Payback time is the lime required to get bRck the original investment and is calcu-.toted by accumulating, year by'year from the beginning of operation, the net
savings realized from the investment. The.payback time.is equal to the number of
years required to reach that rime when the total accumulated savings s-equals the netinvestment. That is, the total invested cost 'including interest' at 6.5 percent divided;',1Dy- the annual savings, both in 1981 constant dollars. The payback time provides ameasure of the time period over which the-apparent risleof investment occurs.

c. `Savings to Investment Ratio

< -`To show the efficiency of savings produced for each dollar of investment, the savings.,'to initial investment ratio. has been presented._ As defined in the present report, thesavings to investinent-ratio is the ratio of the present value of an incremental savingsto the-difference in initial investments associated with that-,savings.

d. Interest Rate of Return

Theyrate of return on investment has been shown using the interest rate of return- asan4rrrdicator. The interest rate of return (often called the discounted cash flaw rateof return) as calculated in this report is the,discount rate for which the payback timet,with interest, is equal to the assumed operatipg life of.the project.

Economic Factors.
-

The key assumptionS\vvhich form.the bcsis for evaluating the economic potential ofthe !US alternatives are:.
cr

a Energy Prices

Based on the energy assessment: presented earlier in this report, the mid-1976 priceof fuel and electricity were estimated to be:'

O



.. /
Source

Unit $/Unit

. _

$/106 Btu
a

..Electricity

Energy
Demand

Fuel

kWh
kW,. ,

Gallon
Ton

1000 cubic feet

J.C5

0.02191
2.09 .

0.31
. 35:00 ,

0.85.

6.42

2.09
1:35,
0:81

. .

Fuel Oil
Coal
Natural Gas

The electrical energy price is an overage of those, experienced by the University
during the first six months of 1976 and inclpde allowances for fuel adjustments.,
Both the fuel on and°coal prices are basedfon low sulfur values. The price of fuel
oil is that given b the present- supplier-4 laid<rip f I. The coal prices was typical
of th-6se offered b> brokers and being paid by similar stems with allowances made
for delivery.

The price of naturalgas:isthe average paid by the University during the past year.
As discussed in Secti-on V, natural gas is_not espected to be available when the
proposed IUS becomes operational and fuel oil has been assumed as the primary
fuel for the existing boilers. The imps t of gas being available is tested in the
Sensitivity Analysissection."

b. Time Estimates /

The operationartimesperiod for the prof t is 25 years. This is consistent with the

life expectanCy of the. -major components s h- as boilers and turbine generatori4
Project =instruction time is 4 years and 1 y r is assumed for seeking and receiving

funding.

c. interest Rate,

The interest rate on borroJed funds has been assumed to be 6.5 percent. This is

'the interest-rate on recently issued bonds by the State of Flor' ida for University
construction. The maximum allowable interest rate paid by the state on Corrowed

funds.is. 7.5 percent according to state law. 'The interest rate on capital funds has

been used as the discount rate in the present study.

Inflation

The general inflation rate hasban assumed to tie 4 perceL-per year.

V1113
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e. Cost Escalation
1

-- Cost escalation, is defined as the inCrease in price cost of a particular resource
relative to those of other resources.

'Erie

Federal Energy Administrations projections° ) for energy escalations relative
o g neral inflqtion have beer assumed. For ten years beginning in 1976, price

es ea ations are projected for the Southeastern United States as follows:

nergy Form Escalation Rate, Percent

Electricity
Fuel- Oil

.Coal
Natural Gas

2.3,
2.2

.

4.p

.Atier ten years," the estlation rate was -issumed to be zero.
- .

E9uipment and Construction
.. /%,A I percent escalation rate on Capital installation was assumed._

a

4

5. Sensitivity Analysis r
Sensitivity analysis provides an indication of the risks involved by testinq i-f\ he econom-

...

is impact of varying key assumptions for each alternative.

B. THERMAL /ELECTRIC GENERATION SYSTEM

The economic feasibility of the alternative conceptual designs fdr supplying heating,cooling, and electricity to the University of Florida are preserfed below.

1. Capital Cost. Estimates

a. Initial investments

The estimated capital costs for the initial investment of each alternate are givenin Table by equipment category. The items,inc,luded in each category aregiven in Table V111-2., 1.

,The.boiler turbine and generators design ratings for each aleternate were specifiedas given in Table V111-3. Alt other equipment was specified relative to these threeunits.-
VIII-4 a k'
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T4134 V111-1 TH.ERMAUE[ECTR IC GENERATION SYSTEM I NITAL CAPITAL COSTS ESTIMATE,

. (INSTALLED COSTS, MID -1976)

Conventional Select Energy Alternates

Alternate

,Boi lets

',ollution Control Equipment

'Fuel Hand and Storage

%Turbine Generat Or

-Controls and Electrical Equipment

:Heat Exchangers

Pumps

Piping ,Valves and InsiAation

Building

Miicellaneous Mecha Cal,Equipment

'Distribution Systems

. General Constructio

ContraciossOvertd and Profit g.15%.

Engineering Fees, Contingencies @

A

New Coal 5 MW 10 1811W 12.5 MW 12.5 MW.

Fired + Absorption + Absarption'.

Boilers ' +1.THW

2773 14..00 .2800 3360

821 448 755 855 855,

398 318 .397 398 398

0 1376 '2892 3151, 3151

209 706 12E 1290 1290

80 67. 340 93 393

69 86. 172 206 , 206

193 407 814 978 978

200 150. 300 309 300

34 75 121 123 14 23

78 438 438, 438 640

128 , 164 251 , 293 ' '294

747 845 1581 11768 1798

399 451 842 942 959'

:6129 6931 12961 14496 t) ;14745

126
4.



TABLE VIII -2 CAPIT44..1EQpIPMENT CATEGORY. DESCRIPTIONS

Spreader stoker.boiler at 850 psig, 900° F including all necess ry
pressure parts, insulation and' aiing; F.D. and I.D. fans with motor-drives, con-
necting flues and ducts, stoker, soot blowers with piping, valves an4fittiogs;
combustign and feedwater controls, economizer; support steel platforrnvand
ladders,Clust collector.

*LLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Baghouse filters and induction fans. Ash handling equipRent, ash silo and
breeching stack.

.FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGEkt
Coal conveyors, storage site preparations, railroad spur and trestle.-.

TURBINE GENERATOR
Automatic variable'extraction steam turbines with 3-0ase generator.

CONTROLS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Controls and instrumentation including
logging, pressure gauges, transducers,
and general electric

HEAT EXCHANGERS'
Feedwater heaters, deaefator and storage tanks. Condensers, tubes, and cooling
towers.

prifrol panels, boiler controls, data
and fhecrnorneters Switchgear,'transformers;

1.1

. PUMPS

Boiler feed, condensate return, circulation and auxiliary pumps.

PIPING
Heavywall piping pgeneral, piping and circulation piping. High-pressure and
high temperature valves, control valves, and spdcialties.insblati'on:

r BUILDING
Including foundations, electrical work and paint.

MISCELLANEOUS MECI1ANICAL.EQUIPMENT
Water treatment, turbine Ian crane.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS .

Piping, .insulation, expansion joints, valves, and-co nections for hot water and
steam'di'stribution.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
Site .preparation, landscape, roadways. and .itkVey.

Jr



TABLE VIII-3% BOILER, TURBINE, GENERATOR DESI.GN.RATINS

BOIL AUTOMATIC VARIABLE EXTRACTION TURBINE GENERATOR

THROTTLE CONDITION RATING TYPE RATING

Pressure :Temperature 1000 kW .
1000 kVA

psis °F

ALTERNATE A STEAM

RATING

100Q 16s

CbNVENTIONAL ALTERNATE

New Coal Boilers 110
0

JP

SELECT ENERGY

ALTERNATIVES

5 MW

0 M W

12.5 MW

+ Absorption

12.5 MW

+. Absorption + 1-Tik

6.25 MW

.rption LTHy$1...

tr.

265

100 850 900' 5 Non-Condensing 6.25

850 960 5 NOn-Condensing 4.25

100 850 :900 5 . Condensing 6.25

120 850,

120 850

120

120

850

850

0

120 850

900 6.25 ...Non;Condensing 9.375

900, 6.25 :.Condensing 4 9.375

900 6.25 Non-Condensing 9.375

900 6.25. Condensing 9.375

900 6.25 Non-Condensing 9.375

.41



b. Replacemem

To maintain the existing steam generation capability, there will be replacements
of 240,000 lb/hr steaming capacity during the 25-year economic evaluation of the
prbject, as shown in Table VIII-4. All boiler replacements are assumed to be
packaged oil fired units as per the existing facilities. There Will be no replace-
ments required for major equipment installed for each of the alternatives.

Basis for Capital Cost Estimates

The estimated capital cost for each Alternate is based on 1976, equipment, material
,yandflabor prices. Equipment costs for major items have been obtained from manu-

lacturers of equipment with a proven record of reliability. lnstalltation cost esti-
mates were. either iurnished by the vendors or were established from prior experience
with,cOrriparable projects:

1. Annual Operation clMaintenance Costs .7

The operation and maintenance: charges for the first year of _operations (1981) are
given in _Table VIII-5. The kkisis for these projected costs are as follows.

b. Fuel Charges

Fuel costs are the product of the evaluated requirements.and the projected delivered
fuel prices. As the amount of electrical power generation is increased, there is
alsci-an increase in the fuel costs, but this is more than balanced by the reduced
electrical costs.,

b. Electrical Charges

electric$31 charges.have.been separated into energy charges .and demand charges.
The*energy charges are the product:Of.the evciluared-fuel requirements and projected.
electrical energy'prices including fuel adjustments.

The demand charges are based on the difference of projected electrical demands
of the University and the power generatiop rates of the various alternatives. Com-
pensation for Ind Tonal demand charges from system failures have been included
with the addition operation and mointeriance charges.

es. Addisti al Operation and Maintenance Charges a

!.

The aridition oiierCttiori arid maintenance costs arising from the operation of,thste
propoied alternatives include adjustments for labot,.mainteriaribe; purch9sed ufili
ties.and chemicals, ash aisposal, personnel upgrading, fuel handling, and .potential



TABLE VW-4 - ESTIMATED REPLACEMENT. COSTS
( Installed Costs, Mid 7 976)

Alternative . Year
Boiler
Capacity Cost'
1

Existing -- 1986
1991

5 MW Select Energy 1996
, 10 MW Select Energy 1996

AAA

1

- $(000)

120
120 729
140 850

243



V111-5 - THERMAVELE

OPERATIOt

NERATION SYSTEM

1..),4,-($1,000,900_r

Conventional Alternates Select Energy Alternatives_
...Expense Exi#ing New Coal . 5 MW 10 MW 12.5MW 12.5MW' 6.25 MWSystem . Fired Boiler's +Absorpii'on + Absorption 1- Absorpi

..

Electricity
4-

Energy .

Demand

Fuel
Oil
Coal

Additional
Operations &
Maintenance

Total Annual
Costs - 1981

Percent

4.90 i
0.87

.

3.45

4.90
-' 0.87

a .

3.74
0.75

. 0.69
0 1.83 1.79

0 0.19 0.15
.

99.22 7.79 7.12
/,

i.
Savings ... 15

.

''
C6fsitat ., -?- - .-
,!vestment 6 129' 6,93.1. 412,961 14,491

1.87
.51

0

0.98
0.43

0
3.50 3.196

.20 .21

6.08 5.38

,41.6

+ LTHW + LTHW

0.61
0.38

0

3.55
0.67

0
3.95 2.25

0.24 0.17
. l

5.18 6.64

43.8. 27.9

14,745 8,640



charges such as increased charges from system failures.

The charges are those over andpabove those experienced by the existing system. To
provide a frame ,9f reference, the magnitude of the 1976/77 budget for operation
of the existing heating plant is noted.

Pt

Labor' $250,000
Electricity 240,000
Operating Expenses 80",000

$570,000

The labor charges include wages for 16 operators and 8 mechanics. The electrical
charges are for electricity purchased over and above that produced by the existing
1000 kW noncondensing turbine. The operating expenses include $8,000 for,make-
up water and a like amount for chemicals. J
2. Results of Life ycle Cost

On the basis of balancing thermal to electric loads, energy charges and demand
charges, and fuel alternatives-six energy subsystems were developed and evaluated.
They are:

1. New boilers, coal fired, no power generation
2. 5 MW select energy plant
3. MW select energy plant''
4. 12.5 /OW select energy Vnd-cgbsoilifon chiller
5. 12.5 MW select energy plant, absoription chillers; oaf id low/temperature hot water distribution system
6. plant, absorption chillers and 6%4 temperature hot water dish

The capital investment for each of these is presented in Table VIII-1 and Tables
thrOugh Vill--5 present additional information on the equipment description

and provide operating an*maintenance and other cost data used in evaluating the
systems. , -

Table- VIII -6 is a presentation of the profitabilityAndices for the six odases. 'They
are all compared against the baseline?,- the eXistinrutility system. All'shoW inter
rate of return in excess of 20 percent which is very good for a minimum sk project.
The savings to' investment ratio (SiR) for each is above 3 which is ve good. Tfle
payback p riod nother important index, is approximately four years for each. A
short paybac per ad gives a high confidence level in the economic success of the

-

project- becaus su important variables as fuel cost can be projected much more
-accUrately,for 4-4-7yea'r project than for a project having a 10-year or more payback.
In summary, all of the projects look attractive when compared lo the University's ".

.e VI I 1-11
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TAB1E VIII-6 - INCREMENTAL PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS OF THERMAL ELEC-
TRIC GENERATION ALTERNATES RELATIVE TO THE EXISTING
SYSTEM.

Conventional
Alternate

Select Energy Alternates

Profitability New Coal 5 MW 10 MW , 12.5 MW 12.5 MW 6.25 MW .Indicators Fired Boilers + Absorp- + Absorption +Absorption
tion + LTHW + LTHW

Present Worth, 26 38
$ (000,000)

Payback Period,
Years

Savings to Investment
. Ratio

Interest Rate of Return 2
Percent

4.2

3.3

3.4
.;

4:2

26.0

55 64 71 35

4.1 . 4.0 .4.7 . 5.0

3.2 3.5 3.9

.22.4 23.2 23.3 22.0,

L.

VIII 12



existing energy system.

The capital cost for the six alternatives varies from approximately $6 million to
$15 million. Therefore, the return on the incremental investment Was investigated.
Table VIII-7 shows the return on the incremental investment when considering
successively higher investment levels._ Alth-ough the investment for two 120,000
lb/hr. coal fired boilers to replace the existing boilers looks good, the incremental
return to go the next levelsofinvestment looks even better. The payback period is
only 1.1 years for an additionai l $800,000 to obtain 5 MW of-power generation
capability.. The other profitability indices are equally attractive. Thus, wl-itnicorn-
paced to the optiOn of a coal fired-replacement boiler with no power generation ad-
dition, a 5 MW select energy plant is the beSt investment.

Upon examination of the 10 MW select energy-option, a similar pattern/emerges.
The investment in a 10 MW relative to a 5 MW is marginally attractive while re-
quiring a capital expenditure of an additional $6 million. However, for an addi-
tional $1.5 million to go to the next higher increment, the profitability indices
improve dramatically, resulting in an incremental interest rate of return of over
30 percent and a payback of less than three years.

To this point, there are tw/3 attractive options,..a 5 Mit select ener9y_plant and
a 12.5 MW select energy plant d at 'with absorption it conitioning. tooking
Table VIII-6, except for present worth the profitability indices for the .5 MW.
select energy system are better than the 12 5 MW syStem. However, the question

, that should be addressed is whether or ntit the-4.-dcliiional investment for the added
capability is,attractive when compared to other in- vestment opportunities. In
general, the profitability indicesas reflecfed in the#last column of Tale
are good, and thistbdditional increment is recommeded.

In either case ,consideration should be given to converting the existing steam
.distribtltion system to low temperature hot water (LTHW). The next to last column
in Table VIII-7 shows that a $250,000 investment for the conversion will pay back

'in less than a year, and yielding over a 30 percent inter rate of returr. A similar pay-
. back and-return can be expected for LTHW on the 5 MWcase.

If funding is not available for the total investment, it is possible to achieve the
recommended system in increments. For example, the first increment could be
5 MW select energy option evaluated in Table VIII-7; The total 12.5 MW ith
absorption chillers could be installed when funds become available. The principle
loss would b the loss in effective revenue that would\have betituenerated by the

,installationlarger system. tal instaliaon is pursued, it may be arable to consider.
two 6.25 MW steam turbines as indicated in Table VI11-3 as opposed to a 5 MW and
a 7.5 MW.

-1.34
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TABLE VIII-7 - INCREMENTAL PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS OF SUCCESSIVE
... INCREMENTS j it

Cony . 5 MW/ 10 MW/ 12.5 MW /S E 122'5 MW/SE 123 MW/S,E
Coal SE SE + Absorption + Absorption + Absorption'vs. \ft. vs. -\. vs. + LTHW vs. vs.

Existing
System

Cony.
.Coal

5 MW/
SE .

10 MW/
SE

12.5 MW/S E
+ Absorption_

5 MW/
SE ,

Present Worth .

$ (000000)

Payback Period,

26 11 -8 10

4-

16.5,

Years 4.2 1.1 5.4 2.6 .9, ., 4.6

Savings To In-
vestment Ratio 3.3 10.1 2.1 6.1 18.5 2.8

Interest Rate
of Return,
Percent 24.4") 29.5 17.8 31.2 59.4 20.4.

,.
Increthental .
Investment,.
$ (000000) 6.2 0.8 6.0 'T .5 0.25 7:5

40

V11-1,-14,
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3. Sensitiifity Analysis

I.

Tables and V111,9 show the effct on two of they key profitabilitY indices
to changes Tri'system input data. Tile input data examined were capital cost, ,dis-
countsate, operation and maintenance cost (O&M); economic life, general in-
flation, coal priceroil price, energy escalation above inFlation, and natural gas
price. The following is-a discussion of the-five profitability indices and their sen-
sitivity to changes in these values.

a.
°

-Capital Cost

The resulti are relatively insensitive to errorsin the capital cost estimqtes. The
reason is that the project does not provide uniform annual savings.:-This is due
to the escalation ratesof certain parameters being sign' ificantly higliar-tban the
general inflation rate.

b. Discount Rate

There was, no discernable effect in-changing the discount rate plus or minus one.
percent from the 6.5 percent value used in the study. This is due to the low value
of the discount rate and the rapid payout time.

c.. O&M Cost-

The O&M cost refer to those costs over and ,above both fuel costs and the cost re-,
quired to operate the existing system. Since the additiOnal O&M costs, shown in
Figure VIII-5, represent only asmall fractionof the total annual cents, relatively
large errors in O&M costs result in small errors in the economic benefits..

4

d.- Economic Life ,

Variations in the actual economic Wife plus or minus five years from the 25-year
estimate have no effect on payback since the payback time is shorter than any of -"
these economic analysis periods. There is an approximately 2 percent effect on interesf
rate of return which is considered negligible.

40'

4

.

é. Inflation=

A plus or minus 2 p
10 percent efffct
profitability. indi -es
is not affected,

,

ercent variation in'the .general -inflation rate has an approximate
on the profitability indices. .-Althc3u-gh this is, not negligible, the T.

areso attractive-that the overall attractiveness of the project

-



-8 INTEREST RATE. OF RETURN SENSITlytTrANALySIS
(PERCENT)

444iconventional. Select Energy Alternates
12.5 PAW +,_c:7. Alternate

Coal Boilers 12.5 MW Absorption
Only

Origin
Values 24.4

, -

Capital
+ 20 percent 21.5
- 20 percent 28.4

Discount Rate
5.5 percent ,24.4
7.5 percent 24.4Y

4
.7Maint. & Labor

+ 20:percent
- 20 percent -24

lEconamic Life
25 years
35 years

5MW

240

299

26.0_
26.0

2.5.7
26.1

24.1 025.7
4.5 26.0

10. MW Absorption LTHW

.22.4

29.8
25.9

22.4
22.4

22.2.
22.5

23.2 23.3

20.6 24.4
26.8 26.8

23.2 23.3
23.2 - 23.3

23.1.
23.4. 23,4

22.9
23.4

Inflation
@ 2 percent

percent

Coal- Prke
. + percent

- 20 percent

Price
+ 20 percent
- 20 percent

Energy Escalation
O percent 17.9
2.percent 20.5
4 percent 23.2

Natural Gas
33 percent avail. 18.1
67 percent ay . 9.9

22.2 23.6 20.1
26.7 28.3. 24.6

20.7 23.4.:
27.9 .28.3 25.0

31.3
16;5

25.2
11.6 0.19.2

19.9
22.3
.24.7

16.1
18.1
20.1

24.4 20.1
17.4

Vth-16

22.9 ..

23.4

21.0 21.0
25.5 . 25.4

20.3 .

26.0

25.8.

18.9
20.9

20.6
25.8

25.6
20.7

17,4 _

19,4
21.4

21.2 21.5
19.5



Sensitivity
Tesi

Original
Values

TABLE VIII-9 ...PAYBACK TIME SENSITIVITY-ANALYSIS

c44444,

,..z:7-4;72/315er7Geat"--
'71E-20. percent

Discount Rate
5.5 percent
7.5 percent

Conventiorial
Alternate

Coal Boilers 12.5 MW 12..5 MW
MW 10 MW + Absorption + Absorption

. LTI-IW

`Select Energy Alternates

. , .

Additional O&M
+ 20 percent
- 20 percent

Economic Life
25 years
35 years

Inflation
@ 2 percent
@ 6 percent'

-Coal PriCe
-+ 20Percent
- 20 percent

PO Price
+ 20 percent

20 percent

Energy Escalat on
0 percent
2 pera.rat_...J

i
4 percent .

4.2 4.1

.

4."6 4.0 4.6
3.6

**)

2.8 3.4

4.2 3.4 4.1
4.2- 3,4 4.1

ti

-4.3 3.5. 4.2
4.2 3.4 4:1

'4.2 3.4 4.1
4.2 3.4 4.1

/gf.
4.0 4.7.

` 4.5
3

5.4
3.9

4.0 4.7
4.0:

,- ,

'40 4.7
3.9 4.7

4.0
4.0

5.3
4.8
-4.4

248 3.5 3.4 4.0
4.3 4.8 4.5 :5.3

4.4 5.6 5.3 6.2
4.1 4.9 4.8 5.6.-

3.7 '" -4.5 4.4 5.2

Natural Gas ,

33 percent avail. 5.4 . 3.7 4.5 *4.3
67 percent Wait. 9.4 f. . 4.6 '5.2 4.8
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f. Coal Price _.

Variation in the price of fuel has a significant-effect on the IUS profitability
indices:. This is due to the major effect of fuel price on the IUS annual .operating
costs.'' As stated before, because of the overall economic attractiveness of theproject, within the range of coal prices fluctuations expected, the project still
represents an excellent investment.

9- Oil Price

Oil prices effect a 'coal burning IUS because IUS profitcrbility is measured againstan oil qied baseline system. Thus, as oil prices go up, the coal fired IUS looks
more aWractive. The major effect of oil price variation was in the evaluation of
a conventional coal fired thermal energy plant.

Fuel and Electricity Escalation

Ani-eiroi escalation of all energy -prices would have only a minor effect on an IUS
for the University of Florida. The effect that is noted is due to the increase in
coal' prices being projected to be less than the increase in fuel oil prices in the
southeasi. Howeverieverrif the escalation rates increase above normal inflation,
within the range investigated, the project remains very attractive.

GasNatural

The availability of natural gas has a surprisin'gly small, effect on, the profitability
_indices for the select energy alterqatikies. The highly efficient on-site generation

of electric iiiower.has. a malt temperihb effect on what woulgl othrAnwise have'been
a significant adverse effect. Examl-nation of the first column in Tables,VIII-8 andVlf I -9 reflecls-the effect on natural gas competing with coal jn conventional steam
generdtion for thermal loads. As would be expected, this effect can be significant
if natural gas continues to be available.

In summary, although the various sensitivity parameters investigated had, in some
-cases, a significant effect on the relative profitability values, the absolute values
ore so attractive that the conclusions and-recommendations are not affected.

4. ConclustonsitInd Recommendations

A multitUde of, electric power generation-sizes were considered in optimizing the
ovgjallasysterir. Althbugh-a recommendation.is Made on t:he calculated values:of
profitability indices, it is recognized that there may be other constraints that may-
exist 9r beVmpoied as the project proceedi through the funding pro'cess. For
example, it is recognized that there is a limit_on'the availability of funds, and
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that this project will be cornAting with other projects for the funds -available.
Furthermore, some of these Competing projects will be associated with the mission,
objectives of the University ecind will not have a measure of, ,p115f.itability associated
with them. 41/

To.provide some flexibility to the, University in selecting options whichare withincl
their budget,, two basic options"' folkaohieving advantages of 1US are discussed
some detail.. For both the profitability indices are very attractive. However., Ithe
capital cost requirements vary over a range of $8 milliOn to $15 million. For this
reason, the return on the incremental investment in going from one level.of capital
investment-to the next has been incfestigated.

The recommended system is the 12.5 MW Select Energy systerrcipcorporating absorp-
tion air cpnditioning and a low temperature hot water thermal distribution system.
This syst4Fn"has a9$71 million preserlt worth in 1981 doklars, a 23.3 percenynterest
rate of return and is projected to pay for itself in 4.7 years. The capital i-nydtat-
menti,s rathedarge_,_$14,_Z5 In 1916___dol Lars. °

Stpuld it not be. possible to budget the 12.5 MW system immediately, the system
can be incremented and installed ,Iii two phaies.. A 6.25 MW non-c.,ondensag tur-
bine would be-the firsisof-t-Ice'two equally sized, ury4fs to go on- 'line. The first in
crement has cr$34.8 million present worth in 1981, doltars,.a 22.percent'interest
rate 'Of return'qnd a-capital cost of.$8*-6 million in 1976 dollars,.-PaybOck will b_ e
in 5 yecis, . the disadvantoge of incrernentation over tile recoitimended system

'woijd be last.sai.eings during the interim period. ,Conversion of ''the .steam distribu
tionsystern.ta:raw temperature hot water andthe addition of absorPtion chillers
would Precede as; funds allow. '

SOLID WASTE MA` AG ENT

.
,Incineration with heat recover of the solid waste generated by the University of

Florida and the community w s examined. The recovered enerby would be used to
.supplement the fuel require ents of the boilers.

1
The system capital cos are given in Table V111-10 for systems incinerating only the
University solid waste and a system sized to burn both the Universitis and the com-
munity wastes. Operating. and maintenance, expenses.. and credits are Mown in Table
V111-11.' Based on th se costs the economic benefits- were'calculated on an incre-
mental basis using the resent landfill as the. basis for the profitabi.lity analysis. The
results of the increments rofitability analysis are presented in Table V.111-12.

As shown in this table, the advatitoges. of solid waste incineration with heat recovery
are significant. The interest rate of return or investment, ranges from 38 to-20 per=
dent depending on the size of the system- The payback period is-relatively insen-

,..sittve_to system size with less than a half year between the highest and lOwest.; In.
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- SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - CAPITAL COST
ESTIMATES $(000) - (Installed Costs-, Mid - 1976)

incinerators
Ram Loaders
Heat Recovery Units
Cleanout Tools
Front end loader
Building, Fence & Utilities
Contractors Overhead & Profit

@ 15%
Engineering Fees, Contingencies

@ 8%

Estimitted Life., University Waste University
years 25 T/D & Community

Waste
75 T/D

'15
15
15

5
25

616-
88

.357
2

)2
300

4 .
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TABLE V11141 OPERATION CREDIT AND COSTS FOR SOLID WASTE
HEAT RECOVERY ALTERNATIVES (198.1) ($1000)

Credits and EXpenses University

University
Plus

Community.

Credits

itHeat Recovery
(Additional Electrical Generation)

Reduced Dump Fees

Reduced Road Haul ng

Expenses

Labor

Auxiliary Fuel

Utilities
-1

Supplies

Maintenance

175*

2/.

16

Net Annual Credits - 19811 1

',325

24

14

44

27.

4 14

8 11

4 10:

4 12

83 -3.33

Asiurnes solid waste displacing more expensive fuel oil.

V111-21
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TABLE VIII -12 INCREMENTAL PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS OF
SOLID WASTE HEAT RECOVERY ALTERNATIVE

t University Plus , University Plus .%.
' University Community Community
Heat -Recovery Heat Recovery Heat Recovery

Profitability _ vs. . vs.. vs.
;.Indicators Landfill Landfill University Heat Recovery1

Present Worth,
$(000,000) (1981)

Payback Period,
Years

Savings to Investment
Ratio

5.2

1.7

3.3.

5.5

.96

5.6

Interest Rate of:Return
Percent



Early' case the payback is within.6 years.

1 onc fusions anct Recommendations

IncoFp tion of solid waste anagement through incineration with heat recovery
appears uite feasible and should be given serious consideration as an addition to
Al tern es 11-, C and D.

4L

D. ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF COMBINING CONVENTIONAL
PROGRAMS WITH AN IUS

The design andinstallation of a Total/Select Energy system as envisioned in the
present study cqln require 5 years. 'The short term conservation project can be .

implemenled and t ften paid back within the installation period of a Total/Select
system. The apparent investment risk is thus redUced by coupling short term bene-
fits with the long term benefits of an. IUS!

Generally there are,several options possible in a retrofit program which can pro-
fide similar conservation and economic advantages. While the immediate benefits
may be equal, the long term benefits, when Coupled with an IUS, can be distinctly.
different.

With coordinated planning of the short term vestments of utility usage, long term
investments of an IUS can reduce the energy required to generate utility services.
The conservation and economic benefits of the overallsystem are compounded. For
example, if conservational measures reduce the utility-requirements to 70 percent
of the original load and the energy requirements to produce a. unit of utility service.
is Aduced to 80 .percent; the overall energy requirements w-ill be 56, percent of the-
origi:nal system.
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ENVIRON ENTAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

Al shown in the pre ious sections, the implementation of the integrated utility
system concept can offer teanical and economic,advantages to the University of
Florida.. Environmental and institutional factors which can impact the successful,
application of Wthe/ /S at the University of Florida are considered in the present
section.

il
A ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS'

.The purpose of this section is to point out those areas of environmental impact.,
which are pe liar or important to'the IUS, rather than be a complete environmen-
tal impact statement. The permits required for construction of the proposed IUS
are discussed in the Regulatory Agencies and Permit. Applications Section.

1. Energy Conservation

Energy Savings

The energy savings afforded' by an IUS are in several forms. Overall energy savings
including fuel and purchased electricity is 316, billion Btu per year for Alternate D.
The energy savings relative to that portion of the existing system whith the IUS is
replacing is 23 percent for select energy Alternate A.

Reduced Oil consumption.

"file coal burning boilers to be implemented as a part..of the-IUS will displace the
-burning of 8 million gallons of oil per year for select energy *emotes B, C and
D. a reduction of up to 3 million gallons of oil per yedr by th'e commercial power
supply occurs due to the reduced electrical power purchaiei.

Energy Recovery_ from Sol ici Waste

a
Heafiecovery from incineration of,the University sOlid-waste will-_be equivalent to
4 percent of the present, University heating requirements. . Heat recovery from the
incineration of the Qty of Gainesville solid waste would be equivalent to 6 percent
of the present University hating requirements.

2. Emissions
C

The requirements for environmental standards published by the E-P4 and state-agen-
cies define minimum levels, of air and water quality which regulatory agencies
judge necessary to protect the public health. The standaixls contains emission limits
and regulations which rn turn determine the limits of equipment performanCe allowed.

I X- 1. 4



Reduced ermal Pollution

Sinee the efficiency -of an IUS is gained-by utilizing exhaust heat normally expelled
to the atmosphere, the reductions in thermal pollution are proportional to the-
savings-in energy

b. /Reduced Air Emissions

Particulate and sulfur emissions are determined by regulations and operations.
Given the same equipment perfonjiance the reduction in a-tmospheric pollution-
will be proportional to the' energy savings.

Boilers

The pollutants of primary concern from fossil-fuel powei- plants are sulfure dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, particulates and hydrocarbons. The coal fired IUS plant at the
University of Florida will generate these seleCt energy 'pollutants. With approxi-
mately 50,000 tons of coal burned 30,000,000 kWh of electricity generated
annually in the IUS plant, estimated atmospheric emissions for such an operation
are given in Table The emissions are based on collection efficiencies of
99.5 percent.for baghouse filters on coal fired boileis.

Far the purpose of comparison, emissions from heating, plant No. 2 and a donven-
ktional poCver plant are presented in Table IX-2. Estimated emissions for nearest

Florida Power Corporation generating-station (Crystal. River), have been .used..
The Crystal River Plant is presently oil fired but, has been directed to convert to
coal firing. And, the emissions calculated for the equivalent power production
at the .Crystal.kiver Plant in Table IX-2 are for a coal fired plant.- CoMparison
between the two tables shows that an IUS plant will substantially lower the total
emissions of .particulates, SO2, and oxides of nitrogen. Ilydrocarbonseand carbg
monoxide emissions will increase .by.factors of three and:four respectiVely. How-
ever, applicable state and fedei.al emission, equivalents will be met by. the IUS
power plants.

Incinerators'

Thetniersity of Florida will incinerate. 7,000 tons.of solid waste annually. with a
potential of increasing the tonnage from community sources. The emissions
generated from solid waste incinerators are shown. in Table All applicable

-.Federal, State and local emission standards can be met by the recommended
incinerators: --'
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Category

Particulatei

SO2

NOX

Estimated Atmospheric _Emissions
For An IUS At The

University of Florida
.

Boiler Emissions Incinerator() Total
TPY Lb/MM Btu TPY Lb/MM Btu TRY -

16.8(0 0.02

740 0.99

471 0.60

63 0.08

31 0.-04

0.3

9.1- . 0.19

11;0

36.5

.0.23

0.77

11.0 .0.23.

Aldehydes 0.02

A

17.1

749.1

482

99.5

42

(a) Controlled errpssions with 99.5% baghouse filters baked on spreader stoker
emissions wi-Omut fly ash reinvection.

(b) Emissions-based on multiple chamber industrial/commercial incinerator standards.

Table IX-2. Estirnated imospheric Emissions
For Conventional tem At The

University of Florida

Category 'Heating Plant Emissions Crystal River Emissions
TPY..

...

Particulates 10.5
., .

SO2 9.4'

NOx 135

-,. .

CO 9.9

HCI 1.8

Lb/MM Btu TPY Lb/MM Btu

0.02. 58.9 0 -10( °)

0 001 3,630

0:23 ,1,408.

o.o? 25.6

0.003. 7.7

Total

6;1.4

14

6.17(°)

2.39

0.04

0.01

3,630.

.1,543

35.5

9.5

Aldehydes 0. ow. ammo

-4

(a) Based on State of Florida Emission Regulations.
IX-3
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Water Management

- a. Reduced Waste Water Discharge

EPA standards aredirected towards plant effluent, without regard for the final
disposal Point, whereas yi state regulations, the effluent quality that is required
depends on the existingfanddesired, quality of the water body ysed for final dis-
posal. Both the current .EPA regulations of 90 percent pollutant removal before
ilischarge and the, state water quality requiremerls for Lake Alice are met.
Redubtion in sewage plant discharges_will be proportional to the increase in
treated waste water for irrigattipn and process purposes.

b. Water Conservation
416

The increased use of 'treated waste water for irrigation purposes can simultanekusly
reduce the discharge .to Lake, Al ice by 20 percen't and conserve.a like qu-antiiy`b'f
ground water. The final decisions for ciaiOn will depend on the Section 208 re-

4.-

plant now 4ing' formulated.

4. .Traffic

The proposed method of transporting coal to the IUS site will be byrail. This will
require the construction of a rail spur crossing ArCher Road. An average of about
four cars of coal -per day will be required. Thii is expected to provide minirrtal
interference with traffic:.

Should the construction of the rail spur not be possible,-coat can be trucked to
the campus. The' truck traffic experienced would -not be significantly different
from that required to truck fuel oil to the campus for the existing boilers.

The on-campus truck traffic for incineration of the University solid waste would-be
no different than present. The off-campus truck traffic solid,Waste transporta-
tion to the Alachisa County landfill would be reduced by 80 percent. If some por-
tion-of City of Gainesville solid waste were also incineratipl for heat recovery, the
additional on-campus traffic would be proPortional to, the amount of solid waste
received.
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5. Land Usage

The propose' 'd- site for IUS is in an area designated forluture utility expansion adja-
cent to the existing sewage treatment plant a Heating. Plant No'. 2. Theinstalla-
non of IUS will require removal of several srna orary builaings and a -metal'
Shed.. Also an. xisting asPhalt-Paved parking rot will be redubed in size. If coal

-is trucked fo ca pus, the reserve cbal pile can be maintained. off-campus and thus
reduce the on-c pus space requirements.

Incineration'of theirrsity,solid.waste will redueelhe volume-of landfill.re7
-quir nts by 95 percent and the ash sent to the landfill-will be a dense sterile

Ash from the.burning of coal can be used for landscapinsd.lanclfillinciter'
cover.

6.. Aesthetics
it'ft$

.

SitingOf the coal fired p)12nt and incinerators will be on University'rproperty next
to the existing Heating Plant No. 2' in an area 'designated for utility expansion.'
The coal storage site will.1e located between Heating Plant No. 2 and the new
power plant and will be hidden from sight by earth embankments. SinCe the pro-
jected rail spur will pass between an existing parking garageand the Wilmont-
Gardens, care in the, construction will be necessary to minimize the impact on the'
landscape of that area.

B.: INSTITUTIONAL ACTORS,

-

he'instaltation of IUS will require considerable capital outlay. Thus, the IUS
will be in competiti for funds within the University, the State Univerkity Syitem
and the State os a wh le.. In contrast, increased utility costs with the present
system will place pre ures on operating budgets of academic Pr r- The irn-

nt economic impact of an IUS is that the IUS will pay for i in a short
-time and reduce future utility costs.

2. Labor.and Personnel

The operation and. maintenance. of an integrated utility system will require highly
qualified personnel. This will be particularly true for the operation 'of high pres-
sure steam...boilers and variable extraction turbine generators. Present heating ,
plant operators are knowledgeable in the operatibn and maintenance of the exist-
ing gas/oil fired boilers and the existing 1,000 kW backpressure turbine. However,
since the IUS will include'-a.change in.Primary fuels, increase in.boiler opera-
-ting temperatures and pressures, training of present d additional personnel will

h.
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Management and Control .
.

The integrated operation of utility Systems will' make rnanagement and control more
complex than when 'the subsystems-are operated independently. A closer coordi-nation of the su'pervisory.personnel will b'e required, and new accounting
dares may need to be instituted.

. . Fuel Supply and Purchase Contracts

Coal supply and transportation to the University of Florida are available. And,: .while the University has previously burned coal, the establishment of purcha:sing
procedures will require due consideration:

A5: Permit Appl icatipns and*Hearings,
'S

The,iinplementation of an IUS will require consttuCtion and op'eration permits. The..state and Federal agencies responsible for reviewing and approving the .per6-Iit applii-
cations have Been identified in the next section and the requisite permit application
and hearing procedures are noted.

6. -.-Dump Fees and Agreements

The :proposed IUS does nonspecifically involvethe.surrounding_conimunitY-exCept
in the area of golid'waSte management.` If the UniVer6ty shOuld incinerate solid

. waste from the city and county, 'a satisfactory working arrangement must -be reachedon how, to handte.difficylties that can arise in suchpn operation. The handling of
bulk materials..ana dump fees.are particularly iropoetahi. For example, if .a bulk
item.such as q refrigerator is dumped at the University; 'the problem arises as to who
is responsible for the-removal and disposal. -.

. ...... _

Heat recovery from the incineration of the UniVersity solid waste is economically
attractive when the credits for lower dump fees and less,;,-transportation are consid-ered. For the incineration of;coinmunity wastes to be economically attractive tothe University, a dump fee payment rate to the University will need to'be established.

'7. National Model
.

The JUS'would be of national interest as a model demonstration of cost effective
eneigy conservation and pollution Control..-Besides being an operating system pro=
viding economic advantages to. the University, the iystem-can be used in research
and education program.

Engineering performance and design data can be determined by the careful evalua-
tion of the IUS operation. Engineeng students could obtain real life-experience



with advancedSystems concepts in power production and-en erigy conservation'. The
presentation of workshOps and seminars based on the experie ceggained with the IUS
could be used to nationally promote the beneficial toncepts of fin IUS.

- C. REGULATORY AGENCIES AND PERMITS APPLICATIONS

sfe e

The permits required for the installation of an IUS at the University of Florida and
the regulatory agencies responsible.ldr approving the applications for permits.,are
noted below. An activity chart for Obtaining the- necessary environmental permits
is ShOwn in Figure IX-1.

I. Florida Department of Environmental Regulations (DER)
/ - : :'

4)-stationarsy insfallation which will' reasonably, be exp7ted, to be a source of *ait
or water -06Ilution shall be operated, maintai4d, constr cted, expanded, or modi-
fied without an appropriate currently validp4rmit issued by the Department of
Environmental Regulations unless exempted by depot.' tment rules.

a. Air
411;-

1 .

No person shall corhmence construction or modification of Vt- complex air pollution
sources without a permit frOm the department, or other governmental agency au-'
thorized by the DER to issue such a permit.

If the DER.finds, after notice/ the projected emissions associated with-any proposed
complex source may result in the failure of the Ambient Air Quality Standards being
achieved and maintained., the DER mciy require an application to be sUbmitted and
a permit required prior to construction.

b. , 'Water

) -

person, without written authorization of le DER, shall diScharge into waters-
0 .

within*the state any waste which, 1;t..itself or in combination with other waste sources, ...i.,,
,

reduces & qualitjf of receiving waiet,below the classification established for them. ..,

Water quality certificates are issued by the DER when a project discharges ma-
Hai (sewage,. industrial effluent, runoff from spoil entrapments,_ storm drainage;
d other actions.potentially affecting 'water-quality) during construction; *or after

completion of athe.project. Applying (or a permit-tadredge- or. fill constituter a re-
quest'fcr the bER to issue a ;yater. queslity certificate,kin.aCcordit;nce with.PF91-2241:
and Chapter 403, Florida Statutes. :



PERMIT ACO/ITY CHART FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS

0

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT

OF HEALTH

AND

SERVICES

LOCAL HEALTH OFFICE

COUNTY ?OPT
S

ION CONTROL
OFF ER

1.

NC/AIDA DEPART/VENT CAF

POLL.VIION CONTROL

)
1

APPROVAL

APPROVAL

IDA PUBLIC. SERVICE COMMISSION

FLORID:. DIVISION

OF STATE PLANNING. .

.

N THCENTRAL FLORIDA .

REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL'

CORPS OF ENGINEERS?,

malamar 'EPA.

APPROVAL

$1.

4

SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENTS.

I. APPLICATION FCR PERMIT TO

CONSTRUCT WATER POLLUTION

14 SOURCES.

2: APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO OPERATE ,

WATER POLLUTION SOURCES.

3. APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF PLANS''

ANIISPECIFICATIONS FCR THE CON-
' STRUCTION OF SANITARY FACILITIES

APPLICATIION ECR APPROVAL,OF PLANS.

AND SPECIFICATIONS FORA PUBLIC

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM..

- .
5. APPLICATION!' FCR APPROVAL OF PLANS

AND SPECIFICATIONS FCR ELECTRICAL

GENERATING FACILITIES

. .

6. APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO DIS-

CHARGE WASTES IN, NAVIGABLE

WATERS.
,

FIGURE IX-1



c. Electrical Generating Facilities
d

Sections 403.501 - 403.516, Florida Statutes, require certification for sites for
construction of new electrical generating facilities,. encompassing both new sites
and expansions on existing sites. The DER, as the agency responsible for certifi-

. cation, has promulgated guidelines for preparing an application for certification
which essentially parallels the ERDA guidelines for environmental impact state-
ments required for licensing of nuclear power plants. Under these guidelines, an
extensive environmental assessments required to identify poss.ble effects of both
fossil fueled and nuclear power plant construction and operatiat on the air quality,
Water quality,, and ecology of the site to be certified. By law, construction.Of the
power plant cannot cornmenCeibefore a site has been certified. The DER may" take

up to 12 months to review and act upon application.

d. Permits-,

Department of Environmental

Air Pollution Source

Water _Po! luti on Sburces:
. .

Regulation permits are required forlhe following:

,r/ 7.--

Scemrage Works:.

Collection Systems:.

Includes complex.air pollution sources.

Sewage treatment plant effluent, industrial
Waste disaarge, therMal discharge, leachate
frcim trealment iystems, dredge and fill, pri-
mary water control structures, solid waste

. disposal etc.

74'
,Permit to constr4ct and oper,ate.sucli a-facility

;.--t
Sewade-collection 'systems.

The types of permits issued by the DER are as follows:

1) Constiuction Permit

2) Operating a New Source Permit -

3) Operating an Air Pollution Source Permit

4) ' Operating a Water p011ution Source Permit

5)

6)

7)

Water Polluti Temporary Operating Permit

Constructibn oCollection Systelo Permit

Operation of Collection System Pdrmit-
.



The application original, plus four copies are transmitted... The process time is 60days.-

2. Florida Division of State Planning

Electrical Generating Facilities
--

Section 403.505 of the Florida Electrical Power Siting Act requires that each elec-h-ical utility in the State of Florida is required to submit a 10-year site plan to theDivision of State-Planning annually on April lst. The plan shall date from April1st of the year in which it is submitted and will include:

vs

A description of existing facilities.

A forecast of electrical power demand.

A forecast of facilities requirement.

A description of proposed sites and facilities.

A preliminary assessment of environmental effects of
proposed facility sitings.

The Division of Stto Planning is required to make a preliminary study of each plan-i-

submitted, and to'classify each plan.as suitable or unsuitable within 12 months of
receipt. The review pi-cess itself will involve participation by several agencies

'under the coordination of the Division of State Planning.

The electrical power generation facilities of .the University of Florida are not ex-pected to be subject to the Florida Power Siting Act, and an official opinion from .the. Florida Division of Planning should be obtained. The Division of State Plan-,ning should, however, be informed as to the plans for an !US
t
at the University ofF lorida.

b. Development of Regional Impact

Development of Regional Impact (DRI) means any develttpmenhich, because ofits character; magnitude or locationi\wotild ha_ ve a-substantial affect on the health,safety. or welfare of citizens of more an one county; as defined jp Section 380.06
Florida Statutes. DRI applications are suPrnitted to the local authorities for zoningor rezoning purposes. Copies of the application are- alsa to be submitted to the
Regional Planning Council4 and the State Division of Land Planning. The NorthCentral ;Florida Regional anning.Council, State Division of Land Planning and
other; such, agencies are pposed to supply a feeaback to the [6=1 authoritieswith-
in 30 days of submittal. They only serve.on advisory role and do not .have "the power



to deny an application. Plans developed by the forth Central Florida Regional
Planning Council as to, the future. transportation systems (both railroads and roads)
in the vicinity of the IUS facility should also be noted.

3. Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
Division of Welfare

a. Public Water Supply Systems

No person, persons; firm, corporation, company, institution, municipality or
community shall- install, extend or alter any public water supOrsystem without
having first received written approval from the Division of 1-Ipalth.

Upon request, the Division-of Health shall provide appTiccition forms necessary for
approval of water supply systems. All applications shall be submitted in quadrupli-
cate. An additional set of all docUments sha41 be furnished to Iota! health authori-
ties.

b. :: Wells

No wateAupply well shall 'be constructed Or 'used until a written permit from the
Division of Health has first been received by the owner and driller of the well.
Before commencing the construction of a water supply well, it shall be the respon-*
sibitiy of the well drilling contractor to Ice application and obtain permit to do
,so from the Division of Health. Form for plication for permit shall be obtained
from the Division upon request. The - 'cation shall-be signed by the driller of
the proposed well and also by the person, municipal or public utility-official, cor-
poration president or other owner of the proposed well.

4. Environmental Protection Agency

Under the Federal Water. Pollution Control Act Amendinents'of 1972 (Public law. 92-
500) all discharges of pollutants or combinations-pf Pollutants from all point sources
into the navigable waters, the waters of the contiguous zOne, or the ocean are un-
lawful and subject to penalties, unlessIthe discharger has a NPDES permit or is
specifically relieved by law or iegulation from the obligation of obtaining a permit.

b. The EPA Permit Process

After receiving the completed permit application, the EPA Regional Offie.evaluates
it. EPA sends a- copy of the permit application to other Federal agencies for comments.
The application must also receive'-c-ertification from the Florida*DER. After analyzing
alt infor\rnation and comments on the proposed discharge, the EPA Regional Office
makes a preliminary decision to issue or deny the permit. EPA then issues a public
notice of the permit application and its intention lo issue or deny the permit



When this process is complete, and after giving the public 30 days to comment onits preliminary decision or to request a public hearing, the EPA Regional Adminis-tration issues or denies the permit.

4,.
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EXHIBIT I

UF/FPC ELECTRIC SERVICE CONTRACT (EXCERPTS)

Amendment to Agreemert_dated November 10, 1948, .as amended, between Florida Power
Corporation and the Board of Regents, acting tor and in behalf of the University of Florida.

Said contract cavers furnishing electric service to Univeriity. of Florida at the ,University
Substation. in Gainesville, Florida .

(1) Rate Per M

Article II is, hereby superseded and revised to read
)

follows:

Demand Charge:

$15,184 for first 6,000 kW
$2.09 per kWsfor all in excess of 6,000 kW

Energy Charge

23.40 mills per kilowatt-hour

It is understood that the energy, charge of 23.40" mills. per-kilowatt-hour.includes the base fossil fuel cost of 18.80
mills per.kilOWatt"hour as set forth in the,Campany's
standard:filed retail Billing :Adiustinent BA-1, effective
August 22, 1975. It is further, understood that in the
event said base cost of fossil fUel is increased or de-
creased pursuant to fUture Orders of the Florida.P6blic.
Service ComTission, the energy charge set forth aboie
shall -be evidenced by a letter of expolanation frOM the
CoMpany to the Board, a copy of which shall be attached
to the Agreement as an exhibit.

Billing Adjustments:

All chargeS under this rate are subjcict -to the Company's
.Billing Adjustrients as filed with and approved by the
Florida Public Service Commission from time to time-.



MinimUm nthli Bill.

The minimum monthly bill shall be Two Dollars and Fifty=
-Three Cents ($2.53) per kW based on the highest deMand
established during the preceding twelve (12) months' period;
plus-equipment rental charges occasioned by University's
request- -for additional faCilities.

Determination of Billing Demand:

The billing demand will be the maximum thirty -m1 te
measured demand in kW during the month, but for not less
than seventy. percent (70%) of the highest demand estab-
lished during the preceding twelve (12) months.

(2) - Term of Contract:

The term of this contract shall be for a ten.-_-year period from the
effectiVe date of this amendment (January 5, 1966) and thereaftershall be automatically renewable on an annual 'basis. This
:contract may be terminated .at the end of any contract period byeither party notifying the her party in writing of its intention
to terminate, which notification shall be given not latter"than
nine months prior to date of termination: Such notification shalt-., be given by the Company to the Board by serving same -upon the'Board of Regents 'at its office in Tallahassee, Florida, and shallbe given to the Company by the Board by serving same upon the
President-of the Company at the general office in St. Petersburo,Florida. Such notices may be served by depositirig-,rme in the,United States mail, under registered of certified cover, addressedas aforesaid!.

(3) Character and Point of Service:

The charckter of service shall be continuous service, .alter-nating
current, 60 cycle, 3 phase wye fOrniShed at the COMpany'sUniversity of Florida Substation with transmission furnished to thevoltage-of the University's distribution :"system antmeasured by
metering equipment furnished and installed by the Company att-hevoltage furnished to the Un iversiti `i distribution system..

(4) Facilities To:Be Firovided By the Company

The Company will provide two-way transmission service with
automatic sectionalizing to the University of Florida subStation.

X -2



(5)

The Company will install and maintain necessary transformers,
regulating equipment and circuit breakers, together with
apparatus required to provide regulated voltage at.the point
of delivery.

Equipment Rental:

Equipment and faCilitieS beyond the- Company's University of
Florida substation shalkbe furnished and maintained by the
Board. The Board may request the Company to furnish such
additional equipment and the Company may furnish, install
and maintain such additional equipment charging the Board
for the use thereofrat, the rate of li% per month of the
installed cost.of such additional equipment..,

The Board at its ple4sure may pureh-aie all or part of the equip -
ment and f ;titles rented from,the Company at their depreciated
value. D eCiation will be.calculated at an annual depreciation
rate of 3443% per year.

In the event of the termination of this agreement by the Board
of Regents` and' Company's service to the main campus of
the University being discontinued, the Board -shell purchase -

from the Company any rental facilitteA installed under'this
provision affective as pf the termination ofThe agreement.

Afr f

6) Right to Operate Generating-Facilities:

Parallel operation of the'University's.electric generators with
the Company's system is permissible provided an adequate
protection scheme is instal led by the University )and that such
prOtection scheme meets with the approval of the Company's
engineers. The .Urliversity shall notify the Company of any

*changes in its generating capacity prior to any changes being
made,
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EXHIBIT II

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION GASCURTAILMENT PRIORITIES 0:26ER NO. 467-B

(1) Residential; 'small commercial (less than -50 Mcf on a peak day).
_

_
.

.
.(2) Large commercial requirements (50 Mc/or more on a peak(day), firm indus-trial requirements for plant protection,' feedstocks and process needs, andpip ine customer storage injection requirements. .

. r--(3) I industrial requirements notspecified in (2), (4), (5), (6),- (7), (8) or-(9).
(4) Firm industrial requirements for boiler.fuel use at less 'than 3,000 Mcf perday, but more -than 1 00 Mcf per day, where alternate fuel capabilities .can meet such require ents.

( )- Firm industrial-requireMents for large volume (3;000-Mcf or more per day)-_

-. boiler fuel use where alternate fuel capabilities' can meet such requirements.

(6). Interruptible requirements of more than 300 Mcf per day, but less than 1,500MCf per day, where alternative fuel capabilities can meet SUch-requireents.
1) Interruptible requirements of Intermediate volumes (from 1,500 Mc per daythrough 3,000 Mcf per day), where alternate fuel capabilities.can meet suchrequirements.

(8)

<9)

Interruptible requirements of more than 3,000 Mcf per day, but less than10,000 Mcf per day, where alternate full capabilities can meet such require-_,

. -ments. ..

..t.

Interruptible requirements of more than 10,000 Mcf per day, where alterna-tive fuel capcibilities can meet such requirements.
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EXHIBIT HEAT BALANCES

Thestarting point for a steam power plant design is the preparation of a turbine/
boiler heat balance. ThWheat balance is an extensive calculation yielding the

wexpected state and quantity of steam and water flows in all parts of the cycle. 7.
Given the design conditions for each item of steam cycle equipment, the perfor-

mance of the power plant'aS a whole can be determined.

The, preparation of tui-bine/boi ler heat balances for a modern dual purpose unit is an
extensive process. Furthermore, with the emphasis on energy conservation, ,the need
prises for evaluating various alternatives to- determine plant cycles which maximize

-' the plant, efficiency: -A computer pr4tIm which can be readil -.arranged to simu-
late power cycle flow.sheets was u...secl.wto calculate the heat ances for;the, case
evaluated in this feasibility study.

. A. CHARACTERISTICS AND OPEli:;NTING CONDITIONS .,

. .

HARDWA :
Y.

..

fore the calculation of a heat balance can be perforr:ied, theturbine/boiler.and
associated equipment characteristics as well as opera Jp.conditions must be speci-

Automatic Variable Extraction Turbine/Generator

The heart of a steam power station is the steam turlsine. It con he state of the
steam at each point of the cycle and produces the power requires o generate elec-
_triCal output. A.complete description of the turbine characteilstics is included in
the program for calculating turbine heat balances. The design pakameters selected
are given in the enes9 balance tables.

2. Feedwater Heating Cycles
. -

The feegatet heater arrangements shown- in. Figures VII-4.and V11-6 were used in
.

,
the feedWater heating cycie. The selection of economical feedwater heating cycles
is discussed in'Section VII.

3. Operating Pressures and Temperatures
-, -

The conditions for flows at the important paints of-the turbin,e,cycle are given in the
energy balance table. Turbine inlet and extraction condition selection have been
discussed in Section VII.. The condenser pressure is that expected to be obtcl'ined
from available circulating water and assumed condenser design,.

X-5
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B. BASIS Old CALCULATIONS

The heat balances shown in Tables E III-1 and E III-2 are based on a net heatextraction of 100,060,000 BTU/hr from four different points of the cycles shown\ inFigures_ VII-4 kind VII-6.
4-

- .

The net heat supplied to the prOcess is total heat in the steam fed to the process atthe given extraction presOre rninus the heat in returns from the process that includeprocess condeniate plus makeup boiler feedwater'recuirecl to replace steam condensate;lost ,in the process and in boiler blowdown.

The individual load heat balances have-been used to evaluate the performance ofthe, combined loads by linear superposition... This is possible because the equipmentused in the options presented in thii report will have full utilization as base loade_units. Hence, the design operating conditions can be used to evaluate the systemperformance and partial load characteristics need not beconsidered within the;accuracy of the :present knowledge of the expected equipment performance."'
C.° PLANT PERFORMANCE

The computer calcu. lotions. evaluate the performance' of all components of q, powercycle. They include numerical data on.size, quantity, pressure, temperature, en--thal power and the like to ea piece of apparatus used in the plant. Being
si,r rations of_ real equipment, the calculations contain all necessary allowances fore actual performance of each component. Heat balances can be no more exactthan the understanding, interpretation, arid. correctness of the equipmen't performancedata which are used. A summary of the plant performance' for the Assumed extractionheat loads is given by the final portions of Tables E 111-1 and E II

1. Net-Plant Power- Send 'Out

Tire net plant power send out is the power available at the generator terminals minusthe auxiliary pow& requirements:
4.)2. . Plant, Realization Ratio

that
Since no heat balance calculation can include allowance fOr all ldsses that occurin a red! plant, suCh as soot blowing, 'blowdown; makeup, gland leakage, steamdriven-auxiliaries, and banking, it is necessary to apply an overall plant realizationratio to the computed figures.

3. Tate
*4

Boiler Steam a

.cThe boiler capacity can' be 'determined from the required boiler 'steam, rateis the throttle steam rate -divided y the plant realization ratio.
X-6



4, Plant Fuel Requirement-

The plant fuel requirement is the boiler fuel required.to provide the throttle steiim.required .to
'divided by the plant realiic n ratio.

.

. ,

'5. Fuel Chargeable to Process

The fuel,'ckargeable to providing process heat is defined,as the net heat supplied to
the procers divided by The boiler efficiency and the plant realization ratio. This is
a conservative value when compared to the equivalent overall fuel requirements to
supply. the scale heat tO.the process with a conventional tboiler since all auxiliary
power requirements have been charged against the electrical power production.

6. Fuel Chargeable' to Power
, A

Fuel chargeable to power generation in a dual purpose powerspla9t s a good mea-
sure of how effectively heat' is converted .to shaft power or kjlowat . By definition,
the fuel chargeable to poweris the incremental fuel that must be, supplied to the
boiler to generate power white supplying the specified net procest heat.

7.. Thermal Efficiency
.

The thermal efficiency of the cycle is defined as the sum of the net heat to-the
process and the Btu eqUivalent of the net plant power send out divided by the_
plant fuel requirements.-

8. Elestrical,Heat Rate

The electrical heat rate is a parameter that can be used to compare the efficiency of
power generation for different energy supply systems.

The fuel energy required to generate by-prOduct power is less than half that required
by a- conventional power station to generate the same quantity of electricity. For
the present case,, the bus bar heat rate of Florida POwer Corporation is 10,372 Btu/
kWh. Hence, the.,11,275 Btu of fuel are required to generate and transmit one
kilowatt 'of eleciricity-to the University of Florida if the transmission losses are
assumed as beiris typically 8'percent. The heat rates for by-product power for The
process steam extractikns are about4,500 Btu/kWh. These highly favorab by-,
product power heat rat are the key in the energy savings and ecohomic a vantage. . _ ,

of a select or total ene y system.r
9: Power to Heat Generation Ratio

The power to heat generation heat'ratio is defined as the net plant power send out
divided by-the,net useful process heat supplied from the turbine-sand boiler Cycle,

X-7
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dit-- - - -

power to -process heat generation Jatio:isa Parameter that can be used to compare
he

.., 1 .

ifferent'clbal purpose energy supply sytems.'As maybe noted from heat balancessywn.iiin.,.TablesEll A and E11172, the -hedipites-for power procl,uction are about theq ler -tike various extraction prespures, but the amount of power produced ivrunit of process heat is dram-atically'different-.. -

4.

-

or

r.

47, O
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TABLE r),(-1 TWO FEEDWATER HEATER-; NONCONDENSING TURBINE,

BOILER HEAT BALANCES

BASIS: 100,1600 Btu/hr 'Net Heat Extracted from Cy de

PR ESS EXTRACTION,

Pressure, psia

Steam' Flow ,Rate, lbs/hr.

TURBINE

.265

83,367

Throttle Stearn Flow, lbs/hr. 103,560 11,773..

Pressure at Stop VaTve, psia :6 . 850.0 850.0

Temperature at -Stop Valve, 900* '.. '900

Steam Enthalpy, Btu/lb: .1 164 ,454 ;,..-

Engine Efficiency, % 75
.

, 75

X
so EXTRACTION DRAIN COOLED

FEEDWATER HEATER

Water Flow to Heater, lb/hr. 103,560

Turbine Stage Pressure, psia 265

Heater Shell Pressure, psia 238.5

Terrninal TeMperature.,Diff., F. -3

Drain Cooler ApprOach,f. 10.

Feedwater Temperature Out, F. 399.8;

Water Enthalpy. Out, ;tiu/lb. :374.e,

ExiractiOn 1,344.5

Drain EnthOlpy, Btu/lb. 283.x6.

EXtractiOn:iZeqt:d:red;ib , 9,705
. .

I

11,273'

. 265

1/4 238.5

.-3,

.10

399.8.

374.5
1344.5

283.6

10,583

ti

1.
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"TABLE E, X-1 (Continued)
1 .

EXHAUST 7 'CONTACT.
FEEPWATER.H.EATER AND
DEAREgOR
Turbine Stage 'Pressuref

Extraction Enthdlpy;
.Hetit.er Shell Pressure,p
Water Temperature !n, F.
Drain temperature, F.
Wafer Enthalp)iiln, Biu/115-.
Drain Enthalpy, Btu/lb.
Extraction Required, lb./hr.

R.
. .

30
1;188

1;48.1

247.4

. 215.8
12,716

TURBINE GENERATOR

TurbineShdftPoifer by Section
ht. Extraction, KW
Exbchist; KW

Total Shaft Power, KW
)(I Generator Losses, KW
0 Gross Load, Generator Terminals , KW

BOILER

Djarees. Supei.-heOt.,

Enthalpy At.reed, Stu/Ibi
,Heczt..Aclifedfto. Stearn., .Btu/hr
.BotterEffiCieh6jr'.%T.

6-
..Heai:Supplied in fUel, 10 Btu/h

PLANT PERFORMANCE
'-Auxiliciry Power,; .KW::

Net P,Iiigt Elect4C Send Out, KW.
Plant:IZealization Ratio .

4

3,308
3,622
3,670

147

3;52)3

374.8
, v-

111.8
84

133.1

I. ,.371 ,

:30

28.5
, 148.. 1

247.4,
1.38.6S

. 2'15.8
12 QO9

a,618 .

-2,909
6,527

261

6,266

374-.8

374.5
121.7.
84

144.9

404

5;:862



TABLE E. .X (Continued)

Bay rer Steam Rate,103. lb.
Plant. :Puei:.Rouireronts,.:1

Fuel Chaigeable to Process,

Fuel'Clicirgea4leto Powert..10..

Thermal .Effidenc,. %

, ElectriCat Heat Rate; Btu/KWH-
.

Power to Heat 6eneration Ratio
6.

KWH/10. Btu .

6

107.9 .

138.6.
124

144
80.0

4,632

31:5

1

10.9 .-

124

,589

58.6

,e

la.mr
=.11

1.



TAM.EE X-2 4REE FEEDWATER HEATER, CON6ENSIN TURBINE ,
BOILER 'HEAT BALANCES

BASIS: 100,000 13tuAlr Net Heat ExtraCted from Cycle

, . PROCESS EXTRACTION STEAM

Pressige, psia 2

Steam Flow.Rate, lbs/hF.. . 81,367 90,144 95,238 104,629

TURBINE

Throttfe Steam Flow, lbsAir... 104,326' 1 i3,157 1.19,553. 138; .150

Pressure tat Stop Valve, psia, 850.0 850.9. 850.0 '.: 850.0.
,T.em-raturs ift $tap Valve, F. 900.0. 900.0 ,900.0,. . 904.0 : ,-

. Siearn-tiithalpy, Btu/lb. 1,454.0' 1,454.0 1,454.0 ..1;454:0
Engine Efficiency, °A. .5 , .75 .75 75; -:

. ist EXTRACTION - DRAIN COOLED. .

FEEDWATER.HEATER

)1,.,' Water Flow to 'Heater,' lb/lir,. .104;326 ' . 1.13:,157

'7' Suri;ine-$tage.Pv:siures, psis N265.0 265..0

......'.Heater Shell. Pressure, Oa.. 238.5 238.5.

Teolinal TemPerature Puff. F. -3.0 4.13
DrainCociler Approach,. F.. T0.0 , 10.0

Feedwatir Temperature Outs F. 399.8 4399.8

Water Enthalpy gpf.; Btu /lb.. '.. 374.5 .. 374.5

Extract ion Enthalpy, Btu/lb. .4 1,344.5 1;344:5
...Drain Enthalpy, BtuAb. 83.6 ..283.6

Extraction Required,. ib./hr. 9,943 10,785,.

119,553

'2650

238.5

10.0

399.8

374:5

1,344.5

28.6
11,395.5

1.38,150

265.0

238.5

-3.0

10.0

1,344.5

. 283.6

13,167'



TABLE. E \k2.(Continued).

:.2nd EXT4CT.10,il*,-.DRAN COOLED°

FEEDWATER- HEATER'

Water flOw to Heater , whe.

Turbine Stage ?itssure;

Heater SheqPressurei. ',Sic

Terminal. Temperature :Diff.;,'F. ,

Dioin Cooler. ApprOach, F.

Mat6r, TerriPerhtUre Out, F.

Water Entlial tOUt,

Prakri'

04026". . 113,1

75.0 75:0.
67:5' '67.5

'3.0
10.0

.303 5

64reCticih' kequiredi. Ib

3rd EXTRACTION .- CONTACT

FEE6WAT.ER, HE!tTER#AND-:

'
.T.!#?irie..,Sfage'Pressurek..Psig:

Extraction.
c7' 1

Heater 51;e11,PresspretPSia...
. I

Water ; iire In, F.

DrafnTemperature, F.

.Water Enthalpy Inv:Bt.:J/16.

brain Enthal.py,, Btu/lb.

ExtrcictiOn .ROUired,: lb .

'10-.0

303.5

273.4

1,241 1,247.3

231.2' .231.2

_4,902 5,317

0.

I ,

CONDENSER

Exhaust Enthaipy

Steam Flow, lb./hr.

Pressure, pia

Hot-Welt Temperature, F.,

Enthalpy, Btu/lb.

30.0

1 188.0

28.5

148.1

247

116.1

215.8'
8,1,16

30,0:

1,188 0

28.5

170.0

247:4

138.6

/15.8
6,91

,553. 1$8,150

\i n.() '75.0
67:5- 67.5

-3.0 -s.b

303.5 30.3.5

273;4, .;273.4

1,247.3 1,247..3

e. 231%2 231.2

5,617 6,491,

30.0 30.0.
1 188.0 188.0.

28.5 28.5
17Q.0 116.2

247.4 247.4

138$ 84.1

215.8 215,.8

7,301 13,862

00

1,639.3

104,629

1.5

115.7

83.6



TAgibt. E X-2 (Continued)

WOK, GENERATOET

Turbine Shoff Power bySeCtion

,:isi.Extraction, KW
JR. d'ExtractiOn;KW,...

3rd Extroction,.1(W.

EXhousat, KW

,O.tdr.Shcift Power _'kW

ataosse3 ,111

sii.00d,-..GineratOr.7rerrnind , ;

591LER

Degrees Suer

Entlic4y.kF 8tu/lb6
Hcc Added to 5team, 10 . Btu

=

.'Feat. Supplied

,348 3,631'4

371' 8

141
1

4,559

6,666. 8,699 .14;652

;266 347

6;400 -8,352 14,027

3,30:
-156 --

i
374.8 374.8 , . 374.8

'3744 374.5 374.5
1' 112,6' 122.2 129.1

84
-r.

84

134.0 145.8 153.7

PLANT PERFORMANCE

Auxiliary Power, KW..

Net Plant Electric Send-Out, KW

Plant Realization Ratis

Boiler Steam"Rate, 10 ft;.

Plant Fuel Requirements,: 10 qu/hr.

Fuel Chargeable to Process, 1g Btel
Fuel Chargeable to Power, 10 Btu/hr.

Thermal Efficiency, %

Electrical Heat Rate, Btu/KtN

Power to Hea eneration

KWH/10 Btu

379

3,326 5,988

96 96

108.6 117.9

139.6 .151.9

124.0 124.0

154
79.8 79.3

4;691 . 4,659

33.3 , 59.9

374.8

149.1

84

177.5

.436 491-

;917.° 13;536

.96
124.6 -143.9

16Q.1 c, 184.9'

124.0 0

35.2 184.9

79.3 23.0

,446 13,659

79.2



PROCESS EXTRACTION STEAM

freisure, psia

Steam Flow Rate, lbs,

URBINE

Throttle' Stearn, Flaw, I

freSsure at Stop V,aji/e, psia

3..niperature at Stip Valve, F.

$tecini: Enihalpy,. Btu/.

nrgine..Effi'ciency;.1%1'

1st EXTRACTION - DRAIN COOLED

FEEDWATER HEATER i.
Water Flow to Heater, lb/hr. 104,326 113,157 119;553

Turbine Stage Pressure, psia 265.0 26.0' 26.0,
Heater Shell Pressure7.psia. 238.5 238.5 . 238,5

Tetininal.Temperature Diff., F. -3.0 -3 0 -3.0 . , ,..

Drdin Cooler Approach, F. 10.0 10.0 10. 10.0

Peedwater Temperature Out, F. 399.8 399,8. 3F1.8 399.8

Wcitei Enthalpy Out.', Btu/lb. 374.5 374.5 374:5 ,74.5
Extraction Enthalpy, Btu/lb. 1,344.5 1,344.5 1 344.5 -044.5
Drain Enthalpy, Btu/lb. 283,6 283.6 ' 283.6 .283, 6.

Extraction. Required, lb./hr. 9, ?43` 10,785 11 395.5: 13,167



X -2' (Continued)

2ndiXTRA,CTION.- DRAIN..0004ED,.

FEEPWAtR i;1 EATER

'Water.f.loitoMeater;

,.. ,ti,eater Steel l :Pressure, psis

Teirnina[Teniperature:

-Drain 'Cooler ',iPpicidah,

Wcrtei7'..Tenipe

'.:.Water.trithalpy

Eitrattion-,Entliatpi'-.B

:.Exhcction' Required; :lb

113,157.

t.6
00.5.

-3.0

10.0

, 303.5

;273.4,

1,247.3

.231.2

..5317

!, 150
75.0

67.5

3.0_

'4:
247.
231,2.

6,4916.

3rd .EXTRAcTiC*41-CQNTACT

.FEtPtWATER'HEATER'AND

: Dpk!Eik:TOR

."Turbine.Stage Presiiire;

Extractio Btu/lb..

'Heater She1.1:Presure, psis

Water Temperature In, F;

Drain TernOrature, F.

Water Enthalpy in, kO/lb.

Drain Enthalpy, Btu/lb.

'Extraction Reqoired, lb./hr.

CONDENSER'

Exhatist

Steam Flow; I /lir.
PressUre,:,tri g .ABS.

HotWell Teniperature F.

Hot-Well Enthalpy

30.0 30.0 . 30.0 30.0
1,188..b 1 188 o 1 188.0 1 188.0

*28.5 2 .5 28.5 28.5
)148.1 .0 ti :17Q.0 116.z:
247.4 47.4. 247.4.. 247.4
116.1 138.6 138.6 84,1 .

215.8 215.8. 215.8 215,8
8,116 6,911 :7,301 13,862

9.

'1,039.3.

.104,629 .

3.0:

115.7.

83.6



TABLE E X2 (Continued

,TURBINE GENERATOR' ,

,....internal..Gen 'on lip to:

on, 'Idta,

Otion, .KW

Cti3On;:r011

Totat.Geneiatiorjr

enerator .Efficienty, :%

;'Gross Loadi:Oenerator...Termina s,

terapeiiitur*.:SUPer,hecitef Outlet, '.°F

'.P'ressureAt Supei.h.eateutlet, psio,

Enthalpy At Feed, Btu /Ib,

;Hed.tAdied to Steani.,.:.106'Btu

.Bo Efficiency,ciency, .%

Heat Supplied:in .Fuel 106:BtuAir..

PLANT, PERFORMANCE

Auxiliary Power

Feed Pumps, KW 16x.1 174.0

219.4 23E2Faris, KW

Net Plant Electric Senc-00t, KW 3,325 5,- 5,987.8

Plant Steam Realization Ratio, .96 .96

::Boiler Steam Rate, 10 lb. /hr: 148.6 17.9

Pant Fuel'Requirements,. lAtUihr. .138..0 : 349.6

Fuel Chargeable to PrOcess,106Btuihr. 121.1
Fuel .Chargeable to Power; :100 Btotijr. 17.9. >284.
,Plant Heat Rate, Biu/KV11.1 5, 3$3 .

V

1483.8 21.18

251.7 279.0

7,916.5 13,536.2

.96

124. 1419
158.1 182.7.

121.1 . 0

37..0

.4,474 13,497
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